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Peabody Tells Policy On Guests
Seek To Shackle Tenn.
AME Bishops Attend Meet Here
BISHOP JOSEPH GOMEZ,
center. chats with newly-elect-
ed Bishop E. L. Hickman,
right. and Res. H. McDonald
Nelson, of Memphis, af ter
reading ministerial appoint-
ments at Clay:born Temple
Sunday afternoon to close out
Memphis and West Tennessee
Annual Conference of the A.
M. E. church. Bishop Gomez,
formerly of Texas, was presid-
ing over the conference here
for the first time since recent-
ly being assigned to the 13th
Episcopal district embracing
Tennessee and Kentucky. Bish•
op Hickman, former pastor of
New Tyler AME here, was
elected a bishop at the last
general conference in Miami,
Fla. Rev. Nelson, who was a
candidate for the bishopric at
Miami. was reassigned to St.
James AME which was host
church for the conference. It
was shifted to Clayborn Sun-
day to accommodate the large
crowd that heard Bishop Go-
mez' eloquent annual sermon
and reading of the appoint-
ments. A number of pastor-
ate changes were made. (New-
son Photo)
Clement May
'Do-Nothing'
About Move
Brownell Seeks Confab Towould he harmful to both races."
iron Out Bus Segregation
WASHINGTON — INS)— Attor-
ney General Herbert Brownell jr.,I
summoned the U. S. attorneys of
14 southern' states to map action
for enforcing racial desegregation'
on buses and other public carriers.
Bownell said the action w a s
made necessary by the Supreme
Court decision last Tuesday which
struck down a city ordinance re-
quiring segregation on city buses
in Montgomery, Ala.
Brownell added: "It is n o w
clear that any such law, statute,
ordinance or regulation must be
regarded as a dead letter."
DECEMBER 10 CONFERENCE
The Attorney General 'asked 34
U. S. attorneys in 14 states "in
which discriminatory state or lo-
cal laws of this kind are unre-
pealed" to come to Washington
Monday. Dec. 10 for a one - day
conference.
He explained: "The purpose of
the conference will be to consider
and decide upon those measures
most appropriate for the Depart-
ment of Justice to take to secure
observance of the United States
constitution and laws by the car-
riers and all others."
States to be represented at the
conference will be Alaiaama, Ar-
kansas, Florida. Georgia, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mis-
sissippi, North Carolina, Okla-
homa, South Carolina, Tennessee,
•
Thanksgiving Greetings
Negro politicians, sitting on a
potent and growing vote, have in-,
dicated keen interest in Nash-
ville's trial balloons that point to
Gov. Frank Clement lending his
support this session to pro-segre-
gation state legislation.
Another, and more serious ear-
perker, is the suggestion that
someone with strong pro-segrega-
tion convictions may be being
groomed for the governorship
with Gov. Clement's blessing.
Should these developments,
still in the talk-and-paper stage,
materialize with the coming of
the next legislature, a real
-sough-.
fight will be in the making for
the next governor's contest with
Negro voters giving their support
to the candidate with the most
progressive platform.
Predictions from Nashville sourc-
es now are the pro-segregation
bills, general and local, will
have clear sailing this session.
In the last session Gov. Clement
' killed some local segregation bills
with the veto.
From State Commissioner of
agriculture Buford Ellington, the
man expected to receive Clement's
support for the governor's seat,
comes this statement:
"I don't believe in being c o y
about it. I want to be quoted. I
think integration in Tennessee now
14TH AMENDMENT
Brownell pointed out that the Su-
preme Court decision in the Mont-
gomery case held that segrega-
tion of passengers on common
carriers violates the due process
and equal protection of the law
clauses of the 14th Amendment of
the Constitution.
He added: "Anyone who com-
mands, induces, procures, coun-
sels, aids or abets the carrier in
the commission of any such
crime is equally guilty."
In Atlanta, Ga., Att. Gen. Eu-
gene Cook said that Brownell
See BROWNELL, Page 2
Mr. Ellington said that while he
' would not be representing Gov.
Clement in working on the floor
of the legislature in behalf of
pro-segregation bills, "the Govern-
Texas and Virginia. or won't object" to his doing so.,
The Clement position on school
integration was probably best
stated when he turned down the
suggestion of a motorcade last
January that a special session be
called to pass pro-seg legislation,
with this:
WORDS AND DEEDS
, "So long as I consider our pres-
ent course the correct one moral-
ly and legally, we shall continue
it. The Supreme Court decision
, and the laws of our state place
1 the responsibility for any further
decision at the local and not the
state level."
Since that time Gov. Clement
See ('LEMENT, Page 2
•
ARMFUL OF GOBBLER —
That's what lovely Maxine A.
McCain, 16, of 2099 Lyon, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ola
McCain, has as you c a n
plainly see. The facial features
of the turkey seem to indi-
cate that he likes the kindly
young lady. He'd better be-
ware! For the act is just a
huild-up for a feast in which
a
Showdown Set
On Riding Buses
By ENOC P .WATERS
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — A few
hours after the U. S. Supreme
Court issued its order Tuesday,
Nov. 13 wiping out bus segrega-
tion, top government officials were
proclaiming their defiance of the
ruling and the local Ku Klux Klan
in a move of intimidation, parad-
ed through the Negro neighbor-
hood.
From eight to 10 cars occupied
and driven by white men in tra-
ditional Klan garb, but with their
faces exposed in order to comply
with the law that Kluxers cannot
wear masks, formed a motorcade
Negroes, 
that paraded down Jackson ave.,
main Negro business street in the
city.
Trailing them were other white
mobsters. However, the Negroes
e
along the husy Thoroughfare, ignor-
d them completely and refused
to be intimidated.
The general tone of whites in
the city is angry and vengeful.
And top officials are boiling.
At the same time, Negroes in
this boycott conscious town were
jubilant but restrained over the
decision.
On Wednesday evening, they
flocked quietly into three overflow
• mass meetings to listen to offi-
cers and legal counsel of th e
Montgomery Improvement Asso-
ciation bring them up to date on
the latest dramatic developments
in the situation and to consider
the next course of action. The
largest of the meetings where
5,000 people stood in and outside
was at the Hutchinson Street Bap-
tist church, with the Rev H. H.
Johnson, pastor, presiding,
Out of the meeting came the fol-
lowing statement by the Montgom-
ery Improvement Association:
"After thinking on this question
ver y seriously the Executive
Board recommends that the 11-
month old protest against the city
buses will be called and that the
Negro citizens of Montgomery,
Ala., will return to the buses on a
non
-segregated basis.
11
the dear gobbler will be the
one eaten. In behalf of the Tri-
State Defender Miss McCain in
this way expresses sincere
hope that Thanksgiving Day
will be a wonderful one for
you, of course with the help
of a bird such as she is hold•
ing, for your festive board.
(Newson photo)
Peabody Tells Policy In
Handling Negro Guests
National organizations with Negro membership will
have to by-pass Memphis' I'eabody hotel if they are in-
terested in holding conventions where the welcome mat
will be extended to all their members.
Explaining l'eabody Hotel's policy as regards Negroes
attending national meetings there
after several had been asked to
leave sessions of the National
Conference on Government, Thom-
as McGinn, manager at Peabody,
ttold the Tri-State Defender:
"We will not serve any Negroes
any food and we will not house
them. There are some scientific
See PEABODY, Page 2
,Sen. Humphrey Warns Bishop Walls To Wed
Demos On Civil Rights
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen. Hubert ri. Humph-
rey (D) Minn., said last week that the "Democratic party
is digging its own grave on the altar of inaction on civil
rights."
Humphrey said the Democrats lost a "substantial
amount" of the Negro vote Nov. 6 
because of the party's civil rights1 Con-
position and added: 
legislation during the last -
gress.
"The Democratic party can no At a news conference, Humph-
longer remain the majority party rey said Nixon shuld "quit play-
if it continues inactive on this ing coalition and stand on prin-
issue.
HITS 'PIOUS'
At the same time, the Minne-
sota Democrat accused vice pres-
ident Richard M. Nixon and other
Aepublicans of being "pious"
about civil rights.
Humphrey suggested that the
Vice President had participated in
"i"coalition" with southern Dem-rate in holding up civil rights
1,
cipie."
PLANS BILLS
The Senator served notice that
he would introduce a number of
civil rights bills when Congress
convenes Jan. 3, and expressed
hope for "early action" on them
He said they would include leg-
islation setting up a permanent
See HUMPHREY, Page 2
NSA' YORK — Bishop William Herbert B.
J. Walls, 71, prelate of the AME C., Stephen G.Zion church, will take a 25
-year- ington, D. C., Andrew
old bride on Dec. 6. She is Miss
Dorothy Louise Jordan, whose
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jor-
dan of Chicago, announced the en-
gagement.
The wedding will be held in New
York City in Mother AME Zion
church. The wedding reception
will be given in the same place.
Guest list for the wedding is be-
ing drawn from the membership
of the World Council of Churches,
the National Council of Churches
in the USA. American Bible so-
ciety, NAACP and the AME Zion
church.
The eleven members of the de
nomination's board of bishops will
officiate. The members are:
Bishops William C. Brown of
Brooklyn, N. Y., Walter W. Slade,
Charlotte, N. C., Raymond L.
1Jones. Salisbury, N. C., Hampton
T. Medford, Washington, D. C.,
Shaw, Wilmington, N. !Washington, Di C.;
Spottswood, Wash- l Daniel C, Pope, resident
Stewart, to Africa, C. E. Tucker,A.
NSA JORDAN BISHOP WALLS
ville, Ky., Joseph D. Cauthen,
bishop Norfolk, Va., Charles C. Coleman,
Louis- Oklahoma City, Okla., and Ben-
jamin C. Robeson, pastor of Moth-
er AME Zion church.
Dr. Charles C. Williams, vet-
eran presiding elder of the New
York conference, will serve as
best man.
Miss Jordan is secretary to
Bishop Walls, who recently headed
the AME Zion delegation at the
World' Methodist conference at
Lake Junaluska, N. C. She resides
in New York City, and is a mem-
ber of Barry AME Zion church in
Mamorneck, N. y.
She is a graduate of William
McKinley high schol in Chicago,
a former student of Herzl junior
college, Chicago, and a graduate
of Merchant and' Bankers business
college in New York City.
At present she is completing
her liberal arts education at Hervy
See BISHOP, Page 2
Bury Dentist
Floyd Stevens
Funeral services or Dr. Floyd
L. Stevens, veteran dentist, were
held at St Stephens Baptist church
last Monday night. Burial was in
the St. Paul Baptist church cem-
etery in Girard, La. Qualls Funer-
al Home handled arrangements.
Dr. Stevens, who had practiced
dentistry at 491 Beale street for
around three decades, died last
Friday. He was a native of Lou-
isiana.
Dr. Stevens was a member of
St. Stephens Baptist church, the
local Dental Society, and Omega
Psi Phi fraternity.
Survivors include two brothers
and two sisters: Rev. Guy Stevens
of Louisiana; W. T. Stevens, of
Hot Springs, Ark.; Mrs. Georgia
Williams, of Monroe, La., and Mrs.
Bertha L. Bryant, of Washington,
D. C.
"It is further recommended that
the return to the buses will EICA
take place until the mandate from
the United States Supreme court
is turned over to the Federal Dis-
trict Court.
"It is true that this is purely a
procedural matter, but it is also
a matter that might be used by
reactionary elements to plunge us
into needless harassment and
meaningless ligitation. We have
the assurance from authentic
sources that this mandate will
ome to Montgomery in a mat-
ter of a few days. For these three
or four days, we will continue to
walk and share rides with friends.
"All of us have a basic respon-
sibility to seek to influence this
noble decision. Let all of us be
calm and reasonable with under-
standing, good will, and Christian
love. We can integrate the buses
with no difficulties. This is Mont-
gomery's sublime opportunity. We
can not transform our jangling
discord into meaningful symphon-
ies of spiritual harmony."
J. H. Bagley, superintendent 0(
the bus company, has said that his
drivers will continue to enforce
segregated seating on local buses
I until a circuit court injunction re-
quiring the separation of the races
is dissolved. This was issued last
May by Circuit Judge Walter B.
Jones in Montgomery and is still
in effect.
The bus company is actually
caught on the horns of a dilem-
ma. Either way it stands guilty
of breaking the law, if it moves
ahead with de
-segregation now,
it will be defying the lower court
and if it attempts to continue to
enforce segregation it is placing
itself in contempt of the U. S.
Supreme court. It is likely that
the bus company will ask Judge
Jones to dissolve his injunction
in the wake of the high court rul-
ing.
Meanwhile, Judge Frank M.
Johnson of the U. S. District
Court at Montgomery, refused to
halt the state injunction against
the operation of the car pool by
the MIA.
See KKK. Page 2
REP. ADAM CLAYTON POWELL,
controversial congressman from
Harlem will be principal speaket
at the tenth anniversary celebra.
tion of the Memphis Tri-State
bank, Friday, Dec. 14, at Metre-
politan Baptist church.
Punish Powell For
Backing Eisenhower
Roy Wilkins, executive secre-
tary of the NAACP, said that to I
single out Congressman Powell t
for party discipline while taking
no action against other Demo-
cratic dissidents would lead to the
"inescapable conclusion" that the'
punitive action would be because
of Mr. Powell's race.
TWO FIRED
"Punitive" measures against
Powell, however, have already be-
gun, with the firing of two House
of Representatives employes hired
under the patronage of the New
York congressman.
The two were dismissed last Fri-
day night by Rep. Sheppard (D.,
Calif.), a member of the House
Democratic patronage committee.
"The patronage committee is
responsible for taking care of
Democrats," Sheppard said.
Ruth Miskell, secretary to Rep.
Walter (D., Pa.), chairman of the
patronage committee, said the two
were dropped because their serv-
ices were no longer required. One
of them was a temporary em-
ploye anyway, she said.
WRITES RAYBURN
In a letter to Sam Rayburn (D.,
Texas), Speaker of the House. the
NAACP's Wilkins said much of the
action taken against Powell could
also be attributed to his efforts
to secure passage of civil rights
legislation.
Wilkins wrote the House leader
Nov. 15 following proposals by
Democratic House members to de-
prive Powell of his seniority and
committee assignments because
the New York Democrat "actively
campaigned" for the Republican
candidate for President.
But at that time, Congressman
Powell announced that he was re-
maining a Democrat although sup-
porting President Eisenhower be-
caused he believed the President
had a stronger civil rights pro-
gram than the Democratic nom-
inee, Adlai Stevenson.
"It is a matter of common
knowledge," wrote Wilkins, "that
In 1948 many Democrats, includ-
ing members of the House and
Senate, bolted their party and its
nominee and supported the so-call-
ed States Rights party and its
nominees.
CITES 1948
"Not one of these party mem-
bers was disciplined in the suc-
ceeding Congress."
Wilkins pointed out that in 1952
many Southern Democrats "work-
ed actively" and openly for the
Set POWELL, Page 2
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TEC Assembly Approves
New Plan For Teachers
By MABEL B. CROOKS
NASHVILLE — The Tennessee
Education Congress' Delegate As-
sembly in session last week at
Tennessee State university endors-
ed the proposed plan of teacher
retirement and social security
for the state.
The special assembly session
Peabody
(Continued From Page 1)
and professional groups who have
less than two percent Negroes
which we accept.
"We don't want to take care of
political groups with mixed mem-
berships at all." -
'OUT BACK WAr
In addition to not housing or
serving "any Negroes any food," '
Mr. McGinn said Negroes are ex-
pected to call at the porter's desk
in the hotel "so they can be es-
corted to meetings. They are sup-
posed to sit by themselves and
then be escorted out a back way."
Hotel Peabody's "two percent"
policy came into the limelight last
week when officials of the National
Conference of Government claimed
the hotel welched on an agree-
ment to accept Negro delegates
and guests, except on the matter
of housing.
Allen Seed, jr., an assistant di-
rector of the conference, said there
had been an agreement made lastl
.Spring "that Negro visitors would
have every privilege except that
of staying in the hotel."
THREE SERVED
Three Negro women were serv-
ed with other guests in the Con-
tinental Ballroom at the confer- !,
ence's opening session last Mon-
day. After that, the conference
was ordered to stop selling them
meal tickets.
Monday afternoon another group
of Negroes attended a panel dis-
cussion.
However, on Tuesday evening a
group of 15 students were refused
admission to a meeting.
Again Wednesday morning, Enus
M. Moss. instructor of political sci-
ence at S. A. Owen Junior college
and four students were asked to
leave a discussion to which they
convened to consider and vote on
the proposal that is to be sent by
the Governor's Committee to the
1957 Legislature to make avail-
able social security coverage as a
supplement to the present state re-
tirement plan. TEC president R. A.
Stewart, principal of Union High
School, Gallatin, resided.
100 DELEGATES
Approximately a hundred dele-
gates from all sections of the
state heard C. 0. Brockett of
the Tennessee Teachers Retire-
ment System, explain social se-
curity as a retirement service for
teachers. They also heard Julius
Brown, a Chattanooga prin-
lious Brown, a Chattanooga prin-
cipal, speak for teachers in closed
local retirement syrtems who un-
derithe present proposal may not
select social security.
In t h e executive committee
meeting which- followed the as-
sembly, a resolution was received
urging that teachers employed in
these closed locals be given op-
portunity to select social security
coverage, should the proposal
meet legislative favor.
The executive committee also set
dates for the regular delegate as-
sembly as Jan. 12 and the pro-
fessional meeting as April 12.
Brownell
ON
STMICE
186
\
ON PICKET LINE — The end
of the strike at Firestone
Tire & Rubber company, on
Firestone blvd., Memphis, was
In view when the photographer
made the photo shown last
week. Local 186 was to vote
on ratification of the new con-
tract Sunday, Nov. 18. Caught
on the picket line by the cam•
eraman were, left to right:
John Watson, steward a n d
safety chairman, and Ivy T.
Brewer, shop steward and
chairman of the trustees. Mr.
Brewer. a former topflight lo-
cal football player, is well -
known by Memphians. (With-
ers Photo)
Integration
Tests Said
'Go Ahead'
Psychologists looked into the
minds of white high schooi stu-
dents in Oak Ridge, Tenn. schools
and concluded there would be no
trouble in a changeover to an in-
tegrated school system.
And they were right.
Dr. Raymond R. Shrader, of
the University of Tennessee de-
partment of psychology told last
week about tests to find out the
reaction of the students during the
Tennessee Psychological Associa-
tion meet at Southwestern.
The scientific tests composing
16 questions, were addressed to
1,212 students from two junior
highs and one senior high school
in Oak Ridge last spring before
integration was to go into effect
in the Fall.
Students were asked such ques-
tions as whether they would stand
next to a Negro student in the
cafeteria line and if they would
vote for a Negro student as a
class officer if they thought he
would make a good one.
When the results were in and
the scientists had studied them,
they concluded, rightly, ther e
would be no trouble.
AJC Hits Action
Against NAACP(immunity Chest Goes
ver op
Citizens of Memphis and Shel-
by County evidently gave from
the heart to the Chest as they
shoved this year's Community
Chest campaign over its record
high 11,308,462 goal.
Total collected during the annu-
al fall drive for 28 health, wel-
fare and youth agencies was $1,-
315,38723 or $6,925 over the goal.
All the money will be used to
support the 28 agencies which in-
dude the Visiting Nurses Associa-
tion, Les Passes Treatment Cen-
ter for Cerebral Palsied Children,
several orphanages and homes for
the aged and handicapped, and
YMCA, YWCA, Girl and B o y
Scouts.
S. L. Kopald, jr., campaign
chairman, attributed success of the
drive to the. "outstanding work"
of our 4,000 unpaid volunteers and
the people of Memphis and Shel-
by County who responded so mag-
nificently to the appeal."
NEW YORK — The American
• 
Jewish Congress has called upon
• the three branches of the federal
steps to halt current legal and
legislative action against the NA-
ACP in the South.
A resolution adopted here by the
Congress' administrative commit-
tee asserts that recent southern
legislation and legal proceedings
"to outlaw or paralyze" the NA-
ACP in that region are "a great-
er menace to constitutional liber-
ty than mob violence."
Citing court proceedings ban-
ning the NAACP in Alabama,
Louisiana and Texas, a new Vir-
ginia law designed to cripple the
NAACP, legislative investigations
of the NAACP in Florida and Vir-
the amount pledged last yearl
This year's goal was the highest ginia, and other recent southern 
anti-NAACP measures, the resolu-in history and six per cent over '
had been invited. utes are void doesn't make it tion for by the federal gov-
They were finally permitted to so." (Continued From Page 1) One new agency was added — the ernment.
return to the room for the discus- In Jackson, Miss., Atty.. Gen Joe Les Passes Treatment Center for
sion after officials of the confer- T. Patterscn said that the forth- commission on civil rights a
nd a
ence "ironed out the difficulty." coming conference of U. S. attor- civil rights division in the Justice 
Cerebral Palsied Children.
PROPERLY REGISTERED neys to map desegregation plans Department, and a bill givi
ng fed- Last year, Memphis fell just
Prof. Moss said the invitation on public carriers was "j u s t eral courts the power to safeguard 
short of its goal, raising $1,240,286
or 96 per cent of the goal.
was received through President another example of federal en- minority voting rights. But this year, as Mr. Kopald
Levi Watkins and that they were croachment of states rights." , Humphrey also said the Repub- grinned happily: "We made it'"
properly registered before enter- , Patterson said: licans "should be ashamed of
ing the discussion room. "If the United States Attorney •themselves" for the way the re
"About five minutes after we ' 
-
General had any regard for states cent campaign was conducted in
got there a man who said he was I rights, he would also seek to con- many parts of the country.
fer in person with state officials
who are responsible for state
laws."
Patterson s aid that Mississippi
has ''statutes on the books" which
prohibit the mixing of races on
buses and other public carriers
and added:
'As far as
stay on the
He said:
"This (the high court ruling) is
just another instance of the re-
peal of state laws by court decree of
without regard to the rights of a
state as contained in the 10th
Amendment to the U. S. Constitu-
tion."
In Tallahassee, Fla., Atty. Gen.
Richard Ervin said bus segrega- (Continued from page 1) conducted by Robert H. Frazier,
tion cases should he "brought by , a former mayor of Greensboro and
the people involved'' and that the has called out the National Guard chairman of the personnel corn-
federal government should "I e t to quell rests over integration at mittee of the college's trustee
each case come along on its own Clinton, failed to get t he vice hoard. Along with his charge, Ft-a-
like that of Montgomery. Ala." presidential nomination though he zier hung a brass medallion which
Ervin said Brownell's action was keynoted the Democratic Nation bore the official seal of the col-
"precipitant and premature." al convention, and admittedly has lege, about the shoulders of the
South Carolina Atty. Gen. T. C. slipped notches in public favor, new president. This was identified
Callison said that if it was Brown- With his eyes on the success the as the official symbol of author-
ell's intention to hint at prosecu- Citizens for Progress group as ity.
tion of those who oppose putting had in Shelby county, Gov. Clem- President Gibbs was presented
the Supreme Court decision into • ent, Negro politicians figure. may to the audience by Dr. Murray
effect "he may have to put all: now he willing to "come off the B. Davis High Point physician,
of the people of South Carolina in school issue fence onto the pro- also a member of the board.
jail." , segregationist side- in an effort to Prior to the induction, he was
Callison said he would not move - strengthen his own political posi- presented with a Doctor of Laws
for compliance with the Supreme tion, degree by Wiley college of SI ar•
Court decision in South Carolina, POWER GROWING shall, Tex a s, the college from
and he crystalized the views of Negro politicians, realizing they which Dr. Gibbs first graduated.
virtually all southern officials I they can throw the election to any The presentation was made by Dr.
when he said: , chosen candidate in a fairly close
"I'm going to wait until we get race, are watching Nashville de-
to where we have something. . ." velopments and will be doing
so even more closely as the next
session of the legislature gets un-
BOOk Bazaar
an assistant manger came over
and said we would have to leave. I
told him I would like to speak to
the manager and he said we could
but after we left the room he de-
cided it wouldn't do any good to
see the manager."
After the matter was cleared
up and the group was ready to
leave, someone tried to get them
to _go down the freight elevator,
which they refused to do.
Mr. Moss said he understood
that the matter of Negroes attend-
ing the sessions had been worked
out beforehand.
Numerous other cities in the
South, notably Miami Beach, have
opened- up hotels for national or-
ganizations which have Negroes
as delegates or visitors.
KKK
(Continued From Page 1)
And Mayor W. A. Gayle and
Gov. James Folsom have refused
to comment on the ruling. How-
ever, U. S. Circuit Judge Richard
Rives who was one of the panel of
three judges who originally ruled
that the bus jim crow was uncon-
stitutional. said:
"The Supreme Court decision
will go into effect as soon as the
decision order reaches the U S.
District Court in Montgomery. It
customarily takes from two to
three weeks for an order to reach
the local courts."
EFFECTS ALL LINES
However, he pointed out that
the decision effects, not only Mont
gomery, but every bus line in ev-
ery southern state where there is
Jim crow.
MAN ON STREET
White people on the streets since
the ruling reflected various atti-
tudes about the matter . . . some
reaching the point of the ridicu-
lous.
A white soldier from St Paul,
Minn., reportedly said:
"The system they have had in
the South about bus seating is
one they should keep
A Mrs. J. D. Powell of Selmer,
Tenn.. remarked: "I don't think
Negroes are ready for integra-
tion. Many don't keep themselves
clean. I wouldn't like to sit next
to them on buses."
James Sanders quipped: "I
never wanted to buy a car. but
I am going to buy one tomorrow.
I am doing that to protect my
daughter-in-law. My son is over-
, seas."
ON $10 A WEEK
Mrs. Carrie McKenzie, a %-
year-old domestic worker w h o
earns only $10 a week, explained
that she rides the bus because
abe doesn't have enough money
to pay for a cab, and adds:
"I don't use the car pool be-
cause the, tell me I got to he
a member of the NAACP and I
don't earn enough to join it."
(Continued From Page 1)
"will have to fight every inch of
the way in Georgia" to gain ob-
servance of the U. S. Supreme
Court decision that bus segrega-
tion is illegal.
The Georgia attorney general,
said, however, that last Tuesday's
decision in the Montgomery, Ala.,'
case did not invalidate Georgia's
segregation laws.
LAW SUITS NEEDED
He said Brownell, to make the '
decision applicable throughout
Georgia, would have to bring a
law suit in every county in the
state.
"He'll have to fight every inch
of the way in Georgia," Cook ,
said, adding:
"Just because he says the atat-
GOP NOT WORTHY
He charged that the GOP dem-
onstrated it was "not worthy of
public trust" and "again revealed
its willingness to play unfair."
The Senator singled out tactics
he said were used asainst newly
elected Rep. George McGovern
( D) S. D., who defeated incumbent
Republican Harold 0. Lovre
Humphrey said Republicans call-
ed McGovern a "red, left-winger,
communist - sympathizer and all
sorts nonsense."
I'm concerned, they'll
books."
HAMPTON, Va. — Hampton In
solute's second hook bazaar.
which will be held at Huntington
Memorial library Nov. 29 through
Dec. 2. this year will attempt to
encourage writing as well as
reading. Mrs.
librarian, has
umphrey
Clement
way.
Of more significance is the fact
that as the pro-segs step-up their
drive to hold the line, Negro poli-
ticians and civic leaders will in-
tensify their campaign to get more
Negroes qualified to vote two
years hence
Minnie R. Bowles, The bulk of those votes
announced that al, go ti the candidate with
creative writing contest will bel most progressive and liberal
held in conjuction with the fair.' gran:
will
the
pro-
Henri D. Perkins, Prop.
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102nd Year
NEW ORLEANS. La. — St.
Mark's Fourth Baptist church, ob-
served its 102nd anniversary, Sun-
day, Nov. 18 and ending Monday
night Nov, 19.
Dr. Gibbs Inaugurated
As A &T's 4th President
Warmoth Thomas Gibbs was)
formally inducted as the fourth '
president of A&T college in a spe-
cial inaugural service held here
Friday morning, Nov. 9.
Delegates from nearly 200-lead-
ing colleges and universities,
Julius S. Scott, president of the
Texas institution.
In his inaugural address, Dr.
Gibbs told the huge gathering that
place for service by the college.
"We regard Ada as a great in-
vestment in education, entrusted
learned societies, national educa- to us by the State; in keeping
tional and professional organize- with the faith, vision, devotion and
tions, participated in the colorful there will always be a high place
event, held shortly before noon in sacrifices of those who have pre-
the Harrison Auditorium. T h e ceeded us and in the spirit of
group included 20-odd presidents i good interracial relations which
of leading institutions of higher have characterized the history and
learning, traditions of the college,- he said.
The investiture proceedings were 
Dems Name
Research Head
WASHINGTON
ocratic
MAYOR EDMUND ORGILL.
center, was one of the guests
at the dinner last week at
which the Negro Jaycees
launched their drive for sup-
port of their-annual Christmas
party. With Mayor Orgill are
Charles Fields, left, and Elmer
Henderson, coordinators f o r
the party this year. The kick•
off dinner wa held, as usual,
at Tony's Inn and the guests
included a number of repre-
sentatives from the white Jay-
cees group and businessmen
who always play an import-
ant role in the Jaycees' ef-
forts to help spread cheer dur-
ing the Yule season. (Withers
Photo)
1)0Wel I
(Cartineed Iran tags 1)
election pf Mr. Eisenhower, with-
out ineuiving party discipline.
In‘another letter to Speaker Ray-
burn, New York's Rev. Dr. Milton
Perry stated that if Democratic
Czngressional leaders expel Con-
gressman Powell from the party
In retaliation, the party should
also expel Sen. James Eastland
of Mississippi, -whose undemo-
cratic actions and utterances have
cost the party far more votes than
10 Adam Powell, could alienate."
Bis• hop
(Continued From Page 1)
Junior college in New York.
A reception for some 1,000
guests will be held in the large
dining ,hall of Mother Zion church
following the wedding ceremony.
Bishop Walls is known through-
out the world for his work with the
Central Committee of the World
Council of Churches, the execii-
tive board of the National Council
of Churches and the world-wide
work of the Methodist church.
Ask U. S.
Letter Writer Smacks To Speed
Sal e s &used Views.b , •
•
EDITOR'S NOTE: During the past week Morris Cunning-
ham of the Commercial Appeal staff has written a series of
opinionated articles on the integration of the Louisville school
system. Following is a thoughtful, forthright and sensible an-
swer to the propaganda published. The fact that the letter writer
is a resident of Mississippi is further proof that even in the
worst of our states there are white citizens with a keen under-
standing of liberty, freedom and justice. We reprint the letter
here because of is obvious worth.
Reading Morris Cunningham's account of integration
in the Louisville schools, I noted the phrase. "the w him.
sicalities of radical social planners," to which and whom
the Louisville "white citizens have not surrendered the
school system," as he says has been done in Washington.
"The idea of equality by decree!
has been left to the social experi-
menters in the deteriorating Wash-
ington school system," he says.
Returning to this thesis again, Mr.
Cunningham refers to "the great
zeal to create equality" in the
Washington schools.
In this Christian and democratic
nation it is commonly thought that
equality has been created by God
and given to all men regardless
of their score on intelligence tests.
Some citizens may believe that
men have invented equality in
order to live together harmonious-
ly and without fear.
In any event, the concept of
equality needs no creating or de- planners, nor have these people
creeing now.. And if this concept so regarded the decisions. There
was invented by men, it has none- is no reason t o consider social
theless become too powerful to be planners as opposed to and apart
used a cover by individuals who from citizens; men are not so rad-
would like, while passing thru ical as that if in a democratic
this world, to perpetuate their and Christian country they believe
whim isicalities even at the expense in democracy and Christianity.
of the entire populace. (T h ,e MRS. H. C. TRACY
Kremlin no doubt has got the very Oxford, Miss.
latest word on the folly of this).
Nor, if I understand the term
"social planners" as meaning such
as the psychologists and anthro-
pologists to whose views Mr. Cun-
ningham referred rather briefly,
describing, discussing and dismiss-
ing them in about one sentence,
do I agree that these men have
had any idea of attempting to cre-
ate or decree equality, or to use
it to advance the cause of their
own opinions.
The Supreme Court did not hand
down its decisions regarding in-
tegration for the purpose of pro-
viding a casus belli for social
Integration
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
Supreme Court was urged Satur-
day to issue a mandate making
effective immediately its ruling
that racial segregatis on city
and intrastate buses uncon-
stitutional.
Thurgood Marshall, inset for
the NAACP, appealed 1 the tri-
bunal to take immediate steps to
Insure that segregation practices
are outlawed.
The court decided Monday that
separate seating for Negroes and
whites violates the constitution
and invalidated city and state
ordinances aimed at enforcing
segregation.
The decision came in a case in-
volving a dispute in Montgomery,
Ala., where Negroes have been
boycotting the city bus lines.
Marshall advised the court that
there are four other cases in Ala-
bama in which restrictions have
been imposed on Negroes because
of bus segregation controversies.
He said the court should impose
its mandate at once to nullify any
legal action against the latter
Ala. U. Prexy
Of Autherine
Case Resigns
•
TUSCALOOSA, Ala — Prom-
inent figure in the Autherine Lucy 41)
. case at the University of Ala-
bama, Dr. Olivet C. Carmichael,
president, has resigned to accept
a post with the Fund for the Ad-
vancement of Education.
When Miss Lucy a th fi ts e rs
Negro to be admitted to the 100-
!oodwill Revue To Have
'A Thousand,
"A thousand and one sui prises'
have been promised for the 1956
Goodwill Revue at Ellis auditor- ,
ium, Dec. 7.
This year's charity show for
the benefit of needy Negro chil-
dren will be the most elaborate
production in the history of the
revue, according to David James,
production manager of WDIA.
"Down throuh th eyers mid-
"Down through the years mid-
south audiences have come to ex-
pect the biggest and best from our
— (INS) —Dem-. Goodwill Revue. We don't intend
National Chairman Paul I to let them down this year. We GRAMBLING, La. — Contrac-
M. Butler has announced the op- plan a bigger and better show tors have started work on the mil-
Ipointment of William B. Welsh as than ever before," he said. lion dollar science building at
the Democrats' director of re- Mr. James said this year's riud- Grambling college.'
ience can expect "as usual," Modern in concept and colorful
character,cri b e 
dby
er before attempted in a Revue, 
   the 
state
 st ruct r e educationis  beingi  ad.a host of "top-name" artists, 
pro-lindes duction numbers and staging nev-
ers as possibly the most outstand-
and "a thousand and one surpris- ing facility of its kind among Ne-
es." gro educational institutions in the
Some 2,500 down-front reserved'country,
seats are on sale all over Mem-
Surprises
phis and at the radio station, 2074
Union ave. 'When these are gone
there will be only general admis-
sion tickets left. Admission is $1.75
for adults, $1 for students.
As in years past, all proceeds
from the Revue will be put into
the Goodwill Fund used to support
buses for Keel Avenue school for
crippled children and the WDIA
Baseball League.
search.
Welsh, 32. has been legislative
assistant for the last four years
for Sen. Herbert H. Lehman (D)
N. Y., who is retiring.
Kingdom of Nepal is 100 miles
wide and 500 miles long,
lo Modem — eo Bar
Pastor. .. 'fore Convenient ... More Efficient
It's here—the new bus system you've been
waiting for—with new routes, new
schedules, new service!
Fares are 25 cents foe express service on the
7 Express-Local lines; 15 cents anywhere
for local service; 5 cents for students going
to and from school. No tokens.
CASH IN YOUR TOKENS at any branch of
First National Bank, National Bank of
Commerce or Union Planters National Bank—
or at Your Bus Company office, 821 Beale.
Decide right now—wherever you go,
go by bus!
till uIWPHIS LIMP RAILWAY CO.
Building Started
year-old university, became the
, victim of mob violence, she ac-
cused Dr Carmichael and other
'school officials with conspiring
against her.
Later she was expelled by the
trustees. It has been rumored
that Dr. Carmlehael resigned
cause of his differences with the
trustees. However, 1,e has denied
this.
A former director of the Car-
negie Foundation for Teaching in
New York, Dr. Carmichael h •
been president at the University
id Alabama since 1953. He says •
his new job with the agency • hick
was established by the Ford Foun-
dation, will last about three years
and he will make his home in
Asheville, N. C.
REV. E. H. POTTER, pastor of
Bethel Baptist church, Biloxi.
Miss., has just concluded a two-
week revival service at Metropoli-
tan Baptist church in Chicago.
Rev. E. F. Ledbetter was host
pastor. As a result of the rev'val
18 persons were baptised and
some :10 members joined the
church.
;ilbey's Gin is the
one gin distilled
in 11 countries
and served
'round the
world!
Try it and see why
Gilbey's Gin
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin
90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits.
W itilbey. Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio
•
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by I. Alex WilsonEDITOR', TRI-STATE DEFENDER
No Thar. To Rest On Oars
We cannot rest on our successs-
ful effort in helping to put Mem-
phis, Shelby county and the state
of Tennessee in the Eisenhower
Victory column.
It is vitally necessary that we
begin now to focus our attention
on the local political scene. There
are at least three officeholders in
the present city administration
whom the average Negro citizen
feels must be removed from of-
fice.
Let's don't fool ourselves. That
cannot be done by wishful think-
ing and prevarication. We've got
to get more Negroes registered
and we've got to convince many
of those registrants that they
Must go to the polls and vote.
What we feel is sorely needed
In Memphis is a non - partisan
agency whose sole purpose would
be to get every Negro citizen who
Is eligible registered to vote.
We propose that the agency
have a full-time director with vol-
unteer workers. Every civic-mind-
ed Negro businessman should be
Interested in helping to underwrite
the apnual salary of the direc-
tor. And we feel that if the pro-
gram of operation is effectively
, presented businessmen will sup-
port the project.
This agency would not be per-
Montgomery Line Ready
To End Jim Crow Seating
By ENOC I'. WATERS, JR.
MONTGOMERY. Ala. — A spokesman for the Mont-
gomery City Lines. Inc. operators of the local big lines.
against whom a boycott has been directed for almost a
year has expressed willingness to abide by the 11.w "what-
• ever it may be."
mated to influence persons . who j. H. Bagley, district supervisor calm and issued assurances that 'are registered or being register- for the company. was reterring esery legal maneuver would - be Ied to vote for any political party. to the U. S. Supreme court de- utilized to preserve segregation. -The voter would decide what par- cision which ruled segregated seat- Mayor William A. Gayle admit- :! ty or candidate to support on the ing on buses unconstitutional, ted that the city commission was'basis of the issues. involved. 
. The bus line Is now operating temporarily at a loss as to what!With a day-by-day, week
-by- under a state injunction restrain- legal procedure to follow, but ex-week, go-get-them
-registered pro- ing it from desegregating the Pressed confidence that something
' gram operating through the agen- buses. I would be worked out as soon ascy. we could expect a minimum 352 DAvs
: attorneys h a d an opornmity toof 75,000 citizens registered with-
. Meanwhile, local Negroes under study the decision.ut a. year.
i
y . etime e next the leadership of the Montgomery . Meanwhile Rev. Martia Luther ,municipal election s to be held Improvement Associatis.o. contin- ' King, president of the MIA. andwe will be in a position to let ued their boycott of the jim-crow leader of the whole boycott move-our ballots speak for us in clear- buses for the 352nd consecutive1ment. expressed disappointmentcut. positi%•e terms. !day Monday. that there will be such a long de-No just-before-election, or piece- They were walking as usual to- lay before the decision becomesmeal effort will suffice. we need day and will continue to walk for effective here.the full weight of the eligible Ne- sometime in the future since the ; The MIA voted last week to endgro populace to effect the type of Supreme Court decision will not go the boycott when the court's de-administration needed here. into effect here until "about 30 cision goes into effeci. At thatWe registered most emphatical- days" from Tuesday, Nov. 13, time it was thought there wouldly during the Nov. 6 election that when the court's mandate is de- be a lapse of just a few days.we are not wedded to any politi- livered to the Federal district court Since the MIA is under injunc-cal party, and that bs and large here. tion preventing them trout opera-we will support a program, a In an effort to offset the bitter ling their car pool. maintainingtangible program that offers free. and intemperate statements of de- the boycott over a long period oldom and fair-play for all citi- Dance made by many white lead- time now poses new problems.
zens regardless of color. ers, the city commission asked However. the full effect (It theThese facts must be driven residents of
I home o n local levels in many
'communities throughout the South.
i In the realm of politics here in,
I Memphis we need a planned year-round program with unbiased. ef-!
I fective leadership.
A Significant Statement
Significant statement of t h e
Week — Comm. Henry Loeb while
addressing the Veterans Club at
Memphis State said:
"The group (Citizens for Prog-
ress, pledged to keep Memphis
DOWN in Dixie) is not as strong
as a lot of people think. And we'll
prove it at the next city election
(1959) —we are going to break
them."
From what we have learned
. thus far, two affiliates of the CP.
Comms. John T. Dwyer and Stan-
ley Dillard won't be getting the
Negro support in 1959 that they
received two years ago. There's
a story there which will ring plen-
ty come the next municipal elec-
tion.
'How Long, Oh L
"How long. Oh Lord. how long?"
is the plea we make to the Al-
mighty over an archaic policy
that made headlines last week.
The oppressor: The Peabody ho-
tel. The victims: Negro college
students seeking to broaden their
education. The occasion: The Na-
tional Municipal League in its 62nd
annual National Conference on
Government, at the Peabody.
Announcements had ma clear
that the sessions were open to the
public. A college professor, with
full agreement of his class. de-
White Liberal
Faces Trial
In Ky. Bombing
LOUISVILLE. Ky. — State's At-
torney A. Scott Hamilton has an-
nounced that he will try Vernon
Bown on Nov. 20 on the charge
of dynamiting the home of a Ne-
gro couple, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
E. Wade IV, in June, 1954.
The house still lies in ruins in
a so-called white neighborhood in
suburban Shively.
Bown, white, moved in with- the
Wades to help protect the family
from violence by neighbors and
hoodlums. He was indicted in Sep-
tember, 1954, during a grand jury
session which Hamilton turned into
an inquiry into the political be-
liefs and reading habits of white
supporters of the Wades.
Hamilton told Harry S. MeAl
pin, local Negro leader and chief
counsel for Bown. that he didn't
have enogugh evidence to convict
Bown, but he had to try him
anyway because a lot of people
were asking why he had Bown in
dieted in the first place.
Last February, Police Chief Car
Heustis of Louisville testified tha
James I. Rone, builder of. the
house, or his son was the chic
suspect in the Wade bombing. The
younger Rone has been a leade
in the White Citizens Council
Heutis and the Bones are among
two dozen witnesses the defens
Ii summoning for Bown's trial.
•
ord, How Long?'
cided to attend a foruin on gov-
ernment — after all the public
was invited.
This group learned that, in so
far as the "public" was concern-
ed it didn't include Negroes, not
in the Peabody. The manager, in
his way, made this clear by re-
fusing admittance. The group
left quietly but that was not the
end of the matter. After the pro-
fessor conferred with some influ-
ential persons, the class was final-
ly admitted.
We are of the opinion that the
Negroes who were successul in
getting into the hotel for the ses-
sions did not go for social pur-
poses. They were seeking infor-
mation that would broaden their
scope of government.
The hotel's obsolescent policy
should be amended to permit the
unfettered attendance of Negroes
at educational and professional
meetings, at least.
Such smelly public relations
does not help our city, nor does
it create goodwill among students
who are striving to prepare them-
selves for effective service in the
community.
The Peabody incident is just
another in a long series of the
denial and attempted denial to Ne-
groes of opportunities. that a r e
theirs as citizens. How long, Oh
Lord, how long before these men-
tal blocks will be replaced by
clear thinking, justice and at least
tolerance?
lblifiliii1111111•1111•1011dilliqua,ditteninhutsimius
Brother Of Actor
Audie Murphy Dies
Following Surgery
HOLLYWOOD — (INS)—Rich-
ard Murphy. 29•year•old brother
of actor Audie Murphy, died
Saturday night at Kaiser Memo-
rial hospital following surgery.
The operation was for cancer of
the brain.
f Murphy worked at the Raiser
Steel plant in Fontana. His sur-
vivors include his widow and
three small children and six
' brothers and sisters. some of
I whom live in the Dallas area of
e, Texas.
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the City to remain boycott was still being felt Sun-
day. Late last week Negroes with
cars were sharing them with oth-
ers in an effort to preserve the ,
boycott.
It is expected that this "share
your car" movement will be ex-
tended to cover the period until
the decision is received here.
COST 050,000
Bagley sad that the boycott
which will be a year old Dec. 5,
has already cost the company
$750,000 in revenue losses.
Attqrneys for the bus line are
expected to ask the court to lift
the injunction which would pre-
vent them front complying with
the Supreme Court edict.
"It would appear." Bagley said.
"that if the injunction were re-
moved, our present method of
segregating passengers would be
unconstitutional."
DEPLORE EDICT
City Commissioners Clyde C.
Sellers and Frank W. Parks both
deplored the court decision and
promised that everything would be
done to prevent desegregation of
the buses.
Though ob% iously overjoyed by
the decision. Negroes here are re-
strained and are willing for Rev.
King and other leaders of the
movement to speak for them and
plan strategy
All are under a self imposed
mandate "to do nothing that will
upset our victory now."
THE ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
SEAL SALES drive of Shel-
by County Tuberculosis and
Health association got under-
way last week and at Le-
Moyne college the Negro Ad-
visory Board held its annual
dinner and kickoff meeting.
Rev. A. E. Andrews, left,
minister of Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian church, is sers-
ing as Seals sales chairman.
Others, from left, are Prof. A.
R. Bland, advisory boa rd
chairman: Mrs. Anna Clark,
seeretars, and .1. K. Davis.
exeiutive seiretars. Reports
were heard from the various
schools and organizations and
plans made toward a success-
ful Seals sales program. Board
members reminded that 8:1
percent of the funds raised
through sale of the Christmas
Seals remain in Nhelb y coun-
ty. Shelby county reported 380
new cases of TB in 1955. (New.
son Photo)
WEST
EMPHI
NEWS
Mrs. Cora Fair of S. 17th st.,
had as her guest, her sister, Mrs.!
Essie Spates of Chicago Mrs. Fair i
says she was so glad to see her '
sister.
Mother Taylor of 210 N.
st. spent Sutvlay in Lepanto.
with her nephew and niece,
and Mrs. Nathaniel Barnes. I
er Taylor says she enjoyed
trip.
The Wendell MB church had a
great time Sunday, Nov. 18. The
service was in behalf of Pastor
Honor Day. Rev. I. H. Hill. Music
was furnished by the Cotton State
Harmongers of Turrell, Ark. and
the Welcome Travels of Memphis.
Mrs. Shardian, sponsor: Mrs. Car-
rie Love. secretary: Rev. I. H.
Hill. pastor.
MRS. HARRIS BACK
Mrs. Mannie Jean Harris of Chi-
cago, has returned to her home.
Mrs. Harris has 'been visiting her
parents. Mr. an Mrs. James Wil-
liams of 310 N. 13th at, The Har-
risses have two small children,
Charles Lavarner and Janice, Mr.
and Mrs. Harris are formerly of
West Memphis. Ark.
Charles Berry and his sister,
Ruth Gammon of Memphis. Tenh.
were the guests Monday at Won-
der High school in West Memphis.
They are the son and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Berry Gammon
of 1580 S. Bellevue blvd. The Gam-
mons are students at Hamilton
High school in Memphis.
14th
Ark..
Mr.
loth-,
her
HOWARD UNIVERSITY med-
icat student Somuel A. Sofola
discusses his n e w book,
"When a Philosopher Falls in
lave." with members of the
Founders Library staff at the
school. Dr. Sofola, who bails
from Nigeria, West Africa. is
a 1954 griduate of the College
of Liberal Arts at Howard and
a Phi Beta Kappa member.
From left are Jeanette Bough,
Mrs. Helen Moffit, Miss Do.
lot-es Harrison and Miss Do-
lores Lefall.
A PROGRAM OF' THE B(t0hEst.
By
Sidney J. PhIlloo
- President -
Your forefathers and
mine toiled, sweated and
bled to pass on to us the
wonderful heritage that is
AMerica —
a heritage
that today
represents
t he striv-
ing and
sacrifices,
. the pray-
LA e r and
achieve-
Mr. Phillips
ments, t he
hopes and ideas of the
more than 160,000,000 in-
dividuals who call it home.
It is your job and mine to
preserve this heritage and
pass it on to future gener-
ations of Americans even
as it was passed on to us.
Group tensions in many
parts of our land are mili-
tating against the kind of
community teamwork that
is so highly necessary to the
well-being of our nation.
The Booker T. Washington
Centennial Commission,
aided by an appropriation
from the Federal Govern-
ment, is trying to do its
humble bit to relieve these
tensions, by directing na-
tional attention to the pow-
er of goodwill as advocated
by Booker T. Washington.
This great American proved
through his own life and
Miss Morstine Scott. daughter of
Mrs. Rosie Scott of 124 S. 12th
st., was honor guest at a birthday 1
party Nov. 13, about 15 or 20 chil-
dren attended the party. Refresh-
ments were served.. Many gifts
were receiced by the honoree.
Plans are underway for the 1
berculosis Christmas Seal Drive,
Miss Mary Lou Dennis. Executive
Director of the Arkansas Tubercu-
losis Association met with mem-
bers of the committee of Charit-
able Drive in the J. S. Phelix
High school cafeteria Nov. 6, to
discuss plans leading up to the
drive. A chairman will be named
in each town or community by
Mrs. Muriel B. Warren and Mrs.
ETS CE I. E BRATE — The
Veterans Benefit Inc., an or•
ganization dedicated to im-
proving the welfare of former
servicemen and women, with
headquarters at 8110 Vance
AVr. obsersed Veterans Day
with a banquet as one of its
top features. ()Hirers of the
group are shown in top photo.
Lett to right seated: Mrs.
Francis Jones. secretary: 
liam L. Wright. secretary;
Rev. Bennie 1.. Oendy. vice
president and agency director
and Miss Mabel Bankston,
committeewoman. Left to right
standing: J. W. Phillips. gen-
eral chairman. of Veterans
Das; Mrs. Frances t es.
secretors; Mrs. Willie B. Ma-
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lone, secretars. Ladies Auxil-
iary; Major J. F. Estes. pres-
ident and general counsellor,
of the organization; Res. D. E. .
Herring, chief•chaplain a n d
Ken ja m iii Goosby. treasurer.
THE BOTTOM Nun() shows
P portion of the crowd who at-
tended the affair and enjoyed
the program at the organiza-
tion's headquarters.
Racist To Give Brennan's
Record 'fine Comb' Study
By JAY LEWIS
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen.
Olin Johnston (1)) S. C., a leading
!Congressional advocate of segre-
gation, said Sunday he will exam.
1ine "with a fine tooth comb" the!
record of Supreme Court Justice .
Veola McNeil, chairman of the;
County Tuberculosis Christmas'
Seal drive for personal contact of
citizens.
Res. W. E. Battle, moderator ofj
East Arkansas district Baptist as-
sociation was appointed to con-
tact churches. Informative ma-
erial will he mailed each chair-
map appointed. Members attend-
irg the meeting were W. C. Pot),'
county chairman of the organiza-
tion of charitable drives; Mrs. M.
B. Warren. county chairman of
Christmas Seal drive: Mrs. Veo-
la ItcNeil, co-chairman of Christ-
mas Seal drive: IL. R. McNeil,
principal of McNeil High school.
s Crawfordsville; Coy W. Drape.
principal. Dunbar High School,
Earle: Mrs. Wm. R. Golden, in-
structor. Wm. R. Golden High
school. Turrefi; Mrs. Levada P.
Mason, assistant home demonstra-
tion agent, Crittenden County:
1 Thomas F. Vaughn. assistant
county agent. Crittenden county:
. Mrs. Thelma R. Potts, county
nurses; Mrs. Addie ('Iark. Mar-
ion Community, chairman, Christ-
mas Seal drive: Mrs. Lula M.
Farley. Ahson Wynne community
William .1, Brennan. jr.
Brennan, a New Jersey Demo-
crat regarded as a moderate lib-1
eral on civil rights matters was
given an interim appointment to
the high court by President Eisen-
hower last September.
The nomination must be con-
firmed by the Senate after Con-
gress convenes in January.
Senate aides said that hearings
on the Brennan appointment by
chairman and Mrs Addie 51, Hop-
kins, erso-tordsvillf.
At MeLemere (link Nov. 8. at
witi• of Jo mes Nancy. mother of
Mary Baldwin. two brothers, two
sisters. other relatives and friends
• survise Funeral was held Sunday,
;Nov. 11 at New St. Paul M. B.
church. Rev. Fairman officiating.
; Interment was in New Sit. Zion
;cemetery, Simshoro, Ark. South-:
ern Funeral Home was in charge.,
Mrs. Mottle Mae Williams. a s
convalescent from Crittenden Me-
morial hospital after undergoing
an operation is improving. Mrs.
Williams is a member and usher
of the New St. Paul MB church.
, Rev. Fairman, pastor.
ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT
Building Goodwill Your Job and Mine
T. WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL COMMISSION
Editors Note:. This is the
fourth inii series of ()Hi-
des issiteel hi/ the Booker
7'. Washington Centennial
commission os a port of
'is year-long GOODWILL
BIIILDING CRUSADE
which pays tribute to the
ons-hiendredth answer:tory
of tits birth of Booker T.
Washington.
achievements that men
CAN pull together for their
mutual welfare regardless
of race or creed.
It is your job and mine
to help build sufficient good-
will in our various commu-
nities to offset the waves of
that are threatening
to break the ties that make
progressive community life
possible.
Even the questions of in-
tegration and segregation,
which are the bones of con-
tention that are causing the
present ill-will, can be tack-
led in a spirit-of goodwill.
In our democracy men have
a right to disagree and to
contend for that which they
desire. Good Americans do
not, however, settle their
differences of opinion by
hating each other, by kill-
ing team spirit, or doing
anything that might in any
way reflect upon the glory
of the heritage that has
been passed on to us. Let's
not forget—building good-
will to protect our heritage
is your job and mine.
You can help in this
GOODWILL BUILDING
CRUSADE by purchasing
copies of "rp From Slav-
ery." an autobiography by
Booker T. Washington, at
50 cents each, and Carver-
Washington half dollars at
$1.00 each. These may be
secured by writing the
Booker T. Washington
Centennial Commission at
Booker Washington Birth-
place. Virginia.
7•••••••••••••••••••• IXCILLINT DIM — 010511 TODAYI ........ 
"
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL COMMISSION
BOOKER WASHINGTON BIRTHPLACE, VIRGINIA
I Gentlemen: I want to help in this GOODWILL BUILDINGCRUSADE. Please find enclosed $ifor 
 
 
eopies of "Up From Slavery" ti) 50. each.
Carver-Washington Half-Dollars (S' 81.00 each;
I Name 
; Address
; City Zone State
7,...••••••••010110•1111111.0=110••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
t he .1 udicia i's Com mince were on-
likely to begin earlier than Feb-
ruar% after the work of organiz-
inc chamber is completed.
OPPOSED soBELOFF
Johnston, a high-ranking mem-
ber of the Judiciary Committee.
told a newsman:
"As a member of the commit-
tee, I would like to look into Mr.
Brennan's background and check
on some of his beliefs and dishe-
!iris with a fine tooth comb be-
fore taking a stand on his nom-
ination." .
The South Carolina Democrat
took an active part in the fight
against the confirmation of for-
mer Solicitor General Simon Sohe-
Toff for a federal judgeship earlier
I this year.Opposing Sobeloff chiefly for hispro-integration views, Johnston
and other southern Democrats led
by Judiciary Chairman James 0.
Eastland. Miss., fought a bitter-
end delaying action which held up
approval of the nominee until hat*
in the session last summer.
, Whether Brennan's nomination
I will run into the same stormy op-
position was uncertain.
Senator A. Willis Robertson (D)
1 Va., said that at the moment he
1 dui "not anticipate any difficul-
ties' . in the way of Brennan's
. confirmation.
i While stressing that ho was tatcommitting himself, Robertson
told a newsman: "All the private
reports I have had on Justice
1 Brennan seemed to have been fe-
1 vorahle."
1 Eastland, who as Judiciary Cotes
mittee Chairman. is in powerful
position to stall action on the nom.
ination. has so far maintained a
public silence on tilt: new appoin-
I tee.
Brennan. a life-long Democrat
and (7atholie. was sworn in AS AS
associate justice on Oct. 16 to re.
place Justice Sherman Minton,
who retired.
Mixes With
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straight years
100 PROOF ALSO AVAILABLE AT 80 PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF LI S
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1 Minister Tells Of Family Service
Helping A Father Get His Bearing
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gy REV. W. L. VARNADO
We ministers consider ourselses
very busy men. Others agree
with us and write articles in pub-
lications like Life Magazine to
prove it. showing the frustrations
that result when more is required
of a man than he is able to ac-
eomplistt. when he is expected to
be competent in more areas titan
would be possible for any single
hums. being.
' One of these areas is counsel-
ing: helping men, women and chil-
Area individually and in families,
to meet serious problems with
aisdorn and confidence. Counsel-
ing with others demands no end
of time. patience and understand-
ing Sometimes it seems to con-
flict with our work as preachers.
:eathera and administrators. Oft-
en it requires skills and resour-
ces that we do not possess. costs. debts and finally Mr. Mc-
•Quinn lost the farm. The family
moved into the crowded city. but
odd yobs Mr lcQuinn found %s.-re
nut, enough tu support his family
of use, In deep discouragement,
drinking seemed to help. His u:te.
panicky. upbraided him daily. Ne-
- glected by their Aurried patents.
:be children roamed the streets,
At lowest ebb. Mr. NIcaltonn
ci we tO Fa nil.% Sers ice Be-
cause he 1.a.e,worker there Si*
irfe drinking, and the snab-
by look of defeat. Dan 31c9.1inn
had another chance. Tile case -
0. pastor.' ourker saw him as someone
at 11 of 4le. and helped iiiin take a
a in. fresh look at his many good points
Baptist Training Unam coin:nen- and abilniea. Experience with
ces at 6 30 piii. itec„ .Joseph term machinery might be woith
Wilsou. jr. is the director. There some:hint In an .tteli. she
auggeated. With new Igor Mr. Mc-will be set% ice at 7.30 a :a.
uent front plant to pl,ro,PERSON .4YENUE BAPTIST Quinn 
and one morning he N-aS hir-Persoo _Aseptic Baptist ch.rch ed. Hard ourk resulted in raises
wail visit a ith the First Baptist and -a bolter job. Those times he
church a Edmonaan. Ark in ob had ta have a drink grew !ewer
sees atioa of the Pastor s Ann.'. Cr- end tear!. and onaoy slapped,
aary, Sunday. Person's minister. FELT IMPORTANT
Rev. B. J. Sykes, ALI offleiate• Itiefe Eatilay Seta ii.e Mr.
pastor. alcQoain thotight throirgh the o aa.
At 8 p m. the members will- wor- to handle many- family problems-
ship with Pleasant Green Baptist to find a better place to lo e. to
church. Rev. Sykes will delis er give his children fair, consistent
the sermon. Res. S. L. Hampton guidance. to saY e againat future
is the pastor of Pleasant Gieen need. It oasrat long before Mr.
Baptist church. McQoinn came to feel a good deal
Services at the church %yid be more important to his family and
aa usual. Watchmen Sykes is the to himself.
church sec: eta rya The coansel to Mr McQuinn con-
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST timied in oeekl,. interviews for la
months. Your Red Feather gift toThe Goodfellows• program sill the Community Chest made thespotlight sers ices at Betniehem • •agency s help possible. Yoer giftBaptist church Sunday. at 3 p m. a titan he a a, a
The North :Memphis Quit let tather and hush:and and to buildsing. Jesse Ellis IS the president. a gobs.' hie for hi- Ninik
GOSPEI. TEMPLE BAPTIST At one time or another. almost
Presenting its Anneal Women's ery body teiCeS a situation too
Day wol he the Gospel Teinti.e ie era helmine to meet alone
Baptist church. Sunday. A foron, Ever since pioneer days, vs hen
on ' The Role Of Baptist Women people pitched in and re.sed a
In Building For t Mist- will be iielantior's house of logs. it's heen
the special attraction. Mrs. A. E 'he American \s ay to lend 3 help.
Campbell a estof Coitonteis. Mrs, Jaa• 'ng hand. Yuar 4 oinniunit Ch 
mid Turner of St. John Baptot 71-7 be a eood neighbor. And
church, m i.,. m ar, toaier of se wa- I omintinao t het oent oser
Stephen Baptist church and Miss I ne top this month in that won-
Jimmie Blackshire of First Bap- derlui spirit Scott Fezeerald so
tat Lauderdale Mill (11,•Cus the in- aptly expressed. tatinerma is a
steresting subject. The forum win wiiimane• of the heart.-
begin at 3 p m. Mrs. Braxton Web- HAND OF WELCOME
ster is the chairman. Because I am so etnhusiast-
Rev. C T. Epps ,s the minister ic about Family Sersice. I am. 
nonored to have been for the pastof Gospel Temple Baptist charch.
year a member of the Case Com-UNION BAPTIST 
nonee who h meets tne firstAnnual Harvest Day will be ob- Wednesday of each month. monsrvecl at the Union Baptist church Rev A. :Mc Ev, en XX tiliams as
of 208 Turley sn Sunday. chaamian.
The Sundae. school 55 ill he con- yen
ducted oy E. B. Broden of Cen-
tennial Baptist church. A •erinoe
by the pastor. R. J. V.
it iS encouraging to know that
we need not always serve alone.
that here in Memphis we hate an
agency such as Eamily Service
,a which social uorkers trained
It is that time again. ..Mareis- Rev.
tag into the city Sunday will be, still
Sainte from every state in the
Union and foreign countries as
well, indeed, th • International
Church of God in Christ ('on' oca-
bon is one of the greatest and
moot anticipated meetings heid
hers.
The Convocation will be held at
Nene:alai Headquarters. The Ma-
son Temple Auditorium of 9.M Ma-
son. Meeting around the clock
dady until Dec. 14. it will feature
many outstanding speakers and ac-
tivities. The highlight will be on-
servatsoe of Mason Day honoring
the founder and senior bishop.
Bishop Charles H. Mason, An out-
standing personality will vest
• More than 10000 delegates are
expected to attend the Convocation
which is being hosted hr Bishops
A. B. McEwen and J. 0. Patter-
son. Bishop Mason. sr. will pre-
side Mrs. Lillian Brooks t7offet
of Chicago. III. is general Silrael-
visor of the women aaxiliaries.
The entire convocation may be
heard nightly °Yet radio station
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE:
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
The Pentecostal Tempie mem-
bership will begin its worship at
II - 30 a m , Sunday. Sunday school
will be held at this fume. The
regular morning message will be
delisered at 10 a m. 13,shop .1,
0. Patterson, minister, %YIh de-
liver it.
. Services for the Day will eui-
inmate with the weekly broad-
cast over radio station WHHM.
IT. JUDE BAPTIST
It. Jude's agenda for Sunday
will be regular. Beginning at 9 30
a m • William H. Davis will con-
duct tho Sunday acriool. The as-
sistant pastor. Rev. A. H. Charles,
will preside during the morning
worship at 11 a in. The No. 2 and
junior choirs will render the mus-
k.
Baptist Training Union em-
inences at 6 30 p in. under .the
supervaision of Mrs Ea st er
Cherie!. A sermon will be heard
at 7 30 p m.
Rev. W. H. Moeby is the pas-
tor.
TIRLNITT CSIE
Sunday will he Men's Dar at
the Trinity ('ME church There
will be a guest aPeaker M. R.
Dasis is ;he chairman.
EP% P. Gonya Hentrel ,s the
rr.r. s'er
TREE OF LIFE BAPTIST
Ce:ebration of the Pastor Firs*
AnMversara began a' the Tree Of
Lie Baptist chercn on er1neada%
Nov. 2!. Getting it under was
were the Pilgrim Rest. Seto ri d
and St. Paul Baptist churches
Re% S. H Herring of 5: Pau'
Baptist ch,Irch cielisered the
rvia in address Alternating Psas10`
was Re; .1. H Pa•ton of Second
Bap:.'  rir: Poo t %I Lee
of Piiarim Rest Baptist rhurtn
was master ofCerrinOnitS,
This Tfit,r;day. Fes. 11 H Har-
per of St Mattnews Baptist it
will officiate The master nf eeu-
monce. w. I 'se 
-o-
iling of Progre,o v e
 Rap'..' n
c so %Loa n
and Union'sates h
es will he g ests on F-dav Rev
J. ot r;rea•er ata;:an
w:Il speak Iterratoia paoai
will be Res. T Ni.ssort if I: s•
Baptist Maznai.a R•s. i
of Castaaa Rao-' 0.1,: "to e.asier
of ceremonies
Churches to pa -!,•,a'e :e
climaxing of :he rinO ersan.
bratioe. on S....neta .  are lone s..•
rule Baptist Beth.ehem Bap',-'
Hughes Chapel of If:, ghos t.
and Nev. Sa'em Rapt:. ! '1 it
principal sPeaker he fte', ' oe toW Williams if Lane A .eri •P Bea a an's i• and Afist church Re' Pantr-o-. 
of "New Salem croircn t:,,m ''.<1%* there ircl •the alternate Th. master of cere (fool It o
monies will he Re: R 'Ia.,-
lor of Bethlehem
The chairman of t he •.
sary is Deacon an Shieo• 
• a 
-
Rosa McGruder i the ro-chan% r
man Charles Watkins is the re 0 .1 ;' !;. •
porter and Mrs Rosa texancier eosatoima
is the church clerk
With the theme "Behoid H o
Good And How Pleasant it Is For
Brethren, To Doell Together In
Unity- the Tree Of Life Mem-
bership anticipates no less than
very successful first annisersary
for the beloved pastor. Rev. W P
C. lr,vens, the
drifter tne sei (nun
noicn that the min-
, or cominanity become
aaav aware- of the :seen-
. eryone is moo wet-West will he heard at a tri 
-1.e 'o the agency office.
There will be a Haryeat Day :61 Jefferson and to consult itsproArani at 3 31.) p In. • nrfAieril vs hereThe puolic is invited to anend v .• • 
'" lie -f help.
"fhe practice of 'he Grope: of
liirfor.g the other cheek s one
of the sareot •o'. r,'- ft •ne .
praolerne in n.,Iii7, 't d
Iwo!
The gil.ng of mea far k
d meal :or •'o!,..!t ,
for hat- a:- rrk'n ron ,ro:
ii,-arin.na -r nina tie i) - e
cheek soothes tne iiaiel pan
and flea s d nn. A
t-s here a tr i-n ,nore ton .er. en
a•era, a pleasan• owl r
a.' 0 !...."e 4,ne• are roe.
a..ft3 (0‘);...r
in 'he !ate if rani:Jan, non , aop
eranor.
rg 3') a
,a
rt.) n.' n a ra • a.-
roe* a 
- oto-
al a7, '
tn.,*
e •.. rte. (a ,•(..! •
In. ! n,
':.e A
J1s1 M11H
1 ..e f:.-.-
a n . • n ss h•
'-5 fl trier •:a.t man do
Deny e. Aa% 'fa der..
scant is to turn the other •
Think upon ali things a:so
thine. in the exact re, et
what wart do tato.
WORLD NI:FD• If
Scott I 'ant to do ottets s thev
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST me The other cheek is doing ,.1,
The usual schedule of seis ices ' them a5 I would want them to do
slated for the St Stephen Bap: unto me I want the seat of hon.
Het congregation Sunday Benno or The other cheek es going this
min T. Lewis jr will conduct, place to another I want the hest
the Sunday school at 9 30 a.m.iof eserything for myself. The
,VENSON
to meet the needs of others with
'skill and uoderstanding serve both A few days ago the local pa- living life on a higher plane. Thewith competence and with corn- per came out oith the headlinesivery fact that in the presence ofpassion. 
ati:10W: -Churches !lase Largest "laraer church menthe-tabletspDA\ MCQUIN\ Membership in History Yet Crime. 'Still have more %ice and crime i;One of those helped by ram- immorality. and Juyenile Delia- 'toident that somewhere down thedv Sert ice was Dan Mcguinn. ou qoenca at Its Highest Peak •.
a small farm near Mensphts. What a sad commentary on the
Wornoto. eroded land. high using churchea: In the presence cif :he
largeat opportunity to do a great
ub the churches are failing to do
the job demanded of it In spite
all that can be done by the
church the churches a.:e doing
tar less than is expected of them
Many of our churches have (inn-
tented temselve• with mem!)rrs
and members alone when in reanty
there are many things that de-
mand areater attention than just
mernheranip. In far too many in-
-tart-c- The barriers for cherch
membership and the rliacipline
:or maintaining inembership in
Ole churches hate been fostered
to the point that no longer do
people think in terms of moral
and spiritual standards where
church membership is ins oft ed.
Today ue find that the church
lutist return to the standards of
'he church of yesterday.
CHURCHES CAN'T COPE
Our chinches can not cope with
'he social standard s of today and
expect to hold re place in socie-
ty in the realm of soul-se'. ing. Pri-
marily the church is designed to
save and nurture people that in
(a:tt-t ?final analysis they may gross(lay. But what do ue see da  byimore and mole Christ-like day by
Unchurched people ran come to
any of our churches and see peo-
ple who are doing the same things
that the unchurched are doing,
yet they occupy high places in the
curch. Apparently te -salt has
lost lie savior'. No longer ale the
church. Apparently the 'salt has
ence in the chuich they hate been
noon through the decades. With
this eser increasing membership
the church finds itself at the cross•
road, o hei e a decision mast he
made - either we imiq make a
church of the creirch or dismiss
ilea of charch from our minds.
The rising tide of indifference on
the part of the churches must
be moved. We lost can not let
everyone in the church because he
van sing, or pray or pay. The
church MUST he filled yvith born
again people. My church holds
that the church is made up of -a
body of baptized believers in
Jestie Christ a•
Failure to lise up to this stan-
dard is ample ground for not being
a member of any church. The
idea of baptized belieyere in Jesus
i•hrist carries with it the idea
that we are going to follow in
the footsteps of Him Anything
short of this disqualifies a per-
son •from being a member of a
charch. The very fact that we are
members of a church in itself sets
a apart
DIFFERENT OUTLOOK
; 
Years 220 people who w er e
chorch member' were people of
is different oliffOOk on life and a
difteren• method of behavior. The
tragic- thing of today, many peo-
ple oho lay claim to being church
members have lost their identity
ith the people of the world.
Whereas the!e should he a big
7 difference in members of t h e
char( h and non-members today we
a tt orld were there 1.• 
tle or no difference between the
two. The modern church can not
sati•fv itself with a large mem-
bership - we must make our goal
a anal of consented or turned
around people who hay, made up
'heir mind' to make an about face
:n fife.
me world :oda.- needs people
lin are going to ernish spiritual
and moral leadership The world
need- people ''ho are going to lend
to the world a new flavor of in-
tellectual leadership We can not
satisfy ouraelvee vi- en merely la: ae
memberships The membership
he amoole -an() are ben' ckr
faner ekk-u,da :ne best to
:oe a...falses 'u - rii.r.
1-aar e• 
-.ern there .s a rise.
oen the mour 1
•.,f-e-• none:, arai frur : •r, e
pare•t
aa.
lier -, ,na yr, r
: :o ea:a- a responsarel-
a.,s anri a a ar,-are of yoar cc
n. The aaa: - '-'iu cold .oe
.s •rie sane
DIAL
1480 SCHEDULE
DIAL
1480
Mond.% - aturday
e,a ii -7 , -el Prime
7 a m S:so inky Dory
30-9 - s;irit .al Sunbeams
',0 —
3, It may
05 - News
:1 :i3-1 30 p m - ii nay Dora
: ne-7, p to Br° Joe May
_
a 035 - ane Cole '
35 
- Ness
's0'
3 :5-525 -
5 25•3 -- Prayer for
5 30 
-r off
Sunday
5 a m 7 30 - Spiritual Moments
7 308 - Southern Wonders
3.8 3" - Oral Robert
30-8 45 -- Religious Reveries
8 4,tl -- Ham molly Voices
te 9 13 -- Soul Resisers
9 15-9 30 - Spiritual I. onso:ators
9 30.10 - Christian Fellowship
tole New.
14 05-12 noon - 1480 Hit Parade
12-1 .30 - Platter Parade
1 30-2 - Meet the Leaders
I - New Shiloh
1 40 - Lane Ave Baptist
1 00-4 30 - Jerusalem Baptist
4 30-525 - Jaza Unlimited
Peace 5 25-5 30 - Prayer for Peace
5:30 - Sign Off
CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Leeds Credit Clothing Store
"Leeds Leads The Way"
168 S. MAIN ST.
line the church is failing no Inc
up to the high standards for
ohich it is designed The church
• must quicken its footsteps in the
progi am of soul saving We tint
'concern our-cites merely with in-
,ereaaing our membership h t
more with the indoctrinating peo-
ple with the principles of Jesus
thrust,
Oor churches most have a re-
awakening with emphas:• upon the
idea of melting prosisionc f n•r
making tnis o-orld what crod would
have it be It is not a matter if
large numbers. Tne oorld hes
been brouant to the place where
it is now by ainail troup• of ded-
icated people oho have been will-
iog to place their all en the al-
tar of human proarea• Those eh°
a ill make the church yv hat it
should be must be no ;eas devoted
and no less dedicated.
omen° has one-(
nada s lailway ire
of c- •
MAJOR HENRY M. FRANCIS
It inter public information di-
vision. U. S. Arm.. discusses
with 1.1. ('ol. James Fowler
right u depots chief of staff
for logistics, and Major John
T. Martin deft) the plaque
%shish was awarded him as
commander of Battery "C"
90th Field Artillery battalion
in Hawaii. Plaque was awarded
by members of his command
after the unit attained the
highest score ever made in the
Army's battery firing tests.
Major Martin is executive to
the civilian assistant, assistant
secretary of defense.
GET IT NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS.. BETTY
THE BRIDE DOLL
Approx. 30" Tot!
• Soft All-Rubber Body
• Soft Life-like Vinyl Head
• ROOTED HAIR—cannot be puiieci out!
Wash it Comb it! Brush it! Curl it!
UNBREAKABLE from HEAD to TOE!
Complete witi, ... SATIN BRIDAL GOWN
with NYLON NET a LACE, VEIL, PEARL
FINISHED TIARA BRIE' BOUOUET,
'kNTIES a SHOES.
Yes aladame,
There will he much hospital-
ity shown this week end, many.
will enjoy the pleasures of the
tables of their friends. A branch
here, a dinner there and don't
foraet the annual formals,
Alta the tea,t are over there
is the problem of re%;sina the
Thanksgiving turkey If y ou r
:amily is finicky about left
overs scrap the meat from the
hone, and lie them to rest in
'hat deep freeze You are •O
thankful for Break the hones
apart add left o'er Broth and
giblets then proceed in make
dencioca coop from this stock.
On a mach later date eerye
'irlseY a La Nine.. Turkey P
PIP am Turkey Hash eith -lack
Sprat Bakinc pooder Biscuits-
Good Old Jack Sprat enviched
wl-ieat flour is the best.
TURKEY HASH
Chop t h e ,crappy pieces of
turkey inedarm fire Combine
\kiln an equal a m ount of
chopped cold potatoes. It stands
to reason you ss ill use more pa-
. tato if yori hate fcc,s turke% .
Mia and season vvith salt and
pepper_ Brown mixture 'sell in
a skillet with better or traraar-
ine like anv hash. Add about 'a
cup cream to 1 mrari
season to taste adding a dash of
worchesture sauce-cook until
cream - s absorbed. SUN
JANA C. PORTER
topped Wit h poached cams Si
zood served with Jack Sprat
bakina prov der biscuits
'sPRtT 11‘KING
POWDER BISCUITS
Mrs 2 cup, of Jack s stye,' on
ruched heat flour. 3 
teasp ons,
baking posyders. 1 teaspoon 01
salt and ,if: !skier, work in
2 tablespoon shorteMniz. Add
three-fourths to I cup milk
gradually noxina to mitt doirah
Tess on floured board. par
and roll li,zhtiv. shape. Place on
battered cook sheet, Bake 12 ?ft
n's in hot °Nen
Bye for navy.
Jana Porter
‘_J
QUALITY STAMP
C OMPANY,
STAMPS \\ ts4.4
ONLY 1200 STAMPS
TO FILL A BOOK 10
Opportunity Time Each Saturday Morning On Big Star Food Stores' Show
AN OCTSTANDIM. program
was presented to the sast Slut -
South audience by this group
ns a recent saturda. morn
lag Big star show. Rig star
Food 'stores Are harips te help
little stars des elop their tat.
en!. JoiluI 1. C. Williams
master of ceremonies. The
:romp pit lured abase were
heard oyer ao,o00 watt WDle.
Frost row, left to right:Gail
Odessa Townsel and Mattie
Ella Walton. Second row left
is right: Yvonne Townsel, Sal
lye J. Coe, Ann Kirk. Gloria
Massey. Charles Yates sad
Hallestine Shelby.. If you would
like to appear on a fitbre gig
Star show you are invited in
cantati WHIt by phone Sr 1r
ter.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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Yes, the 1936 turkey crop is the biggest in
history — 75,000,000 birds. . . which means
a bigger selection — better quality — and lower
prices at National for you! National's buyers
have selected the country's finest turkeys —
plump, juicy birds with tender, flavorful
white meat ... delicious dark meat ... with
big. scrumptious "drumsticks" for the fa-
vored members of the family. National has
set aside exactly the turkey you want — the
one BEST of 75.000,000 turkeys, the one and
only turkey for you and your Thanksgiving
dinner. .. the size you want . .. and at the
price you want to pay! Come in and select
"your" turkey NOW — while our tremen-
dous selection is complete. Then, if you and
your Thanksgiving Day guests don't agree
it's the most delicious they ever had, bring
in your sales slip to your National Food Store
— and get back every penny you paid!
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HIS EXCELLENCY It. Rev.
Laurean Rugambwa. bishop of
Rutabo. Tanganyika Territory.
East Africa. and Father Joseph
Sys. a missionary of White Fa•
thers in Uganda, East Africa,
relax at recruiting center of
White Fathers of Africa in Chi-
cago. The two eerlymen are
in Chicago to speak and raise
funds to carry on missionary
work in Africa.
rof HERMAN
1\101111111111
SCORPIO
October 21 . . . „ November 20
If you were born under this sign.
which is the eighth sign of the
todiac, you have great determina-
tion, boundless courage. and un-
believable amount of aggressive-
ness.
No obstacle is too formidable
for you to tackle and overcome.
and each difficulty conquered only
spurs you on to greater achieve-
ment. People born under this sign
glory in activity and seem tire-
less in energy, and although not
very speedy in action, in the end
accomplish far more than the av-
erage person.
' The mind of the Scorpio person
is competent, shrewd. ingenious
and far-seeing. It is a positive and
compelling mind v,iih great pow-
ers of concentraton. and strong
aspirations. The manners and
speech of folks born under this
sign are f,'rf.effil and direct .
even blunt. Ti:cy are usually
enio:ionaf in their fee.in-,:s and
their passions are cry strong.
•
Der Prot. Herman: I haye
read your column for many years
. It is remarkable bow you
help others ar.d host you are will-
ing to do so in your column
FREE of charge. Now I have a
problem, but I am ( mg to write
in for a private reply as it will
take far- more -pace than you
can use in the paper to ans,ser it,
I just want yot, kno•v- tha: your
work is apprcciated and I truly
hope it confirm- Your friend.
• • *
W. T. What La:conic of them
mow^
INS. It seems that this fami
ly recently had trouble which
caused them to lose their home
and you are disturbed because
there are small children to be
considered. Don't worry, sever-
al friends, just like yourself, are
trying to help them. Soon, a
place will be provided and they
will get on their feet again.
E. African Bishop Visits
White Fathers Of Africa
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
&distinguished visitor to Chica-
go is the Right Rev. Laurean Ru-
gambwa, bishop of the Rutabo and
Bukoba dioceses of the Roman
Catholic church in Tanganyika
Territory. East Africa.
The tall, soft-spoken cleric is the
first native African to be elevated
to the "episcopal dignity." He is
a product of the White Fathers
of Africa, the famed missionary
order whose members dedicate
themselves to work on the Mr--
can continent and who get their
title from the history of their
founding in 1869.
That was the year Cardinal La-
vigerie founded the society to
evangelize the Arabs and other
people of Africa.
NATIVE COSTUME
The first missionaries found that
before they could proceed with
Christianizing the Moslem Arabs
of Algeria, they had to adopt the
native costume of the country, in-
stead of the ordinary religious
habit.
This consists of a gandoura. a
cassock-like robe: a burnous. the
flowing cape of the Sons of the
Sahara, the chechia, the red fez-
like hat and a rosary to substi-
tute for the 99 beads of Moham-
med, which faithful Moslems of-
ten carry around their necks.
This is today, the regulation hab-
it of the White Fathers. Members
of the order are drawn from all
over the world, but the primary
-aim is to train Africans to grad-
ually take over administration of
the work.
BORN LN 1912
Bishop Rugambwa was born in
Buhaya in 1912 and was educated
at the White Fathers' Seminary
of Rubya in Bukoba. His parents
were devout Catholics. He was or-
dained to the priesthood in 1943.
In 1948. his superiors sent him
to Rome to study Canon Law. lie
received a doctorate three years
later. He was consecrated a bish-
op in February. 1952 and was as-
signed as the first vicar apostolic
*
ANXIOUS. Will I get married?
ANS. I see no reason for you
to be doubtful, Jane, for you
have already applied for your
license and the date is set .
so stop fretting. I feel that you
will be quite happy.
J. Should I change jobs?
ANS. Concentrating upon your
question I find that a change
is definitely indicated since they
refuse to raise your wages or
adsance you in any way. You
ha‘e been there many years.
there is no need to remain
there until you are too old to
seek employment elsewhere. With
your knowledge you can de-
mand more money. by all means
consider another job.
Teachers Meet
MARSHALL, Te:, - ir. if. I.
Sur. dean of Bishop college vill
spra k at a sectional meeting of
the Teachers' State association of
Texas on Nov. 29. The State
Teachers' convention will be held
in San Antonio from Nov. 29 thru
Dec. I.
The theme of the convention
v ill be -The Teacher in Today's
Educational Picture."
of Lower Kagera. One year later,
he became the resident bishop
of Rutabo.
Once an outpost, Rutabo now is
the center of a diocese of five
parishes, each in turn having
many outposts. Of the total popu-
lation of 110,000, about 44,000 are
Catholic. It is staffed entirely by
Africans — priests, brothers and
nuns.
Bishop Rugambwa is in this
country for his first visit and will
spend three months visiting par-
ishes around the country and rais-
ing funds for the work in Africa.
Schools and hospitals are t h e
most urgent items on the agen-
da. Just recently, a group of
Italian nuns arrived in Rutabo to
assist in educational work.
During his stay here, Bishop Ru-
gambwa is being accompanied by
Father Joseph Sys, a member of
the order in Uganda Protector-
ate in British East Africa.
Ohio Tot Polio
Poster Subject
Four-year-old Calvin Mayfield
of Cleveland. Ohio. a polio victim
since he was 16 days old, has been
appointed 1957 March of Dimes
Poster Boy, it was announced to-
day by Basil O'Connor, president
of the National Foundation for In-
fantile Paralysis.
This inquisitive, wide-eyed lit-
tle boy who represents many
thousands of people for whom the
Salk Vaccine came too late, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. May-
field. Calvin is living proof that
there still remains much to be
done before the polio job is fin-
ished.
The 546,900,006 needed by the
1957 March of Dimes will help
carry on an intensive rehabilita-
tion program for polio victims
like Calvin. as well as finance a
nationwide vaccine education pro-
gram, train needed medical work-
ers and sponsor research.
Calvin's twin, Alvin. has had his
Salk vaccine shots, as have the
boys' two sisters, ten-year-old.
Sandra and Paula. who are also
twins.
When Calvin was admitted to
University Hospital in Cleveland
on Oct. 31. 1952, doctors found that
oolio had damaged the muscles in
both his arms and legs. He has
had constant medical care ever
since and he will need help for
years to come.
Calvin now walks with the aid
of braces and Canadian crutches.
He takes physical therapy treat-
ments to correct weakness in his
arms so that he will be able to
walk even better. Over the years,
Calvin's mother has been devoted
to his care, and she is most con-
scientious in carrying out the doc-
tor's instructions.
Calvin's treatment has cost $5.-
187.70 in March of Dimes funds
lo date. The Mayfields are grate-
ful to the March of Dimes for the
help their family has been given,
and they are proud of Calvin's
selections as poster boy.
"When we were so worried
about Calvin getting polio, we
didn't know where to turn," Mrs.
Mayfield says. "But as soon as
Calvin's case was reported, the
Cuyahoga County Chapter of the
March of Dimes came to us and
asked, if we needed any help. We
never had to go to them. We can't
say enough wonderful things
about the March of Dimes — and
about the Salk vaccine, because
now our other three children
won't have to go through whatdoinTiff MARCH Of DIMES Calvin
 
did."
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Nab Woman
Sneaking Dope
To Prisoner
TOLEDO, Ohio — (ANP) — A
23-year-old woman was held in
520,000 bond last week after she
allegedly attempted to smuggle
dope into a sweetheart, a prisoner
in the city jail.
Mrs. Elizabeth McCoy was ar-
rested when a jail turnkey became
suspicious becasue she brought a
carton of orange juice and a son-
taMer of coffee to the prisoner for
two straight days.
An examination of the contain-
er revealed that one contained 2..;
grains of heroin, weighted down
with pennies.
The prisoner. Dorries Chandler.
and Mrs. McCoy were admitted
addicts and spent sometime in a
federal health center for treat-
ment.
Mrs. McCoy was charged with
alleged illegal possession of a hy-
podermic needle and illegal pos-
session of narcotics.
Chandler, who had been arrest-
ed as a suspicious person, was
sentenced to 90 days in the county
 Jail.
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Non-Violence
Seminar Dec. 3 
 
•Q49-1/414,4 Prof Doodle-
CLAUDE BARNETT, director
of the Associated Negro Press
and world traveler, will be
honored at the 12th annual
Done Miller Awards program,
to be held Friday Dec. 7, at
Peoples Church of Christ, 41st
and South Parkway in Chicago.
Barnett will be cited along with
Rev. Martin Luther King of
Montgomery, Ala., and Dr. J.
II. Jackson of Chicago, accord-
ing to Rev. Elmer L. Fowler,
president of the Done Miller
Memorial Foundation.
Says IC Still
Practices
Real Jim Crow
The Illinois Central Railroad
still practices Jim Clow.
At least that is the contention
of Mrs. Stella Kelly, a Chicago
iesident who says she was forced
to accept Jim Crow accoinmo-
dations on that line last month
dur:ng a trip from New Orleans
to Memphis and then from Mem-
phis to Chicago.
And what's more, she says. most
of the Jim-Crow coaches are too
filthy for human beings to ride
in.
Mrs. Kelly said she was sched-
uled to take the "Panama Limit-
ed" in New Orleans, to Mem-
phis but a conductor told her
she could not board it, Mit would
have to wait for another train
which was to leave at 8:45 p.m..
some three hours later.
When that train was made up.
Mrs. Kelly stated, she was put
into an all-Negro coach by a
porter. This coach, she said was
dirty, had soiled pillows stacked
ceiling high near the wash room
and was smelly.
Depressed about being forced lo
ride in that coach. Mrs. .Kelly
declared that she complained to
the conductor and asked him why
she had not been permitted to
ride the Panama Limited as her
ticket called for.
At first, Mts. Kelly stated, the
conductor said she should have
been permitted on it. but after
she had quoted the other conduct-
or he said she would have had to
pay more money.
Mrs. Kelly explained that she
visited relatives in Memphis and
then boarded another Illinois
Central train for Chicago. Again.
she was forced to ride in a jim
crow coach . . , this in spite of
the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion's ruling and the staeement
by IC officials that it would com-
ply with the "no racial discrimi•
nation" ruling.
"If Jim Crow trains have been
outlawed, the porters and conduct-
ors in New -Orlean, ond 'founhis
do not know about it." Mrs. Ke!-
ly declared, as she described
how pleasant the tirst part of her
vacation jrrirney '11(1 been.
She went from Chicago to Los
Angeles and from Los Angeles
to New Orleans before running
into an unpleasant racial incident.
Dear Mine Chante: I would like
to correspond with pen pals be-
tween the ages of 18 to 21. I am
a young man. 21 years of age, 5
ft. 81/2 inches tall, weigh 148 pounds
and light brown skin. I enjoy writ-
ing and swimming and will ex-
change photos. lssiah Burhana,
B 73, Petres, Tenn.
* 5 *
Dear Mme Chante: I am writing
in hope that I may secure pen
pals in the United States. I am a
dark Jamaican. with black hair,
S ft. 6 inches tall. I would like pen
pals between the ages of 30 to
35. I promise to answer all letters
and exchange photos. Gloria Rowe,
6th St.. Jones Town P. 0. Jamai-
ca B. W. I.
* 5*
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
a reader of your column for a
long time and I would like to cor-
respond with some nice young la-
dies between the ages of 25 - 30.
I am a soldier stationed at Fort
Jackson and I am very lonely. I
promise to answer all mail and
exchange photos. Pfc. Curtis Fraz-
ier, RA 14491053, Co. "B" 14th Bn.
3rd Regt., Fort Jackson, S. C.
* 5*
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
stranger here in New York and I
would like to become friends with
some young ladies here. I am from
Louisiana and have been here
since I was discharged from serv-
ice. recently. I am 30 years of
age, weigh 159 pounds, light brown
skin and single. I would like to
correspond with young ladies • be-
tween the ages of 18-25. who are
interested in marriage, I promise
to answer all letters and exchange
photos. Robert Williams, c-o 7-G
2392 1st Ave., New York City, N.Y.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
single girl, seeking a pen pal for
correspondence, preferably male.
I am 18 years of age, 5 ft. 2 inches
tall, weigh 114 pounds and will-
ing to exchange photographs. Mil-
licent Black, Mt. Horeb P. O.. St.
James Parish. Jamaica B. W. I.
• *
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a Ja-
maican woman. 30 years of age,
5 ft. 4 inches tall and weigh 167
pounds. I would like to correspond
with American pen pals, men and
women. I am a grade A cook and
also a florist and a Church of Eng-
land member. I promise to ans-
wer all letters and exchange
photos. Ethtine Robinson. 133 Mat-
thews Lane, Kingston P. 0.. Jamai-
ca B. \V. I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
maican woman. 5 ft. 6 inches tall,
weigh 145 pounds and 23 years of
age. I would like to correspond
with American pen nals who like
the good things in life. My faith
is that of a Baptist. and I promise
to answer all mail and exchange
photos. Theresa Ramsey. 3 An-
thony Rd., Cross P. 0. Jamaica,
B. W. I.
and 26. I am 26 years of age, and
have a steady job. I am seeking
someone who wants to acconip-
lish and enjoy some of the finer
things in life. I promise to, ans-
wer all letters and exchange
photos. George Bogan, 1259 E. 6th
St. No. 64, Los Angeles, Calif.
* 5*
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 24
years of age, 5 ft. 8 inches tall
and weigh 150 pounds. My ,eyes
are brown and I have black hair.
My profession is that of a carpen-
ter and I would like to correspond
with young ladies between the
ages of '18 - 30 who are interested
in getting married. If not serious
please do not write. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Robert J. Thomas, 4522 S.
Compton Ave., Los Angeles 11,
Calif.
* 4
Deor Mme. Chante: I am a read-
er of your column and I enjoy it
very much. I would like to corres-
pond with male and female pen
nals. between the ages of 40 and
50. with a high school education
and religious morals. I am a half
breed Indian lady and live alone
in a nice, modern apartment. I
enjoy all clean sports and good
music. I promise to answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. Miss
Juanita Moon, 2147 California S..
Denver, Colorado.
* 4
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a serious mind-
ed young lady who is interested in
marriage, between the ages of 19
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Leader
of the Montgomery Improvement
Association mapped plans this
week for a week-long seminar on
non-violence to be held here with
educators of both races partici-
pating. beginning Dec. 3.
It will be called "The Institute
on Non-Violence in Social Chang-
es" and the co-sponsors will be
Revs. Martin Luther King, jr.,
president, and Ralph Abernathy,
vice-president, of the Montgomery
Improvement Association.
Among those taking part will be
famed Southern writer Lilli an
Smith, author of "Strange Fruit,"
and Dr. Preston Valien, chairman
of the department of Sociology of
Fisk university.
, Clergymen participating include
Rev. Glenn Smiley, field secre
tary of the Fellowship of Re-
conciliation of New York City;
Rev. Homer A. Jack, pastor of
the First Unitarian church of Ev•
anston; Dr. Harry V. Richardson,
president of Gammon Theological
seminary, Rev. James H. Robin-
son, pastor of the Church of the
Master, New York City; Rev, C.
K. Steele, leader of the bus boy-
cott of Tallahassee, Fla.
Also Rev. Gardner C. Taylor,
pastor of the Concord Baptist
church, Brooklyn, N, Y.; Rev, J.
H. Jackson, pastor of Olivet Bap-
tist church, Chicago. and Mahalia
Jackson, noted gospel singer, Chi-
cago.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man of West Indian descent
and would like to correspond with
an American girl. I have good
references and enjoy the best of
health and very hard working. I
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. I now live in
England and would like to ex-
change views and ideas with
Americans. Jeslyn Swaby 14, Love-
linch St., Peckham S. E. is, Lon-
don.
.5*
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
ypung woman, 20 years of age.
5 ft. 2 inches tall and weigh 108
pounds considered nice looking and
well built. I would like to corres-
pond with young men between the
ages of 25 to 35. I enjoy sports
and also good music. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Geraldine Smith, 724 Blake
No. 2 97, Indianapolis, Ind.
*
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young Jamaican girl and would
like to correspond with mole.
American pen pals between 'lie
ages of 36 to 56. 1 am 5 ft. 4 inch-
es tall, weigh 121 pounds, fair
complexion with brown hair and
eyes. I am 27 years of age. I prom-
ise to answer all letters and ex-
change photos. Dorothy De Lam*
15 Milk Ave. Rollington Town,
Windward Rd., P. 0., Jamaica,
B.W.I.
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
man, 40 years of age aAd would
like to correspond with a nice
lady between the ages of 25 to 30.
I would like for her to be 5 ft. 6
inches and weigh not over 145.
I am building my home anceit Will
be ready by Christmas. 'Please
send photo in first letter and. I will
do likewise. John C. Wifliams,
c-o Salisbury P.O., Salfsbury,
Maryland. 
.
f
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with American pep
pals, between the ages of 28 to 60.
I am 30 years of age. weigh 140
pounds, dark brown complexion
and 5 ft 6 inches tall. My pro-
fession is that of a stenographer.
typist. My hobbies are movies.
(lancing and baseball. Esther E.
Cameron, 104 Duke St., Kingston,
Jamaica, B. W. I.
Dear Mine, Chante: I am a Ja-
macian gentleman who is desirous.
of corresponding with an Ameri-
can woman. I am 22 years of age.
5 ft. 9 inches tall, weigh 170
nounds. religion, Roman Catholic.
I am of a quiet disposition' and
pleasing personality and proinise
to answer all letters and exe6ange
photos. Walter G. Gyrell, 34 Pen.
od St., Jonestown P. 0. Jam.
* 5.
Dear Mme. Vhante: I've been a
constant reader of your column
for quite some time now and enjoy
it immensely. I'm writing you to
assist me in finding a suitable
wife. I would like her to be be-
tween the aces of 25 and 35. fair
complexion and weigh not more
than 120 pounds. I would prefer
that she did not have any chil-
dren. I am not looking for pen pals,
but someone who desires to marry
and share and share alike. Fortunehunters and gold-diggers please
do not reply. Send photo lit firstAigletter. please. Christopher Adams,MirGeneral Delivery, Los Angeles 54,Calif.
•
•
•
* 4 *
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Cuban
-Negro, 5 ft. 4ia inchei tall,
weigh 134 pounds with brown eyes
and black hair, I would like to
correspond with all young ladies
who have a college or high school
education. I am a business man inthe entertainment world and look-ing for a sweet companion for a
wife. Please send photo in firstletter and I will do likewise. Juan
Raneola. 1304ki S. Derbigny St.,New Orleans 25, La.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would liketo correspond with American pen
oals. I am 20 years of age, 6 ft.tall with a medium build, my com-plexion is clear and I ant said tohave a pleasing personality. My
occupation is that of a dress rindshirt maker. I promise to answerall letters and exchange photon.(lira Headley, 19 A CarpentereRd Halfway Tree P. 0. Mini.
ca B. W. I.
• •
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Our Opinions
Legal End To Travel Bias
The Supreme Court has officially spelled
out the end of segregation in travel. Tech-
nically, it has upheld the opinion of a lower
wvrt in Alabama that segregation on buses
'Montgomery is unconstitutional. The
'case was brought on behalf of the Mont-
gomery Improvement Association.
While the case specifically refers to
Montgomery where an 11-months old boy-
cott against the city lines has been in proc-
ess, it will apply also to other places where
separation of the races in public convey-
ances has been both the local law and cus-
tom.
As usual, there has been a loud chorus
of defiance from the "aginners" against
everything that smacks of progress. They
say they won't obey the law. Now it be-
comes a matter of dealing with those who
refuse to comply.
The President has said he thinks the
matter of civil rights should be left to the
states to deal with, but when the law of
the land is defied, this becomes a matter
for the federal government.
Some time will have to be allowed for
thi implementation of the Supreme Court
Wen Until then, the Negroes of Montgom-
ery say they will continue to walk and share
rides in their own private cars. For them,
this has been a great moral and spiritual
victcry—an example of courage shining
through darkness with the brilliancy of a
pure diamond.
Beginning Dec. 3, the Montgomery Im-
provement Association will conduct a sem-
inar on the principles of non-violent passive
resistance. Religious and educational lead-
ers from all over the country will be in at-
tendance.
Undoubtedly, this will set the tone for
an atmosphere in which Negroes intend to
quietly begin boarding buses and sitting
where they choose instead of the old cus-
tom of boarding in front, paying their fares,
dismounting and then going to the rear to
sit in the segregated section.
The Klan already has paraded through
the Negro section. Nobody even gave them
a second glance. When all the legal maneu-
vers and twisting have run out, the die
herds will resort to violence as a last resort
to keep integration from going into effect.
In desperation, some whites are buying
cars at an unprecedented rate. If they keep
this up, they will soon go bankrupt.
It will take a while, but the time is not
long when we shall see in Montgomery,
capital of the Confederacy, the unusual
sight of Negroes and whites riding side by
side on the buses and the main parapet of
the walls of Jim Crowism will have fallen.
Our Responsibility For Peace
• Ambassador Winthrop Aldrich has re-
signed his post as U. S. envoy to Great
Britain. There are reports that President
'Eisenhower plans to shake up major diplo-
-matic assignments in eight countries. All
Of these moves are predicated on the alarm
slyer the growing crisis in Hungary and the
Middle East.
The President is said to be dissatisfied
over the failure of Aldrich and the U. S.
Ambassador to France to learn before hand
of these countries' secret plans to invade
'the Suez area. Apparently, there was a
breakdown in our intelligence lines. Had
there been forewarning, perhaps the land-
. imq could have been averted. Israel would
W have marched and we ivould not have
been so close to the brink of total war.
The President has declined to use direct
• intervention. Instead, he has insisted that
negotiations for settlement must go through
the proper machinery of the United Nations
because this organization was created for
,just such purposes.
. For a few days, however, the UN seem-
•' ed in the same peril that put an end to the
usefulness of the League of Nations as an
'Instrument for preserving peace. As a mat-
ter of fact, some voices were raised loudly
. for the UN's head, among the loudest, being
that supreme isolationist, Joe McCarthy
who demanded that we get out of the UN
and that the UN be put out of the country.
- Of course, this would be madness to even
• consider.
Fortunately, since that time, through
1111, skillful manipulations of UN Secretary
General Dag Hammarskjold, and his able
aides, including Dr. Ralph Bunche, the UN
has been able to take a firm hand both in
Egypt and Hungary. The first contingent of
a UN police force has arrived and is patrol-
ling the Suez.
This brings us back to our responsibili-
ty in winning a new peace. First of all, there
ought to be more support than ever for the
United Nations, morally and financially. We
cannot allow pessimism and negativism to
defeat it as a useful organization for set-
tling the disputes of the world.
Powerful public opinion generated here
will have a direct effect in commanding the
respect of the belligerent nations for the
UN. Russia will have to learn that the
threat of moral condemnation is too big a
price to pay for taking Hungary by force,
and Britain, France and Israel will know
that, discretion instead of aggression, is the
better part of valor.
Latest reports indicate that the Arab
countries are relying upon the United
States to take the initiative in settling by
peaceful means the Middle East crisis. Be-
hind the scenes there is feverish activity
going on.
American influence played a large role
in Egypt's accepting the UN police force
action. Here is positive proof of the good
of the UN and why we should back it. We
believe the President has been very wise in
throwing the weight of his office behind
the United Nations and we urge all Ameri-
cans to unite behind him in the perilous
days ahead.
Racism At Northwestern University
The depledging of Sherman Wu from
the Psi Upsilon fraternity at Northwestern
University because of his Chinese identity
is as regrettable as it is reprehensible. An
incident of this kind was not expected to
occur on the campus of one of our supposed-
ly most enlightened institutions.
The rejection of Mr. Wu, surely, will
'supply additional leaven to the reactionary
students in Southern Universities where
antagonism to racial integration is in fer-
ment.
If the action of the Psi Upsilon fraterni-
ty was deplorable, the logic upon which it
was based is the more shameful in that it
represents a naked infantilism that betrays
the mentality of the student-body of a rec-
rd University.ad this happened in Georgia or in Mis-
sissippi or in any of the schools below the
Mason and Dixon line where intellectual
maturity and emotional responsibility are
conspicuous by their absence the affair
might not have occasioned too painful a
reaction. But it happened within the portals
of a midwestern educational institution
which boasts constantly of its liberal tra-
ditions and sound scholarship.
Not D. Williams
It might be well, during this era
of rapid and even cataclysmic
change, to pause every now and
then to take stock of the general
situation, and pick out salient tea-
tures of the surroundings which
can still be discerned.
For inseance, the rapid ratewith
which the U. S. States Supreme
Court is handing down decisions
affecting phases of the civil rights
issue can easily mislead a lot of
folk to the conclusion that the only
matter of moment among Ne-
groes is that of civil rights. But
that is not the entire picture.
Thoughtful . Negroes, like other
Americans, needs must be ,con-
cerned with other matters of pres-
sing and continuing importance.
If the muddled Middle East sit-
uation erupts into an even more
violent affair, and a shooting
breaks out, calling for the pres-
ence of American fighting men,
Negroes will be in the thick of it.
Like other Amercans, Negro par-
ents have an active concern about
the courst of events, called under
such various names as foreign pol-
icy. summit diplomacy, or what-
have-you. They know their boys,
and their homes, and their per-
sonal well being are also linked
with this nation's fortunes in war
peace, and Negroes, too, are con-
cerned about the world situation.
Negroes are not too intruiged
by the civil rights issue to forget
about the high .cost living, and
the dangers of something called
inflation. They can't forget that
they have to pay for goods and
services with the same color of
dollar that other Americans use.
They feel the pinch of tight cred-
it possibly more acutely than
most Americans. And they are
not allowed to forget that the core
of their struggle is still a mat-
ter of simple and complex eco-
nomics. In fact, the prime objec-
tive behind most of the civil
rights struggle among most Ne-
groes is the driving desire to earn
more and live better.
Although Northwestern University, of-
ficially was quick to disassociate itself from
the action of this Greek fraternity, the fac-
ulty has taken no step calculated to prevent
a recurrence of the incident. If the Psi Up-
silon acted in contravention to the Univer-
sity's fundamental canons of decency and
fair-play, Northwestern should have revok-
ed or at least suspended the fraternity's
charter. This would have done more to re-
store confidence in its discernment and mo-
rality than a willy-nilly disavowal.
Though this may be an uncharitable
view, it is nevertheless predicated upon the
fact that the atmosphere at Northwestern
University is such as to breed the type of
intellectual and social irr6ponsibility that
is far from enhancing the reputation of its
community of scholars. That should be a
sufficient cause for alarm among its en-
lightened alumni and friends.
So far, no one, either among the other
campus fraternities or among the faculty
has had the moral courage to smack down
the Psi Upsilon and redress an obvious
wrong. This sickening exhibition of racism
should be publicly and loudly condemned
before it becomes a contagious precedent.
What The People Say
Dear Editor:
I am calling on the Chicago De-
fender to help me in a drive to
raise money to have my church
fixed. You see my church is run
down and needs repairing badly.
We need new seats and would like
to have the pulpit changed. Oh,
there is so much to he done. Idik had to ask for help because
•Wreally need help to have this
work done.
Would you please appeal to the
people of Chicago to help us? As
you know, down here in the South
we don't have too much to take
care of our own. The most im-
portant thing in my life right now
Is trying to get my church fix-
ed. So you see, sir, it is very im-
portant to me to try to put this
drive over.
Between now and the third Sun
day in January I would like to
raise as much money as possible
Would you please start a drive
for me?
I would like the name and ad-
dress of everyone who contributes
to the Building Fund of the Mt.
Zion Baptist church. Gifts may be
sent in care of the post office
in Anniston, Ala.
Thanking you in advance for
your kindness and consideration.
We want to make Mt. Zion the
most beautiful church in t h e
South — Mrs. Mary D. !Ones,
1012 W. 16th st Anniston, Ala.
The civil rights issue has not
mesmerized Negroes to the extent
of making them forget that Christ-
mas is just around the corner,
and like other folk, they would
like to be able to enjoy the oc-
casion in its best and true spirit.
At Christmas time, most of the
children and their parents won't
be so much concerned with going
to school, as with getting away
from it for the Christmas holidays
. . to be at home, open presents,
sing carols and voice man's deep-
seated yearning for "peace on
earth and goodwill among men".
When a Negro child is hurt in
modern traffic, the pain and con-
cern of his folks are matters which
have a universal tinge. So,
thoughtful Negroes, too, ha v e
some ideas as well as concern
about the traffic problem. They
know that it's worse to be knock-
ed dow nand maimed or killed in
traffic on the way to a courtroom
to argue about civil rights, than
it is to work cooperatively to in-
sure one's getting there. It is just
possibel that Negroes. too, have
some suggestions to make as to
how to reduce traffic fatalities in
America. They to, would like to
join the crusade to have traffic
safety taught in the high schools.
and see traffic safety rules ob-
served by people in general.
Negroes are concerned about
old age dependence. Maybe not too
much is heard from their ranks
on the subject; but very few have
failed to notice that Father Time
has a way of etching his lines
on dark faces as well as on light-
er ones. They too have noticed
that the nation's population is get-
ting older, and realize that time
is running out for the nation to
study the situation and make some
long range provisions for the care,
use and presefration of the inor-
ale of its oldsters. . .themselves
included.,
Over and beyond the civil rights
issue, there is a strong back-log
of Negro concern over the prog-
ress and direction the nation will
take under the second administra-
tion of President Eisenhower. The
dramatic switch which the Negro
voter made in population centers
all over the nation. . .from Demo-
cratic to Republican Party. . .was
not made solely on the issue of civ-
il rights. A lot of Negroes think
that the Republican l'arty might
be willing to go all out to back
up its campaign slogan of "pelice
and prosperity." A lot of them
feel that a two party system in
the South will be beneficial to the
region. A lot of them feel that
more Negro attention to stete leg-
islative delegations would help ev-
erybody in the South by changing
the political tone and bringing the
section more nearly back into the
union.
Yep, among "Things that mat-
ter, too," one can easily find evi-
dences of their existence in the
conscious thinking of the mass of
Negroes. It is a consciousness
which most clearly bespeaks the
Negro's claim to being truly Amer-
ican in outlook, concern and de-
sire.
An increasing number oi articu-
late Negroes are voicing this
aspect of Negro life in America.
The great mass of Negroes, at the
risk of being charged with in-
difference to anything other than
civil rights, is primarily concern-
ed with the same mundane, every-
day things of modern living... .
such as a better house to live in,
the coming of a new baby, taxes,
grocery bills, the new car, win-
ter clothes, Thanksgiving turkey,
something to smoke and drink,
courtship and marriage, a com-
fortable old age and a decent fu-
neral. . .with something substan-
tial left for the children. That's
about all most Negroes want. .
that's about all most normal
Americans. . .or people anywhere
want. Now, how about that'
AME Zion Meet
Ends In Richmond
RICHMOND, Va. — The 90th an-
nual session of the Virginia Con-
ference AME Zion church, presid-
ed over by the Rt. Rev. Hamp-
ton T, Medford, which opened at
Hood's Temple church, Rev. S. P.
Perry, pastor, Wednesday, closed
Sunday, with the reading of ap-
pointments.
The theme of the meet was "The
Church in Present World Tensions.
Bishop Medford called upon the
ministers and delegates to regard
themselves for the tough job
ahead. He said that the church
should be in the forefront of the
fight for first-class citizenship for
all Americans.
Sermons were preached by the
presiding bishop, Revs. S. P. Per-
17, R. A. Council, H. L. Marsh,
Bishops D. C. Pope and J. D.
Cauthen. Addresses were made
by Dr. J. W. Eichelberger, Rev.
B. T. Medford, and Bishop W. W.
Matthews,
The Conference is divided into
two districts; Petersburg and Nor-
folk, presided over by the Revs.
W. J. Bailey and R, H. Platt, re-
spectively. Mrs. Ethel Daniels and
Rev. R. R. Purnell served as or-
ganists. Mrs. S. J. Medford is
missionary supervisor and presid-
ed over the missionary work,
Bishop D. C. Pope, resident bish-
op of Africa, delivered the mis-
sionary address.
Other persons who took part
were Revs. M. D. Nathan, E. M.
Wilson, S. J. Burke, A. C. Little-
ton, E I Lowe, C. C. Knight,
J. T. Edney, Sherman Barcliff, J.
E. Blount, P. V. Wall, E. L.
Spratley and M. L. Beamon.
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SO WHAT?
"When it comes to showin' the
Nothin' can beat that outfit."
stuff you're made of . .
rapped'
What would you rather have
brains or money?
Where would you rather live, in
the North, or in the South?
With whose mother would you
rather reside after marriage, your
own mother, or your spouse's
mother?
How do you like your steaks,
rare or well done? Or any way
you can get one?
Who would you rather be,
King Cole, Count Basie, or Duke
Ellington?
Which would you rather have
on a desert island — if you are a
man — Eartha Kitt's new long-
playing records, or Eartha? If you
are a woman, Harry Belafonte's
long-playing records, or Harry?
How do you like your eggs, soft
boiled or hard boiled?
What kind of music excites you
most, rock and roll, swing and
sway cool or classic?
How would you rather die, of
a quick heart attack or a slow
case of anemia?
Which would you rather pos-
sess, diamonds and gold — or a
pure soul?
If you were to be born again,
would you rather be born good
— or good-looking?
If you were offered three wishes,
what would you choose, health,
wealth, and LOVE, or health,
wealth and LUCK?
Questions That Only You Can Answer
Which would you rather be, a
rich Negro or a poor white?
Do you like little dogs or big
dogs? Lap dogs or hounds?
If you believe in reincarnation,
would you rather come back as
human or animal? Man or wom-
an? Fish or fowl?
Would you rather be Mayor of
Boston or Mayor of Birmingham?
Would you rather see a play by
Shakespeare, or see a shake (lanc-
er?
Would you rather be in heaven
now, or in this sinful world a while
longer?
Do you like a hard mattress or
a soft mattress?
Would you prefer your friends
as guests for Thanksgiving dinner
or your relatives?
Do you think the Lord made
evil? Or did evil just grow like
Topsy?
If the Ku Klux Klan got after
you, would you fight? Or run away
and hope to live to fight another
day?
Would you rather be the Pope
of Rome, or the President of the
U. S. A.? The Queen of Eng-
land, or richest woman in the
world?
Would you rather marry f 0 r
love, or marry for money?
If you had to have an allergy,
which would you rather he aler-
gic to, carrots or green peppers?
Would you sleep better in a cot-
tage in Chicago, or in a mansion
in Mississippi?
Would you rather have a white
Christmas in Wisconsin, or a green
Christmas in Greenville?
Do you like your toast light or
dark?
Would you rather go to a soiree,
or to a parlor social?
Would you rather LEND a
Friend money, or GIVE a friend
money?
If you had to meet a ghost
very late at night, whose ghost
would you prefer to meet?
Would you rather be an old re-
tired prizefighter whose beatings
are over, or a young beginning
prizefighter whose beatings are
yet to come?
Would you prefer to be a rich
OLD landlord collecting rent, or
a poor YOUNG tenant paying rent?
Would you rather work for a
living — or otherwise?
If the hydrogen bomb were to
suddenly destroy the human race
today, would you go up above, or
down below?
Among your friends, separating
sheep from goats and saints front
sinners, who would be in heaven
— who in hell — that you know?
Beyond the Jordan, would you
prefer manna, or milk and honey
as a steady diet?
Do you know what manna is?
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From the thick glass window of
the big DC7, about twenty min-
utes out of Seattle, I got my first
glimpse of Mt. Rainier, Mt. Ad-
ams, Mt. Helena and Mt. Hood.
I saw all these famous mountains
in one view which stretched down
the Cascade Range along the Pa-
cific coast for almost 200 miles.
The sun was shining across
these brilliant white peaks and the
sky was cloudless and light blue.
The magnificent grandeur of this
awesome northwest corner of the
nation seemed unreal at first. It
looked like a work of abstract art.
The flight, United 745 West-
bound, was so smooth that only
the monotonous drone of the four
motors kept me from thinking
that the plane was standing still
in the Pacific air. We had been
aloft over six hours and I was
tired and drowsy. These great
mountains bulging from the
earth's surface for almost three
miles straight up into the sky
would fit well into any nightmare.
This spectacle gave me the same
sharp sensation I remember hav-
ing first in Europe almost a de-
cade ago. Back then we had motor-
ed down to a resort area about
forty miles or a little more from
Munich in the province of Bavaria.
It was the town of Garmisch
at the foot of the Zuskitz, the
tallest mountain in the Bavarian
Alps. The sensation was one of
utter humility. When men and
mountains get together the men
are dwarfed into such insignific-
ance that all human vanity and
man's great pretensions seem
completely ridiculous.
I suppose mountain viewing af-
fects one like some religious ex-
perience. I have no facts at hand
to support it but I am willing to
bet that there are mighty few
atheists among mountain f o 1 k.
Seattle is the last big outpost of
• our culture save for the Alaska
towns in the Pacific Northwest. It
is surrounded by mountain ranges
and from the plane Its clean white
buildings and the ships in port
suggest San Francisco set down
in a green valley.
Everything seems to be new and
clean, the buildings, the people
and the streets. Even the heavy
industries and airplane factories
have a fresh look.
This northwest territory, of
course, is a new hunting ground
for the American enterprises.
The progressive new society being
built here is well reflected in the
election victories recently of lib-
eral Senator Magnuson of Wash-
ington and Senator Wayne Morse
of Oregon. Liberal Senator Hen-
ry Jackson is from Washington
too and, of course, we have Sena-
tor Neuhurger of Oregon also.
The genius and the vision for
the kind of "new America" Adlai
Stevenson hinted at in his cam-
paign may come out of this
northwest territory. The melting
pot here includes descendants of
Filipinos, Japanese, Chinese, In-
dian and Negro as well as the
Nordic stocks from Europe. The
racial climate can be changed
for the better with greater ease
out here. There are no deep his-
toric traditions to bar the way.
All the freshness and newness
of this territory made my mission
here more tragic than I had
dreamed. Life seemed just begin-
ning for this new society and yet
I had come because of the serious
illness of my aging mother in Se-
attle's Co!umbus hospital, stricken
while visiting my sister.
South Denounces
New Bus Ruling
Southern leaders were strong in
their denunciation of the Supreme
Court's ruling outlawing segrega-
tion on buses.
Governor James P. Coleman of
Mississippi said the state would
ignore the order and continue to
enforce separation of the races
on public conveyances,
"Our attitude about the decis-
ion will be the same as about the
school segregation cases," Cole-
man said.
PRECEDENT SET
Eugene Cook, the Attorney Gen-
eral of Georgia put his own legal
interpretation on the ruling. He
said it does not directly affect any
Georgia city but it would set a
precedent by which U. S. District
Courts would be bound.
Gov. Marvin Griffith of Georgia
said he would fight by all legal
means to keep the ruling from
heing applied, Richard Ervin, At-
torney General of Florida said the
bus segregation law would be en-
forced in spite of the ruling.
A blast at the high court was
taken by State Sen. W. M. Rain-
acts, chairman of the Joint Leg-
islative Committee on Segregation
of Louisiana.
' i interpret the Supreme Court
new decision on bus segrega-
tion to mean the court plans to
outlaw separate but equal facili-
ties in every phase of our life.
The original school segregation
decision was not constitutional and
this is just another unconstitu-
t ion& decision by the same
court."
From the governors of South
Carolina, George Bell Timmer-
man, Tennessee. Frank Clement,
and North Carolina, Luther Hod-
ges, there was silence.
•
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Union Methodist Church officiat- nice Caldwell, response and Rev. ,
night. It was the close of the pas-
tor's anniversary. A total amount
of $273.25 was raised throughout
the meeting. The Rev. P. H. Rus-
sell is the worthy pastor.
' Miss Vivian Hamilton, a student
at the A. M. and W. college in
Pine Bluff is doing her student
work, teaching in the Bradley
hs. Rev.. S. N. Rogers is pastorCounty high school. She is now a
of Mt. Olive Baptist Church.business administration major and
A Halloween social took place indoing her work under the direc-
the lower unit of Thankful Bap-
Elton 
of Miss Clarice McIntyre.
tist church on the night of OctoberParker of Hot Springs,
Ark., Mrs. Verda M. Wright, of in.
Malvern, Ark., Mrs. Verda M. A Pre-Halloween social took
place in. the lower unit of St. PaulWright, of Malvern, Ark., and Mrs.
AME Zion Church on the night ofRena M. Grant of Dermott. Ark.
October 29.were the recent house guests of
Mr. John Moragney has return-Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jones.
Albert Griffen and his son of' ed from his trip to Chicago, and
Evanston, Ill., and Milwaukee,
Wis.
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Jeffey Clark has returned to
Chicago, 111.
Mrs. Minnie Miller has return-
ed from Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Edward Jackson, 61 vet-
eran of World War 1, died Octo-
ber 21 as the result of a heart at-
tack. The remains were shipperd
to Knoxville, Tenn., for inter-
ment.
Rev. J. F. Birchette, Jr., at-
tended the Baptist State Conven-
tion in Jackson, Tenn. He was ap-
pointed chairman of the program
committee as the result of the
Arkansas
 
 Formally
WARREN
By MATTIE M. B'URNETT
Mrs. Mollie Hampton, an old pi-
oneer citizen of Warren and Brad-
ley county, passed away at her
home last Sunday night after a
long illness. The funeral arrange-
ments will be announced later.
The N.H.A. Girls of Bradley
county high school attended the
N.H.A. meeting in Lake Village,
Ark., on last Friday, they were )
accompanied by Miss A. L. Cow- I
an. Miss Cowan is the instructor I
of the high school. They enjoyed
the meeting.
The Senior Choir of Union Hill
Baptist church presented a music.
al program at the church last
Sunday night which was very in-
spiring to all, The Rev. W. L.
Strickland is the pastor.
church confab. Rev. Birchette al-The Spiritual Five Quartet of
so visited in Chicago and Evan-
rendered 
and the Five Clouds of Joy,
ston, Ill., prior to his return.a wonderful program at
A music group from GraceBethel AME church last Sunday
Temple rendered a program at
Friendship Baptist Church on the
night of October 29.
Rev. C. C. Willis, pastor of St.
Mark AME Zion Church in Eliza-
bethton, Term., conducted a se-
ries of meetings at Mt. Olive Bap-
tist church recently. He was as-
sisted by his son, Rev. C. L. Wil-
nduct Gibbs As A & T Prexy•
atre." Here he is assisted by
Mrs. Clara Hieronymus, daily
drama critic, as he explains a
point in stagecraft to three
drama majors (left to right)
Mrs. Sam Batie. den, the daughter of Mr. and 1 Josephine Dotson, last Sunday at ed into their new home on Lin- es'. Sleepy Paige.' The Ministers' Wives' Alliance Mrs. Leroy Bolden has spent a ! Aberdeen, Miss., she was the coln St.. which was formerly own- ; Mrs. Ethel McGrew. who has Imet at the home of Mrs. L. R. few days in Ntemorial Hospital. ed by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carter. I been confined for several weeksWilliams last Wednesday after- I I 
daughter-in-law of Mr. Henry Dot-
in Chicago, Ill., , underwent an operation last week
Mr. Joseph Denny is on the sick * * a •noon with the president. Mrs. w,. list.
recently . By MRS. GRACE STIGLER in a New Orleans hospital. I1... Strickland in charge of the Mr. James Robinson is confined Mrs. Ethel Lee Riley of Chicago Those confined to the local hos-
were served following the meet- ceived as the result of being Dotson. 
The 1for vinson fowls- '
son, Eva Vence, Mrs. Stella Cun-1
1 business of the club. Refreshments to his home due to injuries re- , is home visiting her father Mr• ast rites pital last week were Robert Pear-
ing. _ struck by an auto. 
ins Sr., took place on November
4 at Fair View M. B. Church ter
ningham. Charlie Baker.The last rites for Mrs. Polly :Vinson Hankins Sr. Ile leaves to ,
...•■•••m. 
father, Dr. H. Id. Rhinehart and school team in a grid game play- She passed in Chicago, She was Mrs. Emma Lee Brown. two sons, 
COLORADO SPRINGS , ly returned from overseas dutie.
' Luther Ray Facon spent some , Langston Hieh School football Crockett were held last Sunday at 1 * * 4time in the home of his grand- team lost to the Lynch. Ky.. high the New Garden Baptist church. 
, mourn his passing one daughter, '
COLDWATER 
' ed to be here. The queen contest
I 
will he Wednesday night and the
his aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. ed here in Memorial Stadium on: the sister-in-law of Mrs. Mary .1 I-
- Tennessee. I
• 
Hello everybody everywhere!!! and are headed for Fort Sheridan,By EUNICE CALDWELL parade will start at 12 noon. AllGeorge Rhinehart, recently. Lu- the night of Novetnber 8 by score I Landingham. 
Wil's Hankins and Vinson Han• ;
ktns, Jr., of Memphis, 
 ,A seven seal rally was given ' 
departments of both schools will We've got it. moisture in the 1 Ill. The Harris family were sta-
ther Ray is with the U. S. Army et 7 to 6- Pikes Peak ,Region that is. Yep, Honed al Ft. Carson prior to over-at Bates Chapel CMS] Church 
have a float.Tommie Wilks and Mr. E. D. Fourteen gandehildren and four
,last Sunday t %ening. '4 e total 
The M. I. College tigers nipped it k. snowing in the Pikes Peak ' seas duties.Smith where he is undergoing his 
------------------ 
Wilks and family of Milwaukee. great grandchildren.. . . 7
Rev. 0. B. Davis. pastor of amount raised was S133.40. Eu-
- Kentucky State i.n Tupelo last Sat-
urday with scores of 6-0. 
Region and the weather man pre- C . .arsonites and their families lie-
and is now stationed at Fort
basic training. Wis., spent the week-end here dicts more:
 snow throughout the ing in the Pikes
Lt. and Mrs. Frank Johnson of
Peak Region:
Milwaukee, Wis., were called here
due to the death of Mr. Griffen's
mother-in-law, Mrs. Mollie Hamp- The Langston High School foot- 1
ton. ball team played a 12 to 12 tie
The Spiritual Five Quartet of grid game with Douglas High
Warren, presented a great pro- school team of Bristol, Va.. on
gram at the 1st Baptist church the night of November 1 which
in Monticello. Ark.. last Sunday was played in Bristol. Va.
night which proved very enjoyable. Elder and Mrs. W. S. Shanklin
.The A.M. and W. College choir have returned from Greenwood
of Pine Bluff rendered a wonder- and other Mississippi points.wherethey spent over two months. El-
school gym on last Friday night.
WHILE ON THE Tennessee
State university campus re-
cently Dr. Samuel Seldon, cen-
ter, chairman of dramatic art
at University of North Caro-
lina, revealed some trade se•
erets, as he lectured on "New
Trends in the American The-
Mississippi
200 Educators
Atten d Ceremony .
GREENSBORO, N. C. -7 War- preceded him as presidents of the
1moth Thomas Gibbs was formally college. They included: J. 0.
inducted as the fourth president Crosby, Dr. James B. Dudley and
of A & T College in a special Dr. F. D. Bluford, as well as a
inaugural service held here re-, number of others who figured N
eently. I prominently in the founding of the
Delegates from nearly 200-lead- s institution and a group of former
ing colleges and universities, I faculty members.
learned societies, national a n d Greens-
professional organizations, partici- 
Shelley B. Ca veness, 
pated in the colorful event, held 
boro attorney and vice-chairman
shortly before noon in the Harri- 
of the trustee board, presided.
son Auditorium. 
Others taking prominent roles in
The group included 20-odd pres- 
the program included: J. M. Mar-
of leading institutions of 
, teena, dean of faculties and chair-
man of the committee on arrange-
The investiture proceedings. 
ments who tendered greetings t ,higher learning.
zier a former mayor of Greens- WChiullrisch,j.
the delegates and visitors: Bish
boro and chaiman of the person- who delivered the inaugural pray-
K Newin g Orleans, ef   the La. area,
were conducted by Robert H. Fra-
nel committee of the college's I, I er; Rev. Cleo M. McCoy, directortrustee board. Along with his of religious activities at the col-
charge, Frazier hung a brass me-, lege and Rev. J. T. Hairston, pas-
dallion which bore the official seal tor of the Shiloh Baptist church,
of the college, about the shoulders ' Greensboro, who delivered the in.
of the new president. This was vocation and benediction, respec-
I
identified as the official symbol tively.
of authority. STUDENT LEADER
President Gibbs was presented Other persons giving gri etings,
to the audience by Dr. Murray included: William D. Mason, press
B. Davis, High Point physician, ' ident of the Student Council, for
also a member of the board. 1 the students; Dr. John L. With-
William Pryor and 3Iorris 
Pcior to the induction, he
Blount. Greensboro physician, for
was i ers, for the faculty; Dr. Alvin V.
Goodard of Nashville, and Miss 
presented with a Doctor of Laws'
the alumni' Dr. Mordecai W.
Barbara Ford of Memphis, 
' degree by Wiley college of Mar-
Johnson, president of Howard uni-
Tenn. (Clanton III Photo.) which Dr. Gibbs first graduated.
shall, Texas, the college from
versity, Washington, D. C.. for
The presentation was made by Dr. colleges and universities; David
, mourn two daughters, Mrs. Lau- I officiated. He leaves to mourn his 
Julius S. Scott, president of the
Texas institution. 
S. Coltrane. assistant director, N.
INAUGURAL SPEECH , State officials and Dr. J. Ff.
C. Budget Bureau, Raleigh, 1 o r
i two granddaughters. Carrie (Sug- three sisters, Mrs, Lillie Evans, , Gibbs told the huge gathering that Higher Education, for his group.
; ra Grenstead and Lorena Santee, 'passing one brother, George,
In his inaugural address, Dr. Purks, director, N. C. Board
I an and .Paralee and an uncle Mrs. Augusta Carmichael, Mrs. • s•there will always be a high place Nearly 300 visiting delegatesGlasco Hartfield of St. Joe, La. I Etta C. Varnado of Memphis. for service by the college. "We and friends were guests at aETIIEL W. S. Kirkland, Pastor. Willie Cooks Funeral Home was in Tennessee, one aunt, Mrs M e t a
regard A and T as a great invest- luncheon in Murphy Hall follow-state Prince. 
By MRS. MARTHA ASHFORD ! Reed. Joe Tall, Wess Dyson, charge of all arrangements. Straughter of Jackson, Miss'' ment in education, entrusted to ing the formal services. The lun-
A group of parents here and also , Frank Max'and Ed Logan. Mrs. Ada Applewhite. wife ofi Mrs. Parthina Bentley and son. 
us by the state: in keeping with: eheon program. also, featured a
friends, joined the students and Airman 3rd Class Paul .Goins , left for Cleveland. Ohio recently. On the sick list are Mrs. Annie the Rev. Applewhite fell while in 
and a host of other relatives and
friends, 
the faith, vision, devotion a n d , number of speakers who brought
enjoyed the very entertaining from Frances Warren Air Base Lathan McCain left for Milwau- Mae Williams. Mrs. Willie Ever- town shopping on Monday, Nov.musical program. Mr. Thomas C. at Cheyenne, Wyoming is spend- kee, Wis.. to join his wife. ton. Mrs. Anna Band. We wish 5 and broke her leg. While confined 
The last rites of George Cross 
sacrifices of those who have pre-' greetings from their respectivewas held from the Mt. Hope Bap': ceded us and in the spirit of good groups.
Brunson, principal and the super- tag his furlough here with his Pastoral Day at the Ethel Pres- ,'them a speedy recovery. - to her home on crutches she Mits..'visor, Mrs. Dorothea Barnett both parents. Mr. and Mrs. Claude byterian church was very success- Mrs. Mamie Jack has returned ped and broke one of her arms. 
tist church last Sunday. interracial relations which have Other features on the day-longGoins and family. Many friends of B. C. Barnes 
characterized the history and tra- program included: a formal re-
expressed themselves as being !ful, Pastor W. B. Wade. : home after an enjoyable visit in John Lyno (Polo Rica John) is regret to learn of Ihe Passing ofpleased to have parents come out, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bolden. ' Mr. and Mrs. Henry Taylor. Mrs. Chicago, Ill., with frienas and re- confined to the VA hospital in New , his father. The funeral will be ditions of the ccllege," he said. view by the ROTC cadets of the
- 
 He gave a vivid account of the Air Force and Army units at the
which showed interest in the Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Burns and Dicie Dean and Charlie William latives. Orleans. His condition is not good. 
Iheld in Jackson Tenn. progress and development of the college; held on the•front campus
school, family from Flint, Mich., spent a Carr motored to Aberdeen. 3liss., Mr. and Mrs. Eliza Mack and Mr. and Mrs. Moses Winston of ' - • Al r. and Mrs. Willie Lott, Mr.spending some happy moments in ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bolden Elbert Dobbs. 
family have returned home after Biloxi. accompanied by Mr. and ,
a vacation visit in Chicago. Mr. Mrs. White, spent last Sunday in 
an Mrs. . . . Varna do spent 
college, tracing its growth from lawn at 3:00 p.m.: an open house
the original opening at Shaw uni- of visitors to observe facilities; a
I Andrew Batie of Alton, Ill., is week end here with their par- last Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs.
and family recently. the week cod in Goodman with versity in Raleigh in 1891, to its concert by the college symphony
the horne of his parents, Mr. and Joyce Bol- The last rites were held for Mrs and Mrs. Lucious Ward have mov- the home of Mr. Winston's broth- 
• . .
A •
HOLLY SPRINGS paid high tribute to those who had , evenirg.
The football game betwesn M. I. i
college and Rust college will be
on Rust Campus Thanksgiving day
The game will be called at 2
p. m., and admission will be $1 )
Alumni of both schools are expect• By GEORGE REDDEN
, present position of leadership; band and the president's reception
among similar institutions. He held at his residence in the early
ATOP THE PEAK
The Rev, an Mrs. P. H. Rus- 
• i M. E. Eddins, pastor. I 
. V. C. 
 
By BESSIE MARY WILLIAMS
-----: Clayton Clark and Nelson Carr
Mary Collins, Mrs. Lois Gilles-
---ss ed a powerful sermon last Sunday, and Mrs. R. J. Paul are the new- 1
Covtngton, Tenn., and so Frank,LINDEN 
I Henry Dotson. Mr. and Mrs. 
* .
I Mrs. Jennie Brownless, MI 
tor of Anderson Chapel, deliver- Payne Chapel AME church: Rev.
sell, Mrs. Renna Collins, Lillie ------
tended the South East District Frank Wade of Trenton, New 
motored to Aberdeen recently. BATESVILLE
pie along with Mrs. Pearl Mc- , did likewise.
Rev. Rucker, the pastor of Asbury' ly assigned minister and wife of 
r., Lt. and Mrs. Billy Clemons
conference which was held in Wil- Jersey spent the week
-end with 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Dotson By CLEY W. JOINER of Ricismorsd, Va. and son, David,
Hadley, Mrs. E. G. Gilliam, Mrs.
Ada Veasley and H. D. Hall at-
mot, Ark., last week. The Rev. C. his wife, Mrs. M. A. Wade. The 
and Mrs. W. M. Ashford and Mrs. The program at the St. Peter Donald attended the annual con- The family night program at An- been in attendance each Sunday
Payne Chapel Large crowds have Sgt. and Mrs. John H. Mannikin
M. Hawkins is the presiding elder. Linden Academy "Bullets" play- 
L. V. McDonald motored to Kos- MB church was a success, with ference of the AME Church in derson Chapel was pbet; enjoyable and the spirit is very high. All
t Sunday evening. 
of Montgomery, Ala. and chil-
The conference was largely at- ed their homecoming game on Oc- 
ciusko, Miss. They were accom• Rev. W. T. Howston of Oxford. Charleston, Miss. Rev. E. A. s - ' . •  panied by Mrs. Reed Cooper. John Miss.. delivering the sermon. Rev. Deed is the pastor. 1 la
• * * • 
organizations have been reorganiz- Kay,
dren John, jr., Otis and Martha
tended and enjoyed. tcber 18. Their opponents were and Mrs. Eugenia Burt.
Gregory. Miss Cyroline Cooper John Butler, pastor.
A mission program was held at Rev. 0 C. Williams attended
Rev. C. A. Panall along with THE RECORDS 
1 ed and have begun working. The Hodge of Newport News, Va. an
Sgt. and Mrs. Joseph d
The Bethel Beason Club met at the U.S. Jones 
“Bluedevils" who It has been reported that Mrs. the gangsonynte mg church the their conference last week. Some of the latest and the Most beautifully redecorated and new
interior of the parsonage has been children, Joseph, jr. and Eliza.
Alabam R •WC Armstrong.the night.a with their wife and friends. ed 
the home of Mrs. Mary Jones last defeated the 
-Bullets" 52-1 .second Sunday night. Rev. W. R. A dance was given at the Cold-
Sarah Fox is improving.Wednesday afternoon with the The Hudson High School Band * a •president, Mrs. Eddie Colen. pre. Of Selma, Ala.. performed in the INDIANOLA 
Myers from Memphis. delivered
the sermon. 
g. ater Junior High School last
Tuesday night.siding. Refreshments were served colorful parade and during the By 3IABLE ANN HAWKINS The program at the Pleasant s * •following the meeting, half-time of the game. Miss Ro- Mrs. Mattie Johnson died last Green MB church was very en-• • • CANTONsie M. Lankster, a senior was Tuesday morning at her home on joyable with the Rev. L. S. Byers
11) B. H. YARNAllt)DANVILLE crowned "M i s s Homecoming" Church St. The funeral arrange- from Memphis, Tenn. delivering
The revival services are being
By HENLEY TORRENCE during the half, her attendants ments are incomplete at this writ- the sermon. Rev. P. L. Morgan, is• 
held at the New Liberty Baptist
were Misses Lillie B. Glover and ing.
and Delcie Mae Torrence visited The Bell Grove M. M. A. met 
the pastor.Torrence Henry. Stella Henry McSchell
Happenings Around The School. last Tuesday night at the home PICAYUNEin Little Rock. 1 
- •' 
. Hi Teens: Let me tell you about
Campus. "Round and About:" 
The Tri Hi. Hi met at the Le- + FuneBryal SsLeIr:sl- i:cPeYs fPorti(3;111rs, Sal- The last rites of John Car-, The Junior Class is having aan m h was held
The wedding of Miss Atattie •s life around the Linden Academy 
of Mrs. Lenora Spencer. ' IFreeman f Boynton. -I .,
Dirsh Wrightning Wise of Harris ceen having fun in the hall 
! gion hut on November 7. After the' lie Kennedy, 87, were held last on NovNovemer 'Popularity Contest. The con-Chapel 
week-end were Mary Ann ' 
meeting refreshments were serv- week at Weems Chapel Methodist 10th from the chapel of People's testants arc: Bessie Mary 1 i Linda. They will spend the holi-
Clark and James Hall. Sa • 
ed. church with the pastor in Funeral Home. He had been a life ;hams, James Hall, Charles Lank- days with relatives and friends.
were solemnized 1 a s t
Thursday night at home of Mr.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jean nirile Matthew'sI Sundaytlb 'lit several'l or sears pass- 
Amongthe many newcomers to
hams: Charles Lankster, Marie 
.of t h e Mount Zion Baptist Tucker. Sam Wolfe, Harriet the Pikes.Peak Region are. Mr.
L. Johnson and Willie L. Wil- 
 
The following attended Saint charge. Mrs. Kennedy. who has resident of Canton and a member ' ster, Mary Jones, Betty Joe
church last o een
and Mrs. Amos Wise. She is the
Green and Betty Joe Tucker. 
their 20th anniversary of Rev. ed at her home. She leaves to Church, Reverend P. F'. Parker Brottn and Joe Prince. and Mrs. John Brame of Jasper,Freeman of Boynton, Okla. He is
On the campus were Flmore i 
 Texas and Mr. and Mrs. Harrythe son of Mr3. Satromia Wise of
Josephine Williams. G 1 o v e r 1I 
• Davis of Denver, Colo
Mrs Rolla Bonner has as her
Harris Chapel. They will make II and Walla Jean Lewis;• 'their home in Harris Chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Torrence. Bates. James Grayson, Luedill' 
present guest, Mrs. Bonner 's sis-
Westbrooks and many others. 
ter, Mrs. Johnnie Edward of An-Mrs. Mary Henry and Mrs. InezHowell attended the wedding of Having fun Co-eds' niston, Ala.Dirsh (lightening) Wise at Har- Keeping up with the latest fa- I Mrs. L. C. Seymour of 2800 E.ris Chapel, last Thursday night. shions are the following: Marzell 
week. First Lt. and Mrs. Lewis
Boulder has been ill for the past
* • •
furnishings added. Rev and Mrs.
Paul come to Payne Chapel from
Salt Lake City, Utah where they
served successfully for two years.
Mrs. Paul is the former Richie
Louise Banks of Pueblo, Colo, and
an ardent church worker. Great
things are predicted for Payne
Chapel tinder the leadership of
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Williams Easley. Dorothy Henderson, Er-and family and Mr. and Mrs. Jer- nestine Sampson. Ella Lou Hill,emiah Thompson a n d family Annie Tate, W'alta J. Lewis,spent the week end in Sweethome. Charles Lankster a n d Bessierecently. 
Mary Williams:Mr. and Mrs. Roy Torrence vis- Matching: Teens, let's see howited in Darclenelle last Saturday. you are at matching couples to-Miss Patricia Henry, a student in gether, Match column A with Col-the Philander Smith college in Lit- umn B.tle Rock, spent the week end here Column A: Jean, Lewis. Jessiewith her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Isittles, Charles Lankster, Earn-Torrence Henry. est Sampson: James Hall, Roose-Meita Joyce Torrence and Jo- velt Glover, Christine Samuel:Ann Webster were the Sunday Column B: Annie B. Smith, Se-guests of Mary V. Henry, Allan nior, Elmore Pembert, Footballand Sheron Harris at Dutch Creek Star: Woodie Williams, Marierecently. Green. Mary Ann ('lark'
Mrs. Marie Bagby and child.
Debra Faye of Dardanelle, spent Rockford ChurchSunday and Monday with Mrs. S.
E. Moore and this writer. In Fund DriveThe WSCS gave Mrs. Alma Tor.
rence a surprise birthday party at ROCKFORD, Ill. — The newly )
her home, last Tuesday night. Mrs. formed Washington Park Christian
Inez Howell, Mrs. Inez Harris church of Rockford has raised 1
and Miss Hattie Henry served as $1,200 in its current campaign for ;$5,000. according to Alfred Robin-hostesses.
son, member of .the board.
The church observed its first an-The first bridge across the Mis• niversarv last Sunday, with sev-
NEW YORK MAYOR Robert
Wagner purchasee first t wosissippi river was constructed in eral ministers featured as speak- tickets for a benefit conerrt toDavenport, Iowa In 1853. ers on a special program.
be held Der. 5. at Manhattan
Center to compr •morate the
tiist anniversary of the eon-
Popular:
"On My Word of Honor, Blue-
berry Hill, Honky Tonk, Cana-
dian Sunset, Still and Oh What a
Night!" These records are espe-
cially for: James Hall, Mary
!Ann Clark, Arbidella Kelley,
Earngstine Sampson, Bessie
Mary Williams. Lillie Glover,
church. Rev. B. D. Rushing visit- I James Grayson and all of our these fine Christian people.ing minister and Rey. W. L. bright schoolmates.  -
Jones, pastor. "CALLING ALL CO-EDS"
violent protect against bus
segregation in Montgomery,
tla. In photo are (rear) Mrs.
Wagner. Mrs. Ralph J. Blanche
and Mrs. Roy Wilkins. Kiddies
are Andy Levison and Lynn
Mrs. Catherine White left recent-
ly for home in Wellborn, Fla., ac-
eompanied.by children Bimbo and
Gordan of 715 E. Rio Grande have,
as their present guest, Lt. Gor-
dan's mother, Mrs. Gertrude Gor-
dan of Junction City, Kans.
STORK CLUB NEWS: Capt. and ,
Mrs. Wm. T. Cartmell are the
proud parents of a baby boy. Ron-
ald. born on the 4th of Novem-
ber at Fort Carson Army hos-
pital. Sgt. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ca-
ruth are the proud parents of
baby girl, Barbara, born Oct. 27
at Fort Carson Army hospital; Sgt.
and Mrs. Emmitt Murdock are
the proud parents of a bab,
boy, Aaron, born Nov. 2 at Fort
Carson Army hospital.
Fort Carson Roll Call: Mrs. Dor-
othy Scott, wife of Sgt. Jack Scott,
is recuperating nicely after a re-
cent operation. M-Sgt. and Mrs.
Dan Turner are expecting to be
heading towards home in the very I
near future, accompanied by
daughters, Sandra and Annie. The
Turners are from Monterey, Calif.
Sp3 and Mrs. Ernest Blaine will
soon depart for home in Brook-
lyn, N. Y. before departing for
overseas duties. Sgt. and Mrs.
Norvel Harris of Chicago recent-
Florida
PAHOKEE
By R. C. IYURR
Le Roy Banks and Bill Jones
called the Pahokee Radars togeth-
er for their first meeting last
week end and plans were formu-
lated for the 1957 Base ball sea-
son. The two managers express
much confidence in the teams and
hope for a fine season.
The Shilo Baptist church held
their regular home coming meet-
ing the 2nd Sunday with Rev. 0.
D. Williams and his congregation
nfrom Bell Glade and Lewiston i
charge.
The Senior choir from New
Bethel Bell Glade and the Junior
choir from Clewiston rendered a
fine song feast and Rev. 0, D.
Williams preached a fine sermon,
A Sunday morning music fes-
tival was furnished by the East
school faculty members and stu.
dents. Rev. Eulas Wright has just
closed a successful revival at te
Bular Baptist church.
The New Hope Baptist church
has given Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Way a shower in honor of their
marriage which took place up
state in July. Robert has served
in 'various capacities in the church
for a number of years. So the
Rev. Anderson and his co-work-
ers found this a very tangible thing
for the church to.do.
On the sick list we have Mrsk
Pearl Wilson, Mrs. Maggie Free-
man and Mannie Green, who is
known to most of us as Tampa.
Miss Bobbie Allen spent the day-
in Deerfield with her grand par-
ents on the 2nd Sunday.
Dent To Speak
NEW YORK — ( ANP) — Dr,
, Albert W. Dent, president of Di].
I lard university. New Orleans, vitl
be the guest speaker at the an.
nual Men's Day at Concord sap.
tist Church of Christ Sunday Nov.
25.
Hoover dam and its power plait
in Nevada cost about $114 million.
I
s
IFifth Annual Sportsmanship Awards Banqueti
*Praise Coca-Cola Bottling Company
As Boosters Of Sportsmanship
' By NAT D, WILLIAMS
The emphasis was on character
and good sportsmanship last Wed-
nesday night on the occasion of
the fifth annual steak dinner for
the Negro high school coaches,
game officials, and key players,
staged at the Orleans hot e 1,
Vance and Orleans, by the Coca-
Cola Bottling Company of Mem-
phis. ,
All the Memphis coacbes were
present, along with guests from
nearby towns and cities. Awards
were given to outstanding cach-
es for 1956, and to school boy
I
thletes who in the coaches' opin-
ns had displayed the best evi-
e
I
nces of clean sportsmanship as
members of the local high school
football teams during this season.
Giving of the awards is an an-
nual project of the Coca-Cola Bot-
tling Company of Memphis, of
which J. Everett Pidgeon is pres-
ident. Speakers at the dinner were
lavish in their praise of the Coca-
Cola Bottling Company of Mem-
phis for the part it plays in
encouraging athletics and sporting
events among the Negro youth of
Memphis. Praise was showered on
Harry Cash, principal of •Hamil-
ton High school, and official an-
nouncer at local football games,
under the sponsorship of the Coca-
Cola Bottling Company of Mem-
phis and W. F. Nabors, who was
director of the annual award din-
ner, for his effective work in pub-
lic relations among Negro groups
for the Coca-Cola Bottling Compa-
ny of Memphis, Mr. Nabors ar-
ranged the dinner, invited and
hosted the guests, and supervised
the distribution of awards.
THE SPEAKER
Featured speaker for the occas-
ion was A. Maceo Walker, presi-
dent of the Universal Life Insur-
ance company. Mr. Walker said,
."It is important what we do with
boys today. They are the men of
tomorrow. If they learn teamwork
and cooperation as boys, if they
learn that you can't get by, but
must work for achievement and
distinction, it will stand them in
good stead in later life."
The speaker praised the coaches
of local teams for the type of job
they are doing with the boys they
lead, pointing out that many boys
from Memphis sirs distinguishing
themselves today in collegiate and
professional sports, thanks to the
foundation received from loc al
caches,
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal of
Booker T. Washington High school,
also praised the coaches, a n d
reminisced over the meager start
football and other athletics had in
Memphis schools in the not too
distant past. He praised t h e
coaches and officials fur continu-
ally raising local athletic stand-
ards and upholding the highest
standards of sportsmanship.
Other speakers included Coach
Joe Westbrook of Melrose High,
president of the State Prep Ath-
letic Association; veteran sports
official "Monk" Simon, Nat D.
Williams of Station WDIA; L. 0.
Swingler, secretary of the A b •
Scharff YMCA; Prof. Floyd Camp-
bell, principal of Melrose; Coach
W. P. Porter, of St. Augustine,
1956 champions of the local Ne-
gro Prep League, and Father Ca-
pistran Haas, principal of St. Au-
gustine.
AWARD WINNERS
Good sportsmanship awards for
1956 went to Charles Hicks of Mel-
rose, Houston Antwine, of Manas-
sas, Tom McDonald of Douglas,
George Wilson of Booker Washing-
in, and to two players yet to be
named from Hamilton and St.
Augustine.
Plaques were also given to three
former local high school coaches,
namely. Melvin Conley, principal
of Hyde Park school and former
assistant coach at Melrose, James
Boone, former Booker Washington
coach, and Henry A. Neale, for-
mer coach at Hamilton High.
Members of the Memphis coach-
es and officials organization of
Memphis. Paul Collins, president,
who constituted the bulk of those
present, applauded the idea of an
open letter of thanks being sent
to the Coca Cola-Bottling Compa-
ny of Memphis for the role it plays
in the promotion of local sports.
FIFTH ANNUAL Sportsman-
ship Awards Banquet sponsor-
ed by the Coca-Cola Bottling
Company of Memphis w a a
held last week at Orleans ho-
tel and attended by all the lo-
cal prep le agu• coaching
staffs and most of the city of-
ficials, despite a Homecom-
ing game which was played
later that night. They were
welcomed by William (6 III)
Nabors, standing top left, pub-
lie relations counselor for the
Memphis Coca - Cola Bottling
company. Seated left to right
are James Miles, of Oakland.
Calif., a former Memphian
and a crack magician, who
entertained with a battery of
tricks which included fire eat-
ing; Emmett (Monk) Simon,
dean of local officials, a n d
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal
of Booker T. Washington High
school. In photos at right.
Prof. Hunt and A. Maceo Wal-
ker, president of Universal
Life Insurance company,
speak to the gathering. Mr.
Walker, who gave the main
message, was photograph•
ed while making a second
brief talk. Both praised par-
ticipation of the Coca • Cola
Bottling Company of Memphis
In local sports. Second row.
photo left, Mr. Nabors is
joined by another Coca - Cola
representative, Prof. Harry T.
Cash, principal of Hamilton,
High school. The personality
In center photo is J. Everett
Pidgeon, president of t h •
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Memphis, whose great per-
sonal interest in seeing im-
proved sportsmanship among
all youth has been largely re-
sponsible for the outstanding
contribution his company has
made on behalf of Negro ath-
letics. At right, Douglass High
toach. A, D. Miller, right.
presents trophy for sportsman-
ship to Tom McDonald, out-
standing Red Devils lineman,
while assistant coaches Joe
Atkins and Charles Jones loo
on. Third row, photo let t.
caught in a discussion of foot-
ball and trophies with Mr. Na-
bors are Coach W. P. Porter,
left, whose St. Au gusti ne
Thunderbolts won the prep
leeague title this season, and
Coach Joe Westbrooks, whose
Golden Wildcats at Melrose
High had held the crown
since 1953. In center ph z Prof.
Cash watched a play later that
night from the press box at
Melrose stadium, His play-by-
play announcing at the prep
league games, a service spon-
sored by the Coca-Cola Bottl-
ing Company of Memphis, has
become an expected and ap-
preciated service by fans. At
right Charles Hicks, another
lineman, receives the Melrose
sportsmanship trophy I r om
Coach Westbrooks as assist-
ant coach Herman Sweat, left,
watches. Lower left, Mr. Na-
bors presented a trophy to
Tennessee State's Percy Hines
during this years Bluff City
classic as Mary Jean Booth,
of Houston, Texas. "M I s $
Tennessee State." smiles her
approval. The trophy for the
game's most valuable player
is awarded annually by t h •
Coca • Cola Bottling Company
of Memphis. Center, Coac Is
John Johnson presents t h •
Manassas High sportsmanship
trophy to Houston Antwine,
All•Memphls guard. At right,
Coach William (Bill) Fowlkei
presents Booker T. Washing-
ton's sportsmanship trophy to
George Wilson as assistant
coach Joe Carr admires the
award, Winners from St. Au-
gustine and Hamilton High
schools had not be selected.
(Newson Photos)
•
The poetry in my soul recalls lighted everyone. . .and Helen
. ."The sun is setting early, the Bradford, Minnie Anderson a n d
sky is dull and gray; and folk Clinton Simmons carried home a
are getting ready to keep Thanks- condiment set, a wrought iron
giving Day." With hearts filled book rack and a fruit bowl atop
with splemn gratitude for the a wrought iron stand. Enthusiastic
blessings of our land, Memphians support of the party was eyidenc-
will have the traditional turkey on ed by guests Constance Walker,
handsome platters. . .bedecked Ernestine Brown of Baltimore,
with colorful trimmings. . .stuffed Md., Ernestine Merriweather, Hel-
,
with delectable oyster dressings; en Bolden, Cora Patterson, Nina
and various dishes of a bountiful and Eugene Brayon, Velma John-
harvest heaped with mouth-water" son. Marie Bradford, Juanita Lew-
ing morsels — to be topped with is, Zernia Peacock, Doris Jones,
mince meat or pumpkin pies. Jewell Darney. Gloria lewis, Ber-
ice Lewis.. Alfred Rudd, Jean Gil-plum puddings — brandy burnish- 0
ed, or 'the dish of the gods', am. ham, Frances Milam. Vergie
brosia! Wonderful and exciting as Patterson, Vernice Straughter,
most in the minds of all will be
the remembrance. . ."It's time to
put our work aside and go to
church and pray: l'n thank our Freeman. Martha Jean Steinberg,
gracious Father for this Thanks- Kitty Simmons and Erma Laws.
giving Day." LEATH SOCIAL SERVICE CLUB
THE HOLIDAY OUTLOOK ANTICIPATES UNUSUAL TEA
Cortinuing in the Thanksgiving The Leath Social Service club:
held its regular meeting at 107 'vein. . .the lure of the 'pigskin'
is as traditional with the day as Trigg ave., with Agnes Davis as
hostess, with vice president Lelia
McClellan presiding. The "North
vs South" Tea slated for Dec. 2,
scores of Memphians and Mid - from 4 to 7 at 1339 Adelaide St.1
Memphis will be seen and felt in Members of the group wished a
qstadiums as far as the Ivy League uick recovery for the illness of
up New England Way. We're ter- their president, Mrs. Stokley and
ribly proud of handsome "Gus, member. Mrs. James. The next
White, son of poplar Vivian White imeetings scheduled with Mrs.
Tarpley. . .who has garnered lau- Gussze Day at 1484 May st
rel after laurel at Brown U — not JACK AND JILL TEENAGERS
only for his athletic prowess, hut FETE "BUTCH NABORS"
also for his outstanding scholastic So elated were Teen-Age J &
achievement at the famed cam- Js over the wonderful recital of
pus. He's truly 'real gone' on the their fellow member, William
)gridiron, attested by glowing head- Grant (Butch Nabors. at the Le-
lines and accounts in none other Moyne Alumni's presentation of
than the "All the news that's fit the famed artist, they tossed a
to print" N. Y. Times, which head- party in his honor at the residence
of member Albert Dumas, 807 E.
McLemore the day after the re-
cital. There they presented their
guest of honor a pen and pencil ,
set as a token of their esteem.
Tasty refreehments, dancing and
much teen-age chatter provided a
wonderful social event for Alva
and Cenete Jamison, Tommye
Kay Hayes. Angela Owen. Ann
Fouche. Veronica and Veretta
Haynes. Ida Marie Gammon. Glo•
ria Taylor. Carol Ann Letting, Al-
Westbrooks. Chris Booth Junienne
Briscoe ano Walter Hall. Follow.
ing Butch's appearance and short
visit with relatives he headed for
Nashville. where he appeared in
recital at Tennessee State U.
WITH THE DEBONAIRES
Pert and petite Cecelia Willis
was hostess to the Detxmaires last
Saturday, at her home at 881 Mis.
sissippi blvd. There her friends
and guests enjoyed the superb hos-
lined and commented at length on
the last period attack in the
Brown-Cornell game. "G u s"
caught a triple-bouncer, which,
when finally landed in his arms,
was "galloped 17 unmolested
yards by him for the TD, thus
securing the 13-6 victory o r
Brown." The story was also graph-
ically told in cartoons across the
entire front of the Providence
LINKS PARTY MARKS NA-
TIONAL LINK WEEK, FETES
NEW MEMBERS — A gay
Smorgasbord party given by
the Memphis Chapter of Links.
Inc., culminated celebration of
National Links Week and wel-
comed the admission of three
new members. The residenc
of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis,
on Vance ave. was the
scene of the glittering party,
Thursday, Nov. 15. Highlight
of evening, after welcoming
the initiates, was the presen-
tation of a collection of books
to Keel School for Crippled
Children, of which Link Alma
Booth is principal. Pictured at
the festive affair that was
shared by their husbands are
the following members of
Memphis Links, Seated on the
floor, left to right: Mrs. Hol-
lis F. Price, Mrs. Robert S.
Lewis, jr., and Mrs. H. A.
Young; Second row, left to
right: Mrs. C. S. Jones, Mrs.
Leland Atkins, Mrs. A. A. Let-
ting, Mrs. A. Maceo Walker,
Mrs, T. H. Hayes, jr., Mrs.
Frederick Rivers and Mrs. Ju-
lian Kelso. Back row, left to
HIM, Mrs. C. C. Sawyer,
Mrs. Walter W. Gibson, Mrs.
Floyd Campbell, Mrs. Oscar
Speight, jr., Mrs. Caffrey Bar'
tholomew, Mrs. Charles Tarp-
ley, Mrs. LeRoy Young, Mrs.
Philip Booth and Miss Jewel
Gentry. The three new mem•
hers, Mrs. Latting, Mrs. Walk-
er and Mrs. Hayes are seen
second row center.
Sunday Journal. His name is a iby-word throughout the East, and
his praises were sung by 10.000
hardy souls who shivered through
New England cold to the thrilling
climax in which "our boy" pro-
. yided tbe victory. This is his sen-
ior year, and when he plays his
final game against Colgate on
Brown's campus Thanksgiving
Day, Vivian will be there to see
him write "fini" to his glorious
football career. She's flying up.
and planning a stop in Washing-
ton as the guest of Leslie Smith, pitality of the lovely Willis home
former Memphian and sister of • • .and the gay frivolity that is A brilliant Smorgasbord party of handicapped people; the Missing from the gay party that. Circulation Manager Aretta J. unique to any select club group. given by the Memphis Links at others books are stories of chn- lasted 'til the wee hours were• /Polk. Interesting cocktails„ .full course the very beautiful home of Mr. dren of other lands. The presen- Links Mrs. J. E. Burke and hus- Charles Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs."TURKEYS" HIGHLIGHT turkey dinner, in keeping with the and Mrs. Robert S. Lewis. jr.. tation is of special significance in- band Dr. Burke of Forrest City, LeRoy Youn‘ Mr. and Mrs. Phil-1 Vespers SpeakersSEQUINS PARTY holiday motif, and beautiful priz- culminated their celebration of asmuch as it was given on the Ark., who were in Chicago. and ip Booth, MiTs Jewel Gentry, Dr. GREENSBORO. N. C. — Mrs.The popular Sequins Bridge club es captivated all. club prizes went National Link Week and compli- eye of National Book Week. and Mrs. Julian Kelso, Atty. and, Septima P. Clark, workshop di-Mrs. U. S. Bonds and husband of 
, .
was regally entertained by person- to Martha Galloway and l'ernita mented the induction of three new • HUSBANDS PRESENT Mrs. A. A. Latting Mr  and Mrs. rector at the Highlander Folkable Grace Collins, Saturday week members. Thursday night, Nov. 15. The lovely party included the 1 school at Monteagle, Tenn., will
! speak at the Nov. 25 vesper serv-
Watson, and guest prizes to Er- Madison, Ark. A. Maceo Walker, Mr. and Mrs
live decorations ;rid apacpoilr)itineZ 
Other guests included Time Wha- trons were smartly attired for the riment was the keynote of the af- ent included, Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Frederick Rivers.lum. Rita Olive and Ann Jack,carried out the motif of 
-turkey' occasion and happy in welcoming fair as guests enjoyed the Smor-
. . .individual turkey wax candles 
son. Members present were Helen the new initiates, Mrs. A. Maceo gasbord repast which was beauti- ge— eee.e IIgayly lit. . .napkins. . .standing Batts, Pearl Gordon. Alice Kilpat. Walker. Mrs. T. H. Hayes, jr. and ful to the point of lavish, being Pet Milk Baby of the Weekirk. Nell Northcross. LaMaris Mrs A. A. Letting the coordinated effort of all of the
SOPHISTICATED FEW AN-
NUAL FORMAL — The So-
phisticated Few held its annu-
al formal at the Flamingo
Room, Friday night, Noy. 9.
Scores of friends of the grace-
ful group enjoyed the lovely
dance. Seen left to right are:
Mrs. Daisy Dickerson, Mrs.
Betty Marmon, Mrs. Mary Lee
Seymour, Mrs. Lillie B. Ray-
ner, Mrs. Alma Perry, Miss
Bobbye Jennings, Mrs. 011ie
Cole, Mrs. Ethel Collins, Mrs.
Minnie Pearl Person, M r s.
Pearline McNeal, Mrs. Eva
Tillman and Mrs. Margaret
Thompson. Not seen is mem•
her Mrs. Jeanette McDonald.
(Photo by Nevilles)
t By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
By MRS. ANNIE BOND
Hello Readers: I am pinch hit-
ting for your regular scribe, Mrs.
Anna Lee Cooke, who since the
last write up has become the
mother of a fine baby girl, who
has the name Elsie Louise. The
proud father is Coach J. A. Cooke,
of Lane college.
CRITERION BRIDGE
Criterion Bridge club met Nov.
1, in the beautiful home of Misi
Phenoy Grandberry on Pine st. At
this meeting plans were formulat-
ed for the Christmas activities.
Before the games were started the
hostess, assisted by her sister,
served a delicious salad plate.
Those winning prizes were Mee-
dames Ford, Lucas and Glover.
The meeting adjourned with Mrs.
J. F. Hughes named next hostess.
It's a boy for Mr. and Mrs. Bu-
ford Hurst, of Berry st. The baby
has been given the name of Bu-
ford Grayson, jr. Mrs. Hurst is
) a popular teacher of Linco In
e school. Proud grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Goodrich.
Jackson school being second in at-
tendance.
ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM
In the annual achievement pro-
gram sponsored by the Omega
fraternity at Lane college). Sun-
day, Nov. 11, Isiah Savage, owner
of Savage's Grill, was named
"Man of the Year." Mr. Savage
has the respect of both races as
he goes about daily doing civic
work. We doff our hats to the
fraternity for this program and
to the awarding committee f o r
having chosen this most worthy
young man. Rev. A. L. Campbell,
was speaker for the occasion.
DELTA SORORITY
The attractive new home of So-.
ror Victoria Pulliam on Lane
ave., was the setting of the Delta
Sigma Theta sorority meeting.
Saturday. Nov. 11. This spacious
new home was made more at-
tractive by gift flowers sent the
popular hostess. The fashionably
attired Sorors presented a beau-
tiful picture as they held this
all important social and business
AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK meeting. The Deltas play a big
part in the civic life of Jackson.The four city schools of Jack-
After the business was clearedson combined their talents and
the hostess served a delicious re-gave an enthusiastic program at
Merry 
"The 
svcohipooel, 
of 
Nov. In12e.ri
Toahe"p,MasIt.  MAC" DIES
was written by Mrs. Alice Cun- Jackson was saddened at the
ningham, teacher in South Jack- passing of this outstanding gentle-
eon school. This program is an man. "Mr. Mac" as he was at.
annual affair with the Jackson fectionately known, was secretary
Teachers Association. An award is to Madison County Fair Associa-given the school with most par- tion, outstanding churchman, Ma-
ents represented. The award went son and civic worker. His wife is
to Lincoln school, Prof. M. D. Mer- Mrs. Ada McNeely, retired county
riweather, principal; with South teacher.
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Merry
Gaaoun.cl.
By Mariorie I. Uien
the celebrated gobbler. The Ten-
nessee vs Lincoln Homecoming
game at Nashville will attract
cardboard turkeys on the cocktail
bar . . a turkey grab bag that viejan Willis.
Robinson. Annie Laura Willis and BOOK COLLECTION members. Just one of the millions of happy, healthy
words that finally spelled senten- MORE BRIDGE CLUB NEWS 
The outstanding highlight of The charmirg ladies each wore raised on Pet Evaporated Milk
provided novel riddles and secret
The Nonchalants. n of our 
their celebration was the presen- a single white rose. Mrs. Lewis
town's oldest clubs with itsmem, tation of a collection of books to was attired in an outstandingly
cee, one stating Its been fun has ing you!" The grab bag provided berehi comprised of friends who the Keel School for Crippled Chit- chic hostess gown which fea•
all. A full course dinner (turkey. handed together in high school. 
dren, of which Link Alma Booth tured a Forest Green velvet top
novel kitchen accessory prizes for
of course). with pre and after and who have remained g o o d 
ie pfincipal. The major portion of and a full skirt of multi-colored
the collection deals with success striped taffeta.cocktails provided a gala evenine. friends throughout the Years. met
Assisting Grace was her cousin with charming and vivacious Mil-
Rosa Robinson. Guests of even- dred Crawford- at her lovely home.
mg were Gloria Howard. and cou on N. Bellevue. Mildred is a won-
sins Julia Collins. Emogene 1e'd- derful hostess and --famed for her
son and Marilyn Watkins Prizes culinary accomplishments. . .both
were captured by members NW- of which were evidenced by thedred Williams, Alinazine Davis and colorful and tempting canapes and e. , • .:Kitty Simmons. and guest Gloria hors d'ouevres which accompani.
Howard. Other members present ed cocktails arid the delicious tut.-
were Margaret Bush. Ruth Mims. key dinner. Members Lytia Mc•
Thelma Harris, Ida Mae Walker. Kinney. Lillian Newman and Ruth
Mary Cotton, Ruby Gadison. Mat Parker were prize winners .along ,tic Crossley and Helen Prater. with guest Ilarriet Davis. The•oth-
WITH THE ALPHA RETIES Pr 
guest of the evening was Char
• lesteen Miles.
Margaret Burford, Lewis W i
hams, George and Annie B e 1 I
Saunders, Fannie Conner, Sidney
Memphis Links Induct New
Mark National Link Week
stories
Members,
The Alpha Bettes. counterparts
of members of Alpha Phi Alphafraternity, were the guests of Mes-dames Hattie Braithwaite. Petit
me Bowden and Estelle Dumas
at Mrs. Braithwaite's residence at825 E. efcLemore. last Monday
week. .1 delicious buffet supper
provided tasty refreshments that
were most attractive with beanieful appointments holding the dc.licious fare Highlieht of the meet-ing centered on the announcement
that the group would join the Sithouettes, the ladies auxiliary group
of Kappa Alpha Psi, in joint en-
tertainment of the lives of Alphas
and Kappas who will both hold Here ends another saga of Ourregional meetings here next Eas- Town's social doings. realizingter week end. . .From the long that each week end shall probablyrange planning that began last bring more and more exciting,summer, the. stellar events shall events. In this regard we invite!assure a week end to he long re your announcements of scheduledmembered when -it come.. dances of all organizations; ;ser-ene MONICA'S "LUCKY NIGHT" ties, weddings, etc. which would beSymbolic rebhit's feet were pro- carried in our intended Calendar ,
vide(' each guest at St Monica of Social Events, which may facili-Sodality's "Lucky Night" narty late in the prevention of the sehed-
at St. Augustine church's Parish uling of more than one outstand-1Hall Thursday week. . .enlarged ing affair on the same date.honor cards the four suits sus-; Hearty Thanksgiving greetines
winded overhead, provided gey! to all — and best wishes for a ,decorations. Games of darts de gay, but safe, holiday week end!
Tony's Inn was the scene of the
D'Accord•s party given by Hia
watha Harris Saturday night. Fol-
lowing tempting shrimp suppers
and the tempting fare for which
the eAabli•hment is famed, these
serious bridge players settled down
for the usual game. Warren Haw-
kirs. Sadie McCoy and Charles-
teen Miles took home the lovely
headed sweater, a beaded collar
and earrings. Other fl Accords
present were Willa Dean Jackson,
Eunice Snell, Thelma Brown, Eliz-
abeth Young and Ann Simpson.
"I WAS THERE" — William
E. Dickerson (right) Carnegie
Institute of Technology grad-
uate in social work, shows
Tennessee state university
senior Alfred E. Watson, the
city of Frankfurt, Germany,
where he went three years ex
pi ogram consultant of the
Ft unkfurt Neighborhood ,Cen-
ter, Diikereon visited the
campus enroute from Frank'
rert to Los Angeles.
babies
t h h _ _ nese Westley and Beverly Ford The group of well-known ma- husbands of the Links and mer- Links and their husbands pres- T. H. Hayes, jr., and Dr. and Mrs. 
ice at Bennett college.
,[ The U. S. aircraft carrier Sara•
' toga has 2,000 telephones
GERALD STANLEY GREENE — 6 Months
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Greene — 1778 Keltner, Apt. 10
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby et
the Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
More of America's happy, heathy babies are raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
ENTER YOUR BABY'S PHOTO TODAY I
If your baby hos boon fed Pei Evaporated Mile, end is line
than 5 years of age, All in Asts coupon and sitrid with photo to
Pt, MILK COMPANY, 1590 Arcad• ilde., St. Louis 1, MO
SA EY'S NAME AGE 
YOUR NAME 
YOUR ADDRESS
Sniff T)
(Strirti
Al picture.. b4momit AI* prop•rty of Pit MiS, Co.. whose dsoke Ole
sward will be Anal MT
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE IN BY DECEMBER 15
CONTEST CLOSES ON DECEMBER 31
day to permit the International
Red Cross to "control and super-
vise" relief supplies and gifts sent
into the revolution-swept nation.
An agreement was signed in
Vienna Saturday by Dr. Georges
Killner, executive director of the
Hungarian Red Cross; Prof. Tibor
Red Cross Aid
Set For Hungary
VIENNA — (INS) — The Hun-H drive to crush the freedom re-
garian Red Cross agreed Satur. hellion.
Gallopin said about 20 Interna-
tional Red Cross officials, mostly
Swiss nationals, would go to Buda-
pest to control warehouse distri-
bution and plan transportation of
the goods.
He added that he felt 20 per-
sons would be enough to assure
that distribution would be "strict-Nonay, member of Hungarian Red Iv impartial with no other dis-Cross directorial committee, and 
,I elimination than that dictated byRoger Gallopin, executive director Ineeds of the persons to be assist-of the international committee of ed.,
the Red Cross at Geneva. Gys
It was announced at a news con- 
I
neliesfaidsuplipmbeitsedwirlloabde sceont-vo alolofpri
ference that the government of from Austria to Budapest daily forRed puppet Janos Kadar had rati- I a week while warehouses are ofied the agreements, tainal and distribution plans made.
Jones, Dr. and Mrs. Leland At-i 
mended 
Gallopin said Hungary recom- He indicated a far larger flow
. . . 
of supplies would then begin.kins, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis F. Price,
Dr. and Mrs. H. A. Young, Mr. fered by the United States should The Hungarian executive, Kill-
and Mrs Robert S. Lewis, jr.. I have been channeled through the ' ner, said he had no idea of Hun-Red Cross, gary's total needs.Mr and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Dr The American offer of food andand Mrs. Walter W. Gibson, Mr. medical supplies was made byand Mrs. Floyd Campbell, Mr. and President Eisenhower before theMrs. Caffrey Bartholomew, Dr. Russians launched their massive
and Mrs. Oscar Speight, jr., Mrs. CAN YOU 
USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND ROOS!
STERICK BUILDING
war (o(5 List VOL.
GET PRIFIRINTIAl
SERVICE'
Here's the answer:
Have a Coke!
When the problem concerns a
student tired with the strain
of studying, the answer is
quite likely to be: Coca-Cola—
a frosty bottle of delicious
Coke. Here is qua/it)•
refreshment, with a bright,
right taste and a tantalizing
tingle all its own. Have a
Coke . . . and get back to
work refreshed!
SOTTO° UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA.COLA SOTTLINCE COWAN, ElY
',OCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHJS. TENN.
"Coke" t. e ressithirsti trod* awe. C 1956, THE COCA-COLA CONRAN,
•' DEFENDER 
11Sat., Nov 24, 1956
 •
GILD. LEE CELEBRATES
BIRTHDAY — Little
Miss Gild Lee, daughter of
Lt. George W. Lee, recently
celebrated her ninth birthday
at the lovely party given at
Lt. Lee's lovely residence on
Stephens pl., Nov. 5. Gilda's
little guests, seen at the birth-
day table are; Ilene, Sheila
Bell, Denise Norment. Linda
Bell, Charlesetta Wilson. Lo-
rena Bentley. Selma Bentley,
Erma Purnell, GiIda (shown
holding her doll), Peggy De
Myles, Eleanor Jean Wilson,
Georgia Lynon, Loyce Eynon.
Robert Davidson. jr., Diane
Morris, Martha Williams. Hou-
ston Bell and James L. Cart-
wright. (Photo by Reese)
BIRTHDAY PARTS FOR
l'ASMIN AND QUINT1N
RAGSD ALE — The home of
Mr. and Mrs. %alter E. Rags-
dale, jr., was the scene of the
lovely birthday party for their
son and daughter, Yasmin and
Quintin Ragsdale, Sunday. No-
%ember II. Seen enjoying the
fun of the afternoon are, left
to right; Emily Joyce Wells.
Patricia Glees e, Marlette
Cobbs, Walter E. Ragsdale.
III (brother). Center, Yasmin
Boncile Ragsdale and Quintin
Roderick Ragsdale, the hon.
orees; Miltonette Brinkley.
Don Jose Ramada, Ruth Ba-
ronda, 'Viola Jones, Beatrice
Conway and Peggy Conway.
Back row, left to right: Candle
A. Wells, Marshall Smith Na•
thalie Cobbs, David Weather.
spoon. jr., Charles Banks, Mr,.
George Mims, holding her son
Joseph Mims; Damon Gleed•
en, Stamie Brinkley.  Margaret
Brinkley. Illirabeth Jones Kel-
l% and Maiir%ce:i Jones Kelly.
llostesses and chaperones pie-
lured are: Miss Italbara Hart-
toe, t i, 111C1111.1 Pace, Mrs.
Pearl I c2,ous, Mcs. thelma A.
to. lir. I iliuuui Itraikley and
'miss I i uestino McIntosh.
ilku'lis )
CONCLRT PIANIST WIL-
LIAM GRANT NABORS AND
I.EIOYNE ALUMNI OFFI-
CERS — Following the bril-
liant recital by William Grant
Nabors, It year old music
prodigy. at Bruce Hall, Fri-
day, Nov. 9, the young artist
posed with the'officers of the
Memphis LeMoyne alumni
group. Proceeds of the con-
cert were given to the col-
lege toward the purchase of a
Grand piano. Young "Butch-,
as he prefers to be called, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Nabors, of Roanoke. Va., and
both former Memphians; and
also the grandson and nephew
of E. P. Nabors and Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Nabors. Seen left
to right are: Mrs. Cherie P.
Roland, L. V. Johnson. presi-
dent; Miss Mary Cotton, cor-
responding secretary; B. T.
Lewis, jr., treasurer; Mrs. Le-
titia Poston, chairman of tic-
kets; Mrs. Mildred Hodges,
Mrs. Ann Lawrence Hall, ten-
eral chairman; T. R. McLe-
more, co-chairman; Mrs. Myr-
tle Crawford, assistant corres-
ponding secretary. Fred Gar-
ner. the vice-president. is not
shown on picture. Mesdames
Hodges, Hall, Poston a n d
Crawford also assisted in ush-
ering the large audience that
witnessed the outstanding per-
formance. (Photo by David
Ivra)
MAR CHERIS PL AN
EIGHTH ANNUAL FASHION-
0-RAM A"--La Mar Cheri club
members Mrs. Ruby Nell Brit-
tenum, Mrs. Frances Starks,
Mrs. Louise Chandler, Mrs.
Carrie Snell and Mrs. Earline
Hampton are shown complet-
ing plans for their eighth an-
nual Fashion-o•rama, this year
featuring "American Fashions
in Jamaica." at Club Ebony,
Sunday, Dec. 2, at 9 P. in.
Some of the top models of the
City will display fashions, in
addition to the unique way
in which they will be pre-
sented. Make a date to see this
unusual show.
THESE TWO OUTSTANDING tared in one of Ate leading No-
nylon lace lures styles are fea• vember fashions magazine. The
dresses are meeting with un-
usual acceptance and make the
perfect eye-catching holiday pair.
SHOWER HONORS MISS
WILLIE MAE MONGER —
bride-elect of Tommie Evans,
was complimented with a mis-
cellaneous shower at the love-
ly residence of Mrs. Nettie 0.
Cole, 581 Buntyn St. Thirty-
live guests were present for
the party and enjoyed the re-
freshments served from the
dining table that was overlaid
with a lace cloth and center-
ed by yellow Tagetes a n d
white wince blossoms. Mi
Monger, seen at extreme left
wore a brown bengaline frock
and a corsage of pink caniel-
lias that was presented by the
hostess. (Withers Photo)
Yasmin, Quintin Ragsdale Feted
With A Lovely Birthday Party
Little Miss Yasmin Boncilei
Ragsdale and Master Quintin Rod-
erick Ragsdale, the daughter and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter E.
Ragsdale, jr., were the honorees
at a lovely birthday party at
their residence on Linden ave..
Sunday, Nov. 11.
The dining room was beautifully!
decorated with balloons, hats,
horns and other party fare. Their
large birthday cake centered the
lovely lace and embroidered ta-
blecloth, enscribed "Happy Birth-
day Yasmin", encircled with three
candles and the same for Quintin
with five surrounding candles, ac-
counting for their ages.
The tlitle guests received party
hats and favors; and indoor
games were enjoyed. Prizes were
awarded to winners. Refreshments
of ice cream, cake and candies!
were served to each guest.
The children invited to the love-
Bus Stealer Is
Nabbed By FBI
In Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD — (INS)—The
FBI arrested Norris A. Hamil-
ton, 20, in Hollywood last night
for stealing a Greyhound bus in
the East last spring.
The suspect allegedly obtain-
ed possession of the bus in
Washington, P. C., last April by
posing as a bus driver. Then,
according to the FBI, he drove
it to Orlando, Fla., and left It
at the bus terminal there last
May 1.
MERRY MENAGERIE By Walt Disney
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"It's the Australian crawl—slow but very fashionable!"
ly party were: Emily Joyce
Wells, Patrica Gleese, Ilarrietta
Cobbs, Walter E. Ragsdale, Ill,
Millonette Brinkley, Don Jose Re-
ronda, Viola Jones, Beatrice Con-
way, Peggy Conway, Candle A.
Wells, Marshall Smith, Natholee
('obbs, David Witherspoon, jr.,
iCharles Banks, Joseph Mims. Da-
mon Gleelien, Mamie Brinkley,
:Margaret Brinkley, Elizabeth
'Jones Kelly and Maurveen Jones
!Kelly,
The hostesses and chaperones
were Miss Barbara Hartzog, Miss
Thelma Pace, Mrs. Pearl Ligons,
Mrs. Thelma A. Cox, Mrs. Milton
Brinkley and Miss Ernestine Mc-
Intosh.
Gilda Lee Fel. 1 With
Ninth Birthday Party
.,eLt. George W. Lee. noted ora e nd th doll's- !In :ii th 
tor. businessman and Reptiblian Or told up ill pony tailleader, honored his little daue.hler.
Gilda, with a birthdaY Part
her ninth natal day. Monti:o .
3, in their stately Stephen, pe
home.
Gilda created quite a flurry when
she was six years old and made
a visit with her father to this White
House and presented President Er
senhower a St. Augustine school
annual, where she is a fourtli
grade pupil. A staunch 'Ike" sup-
porter, Gilda's picture at the White
House with the President \\ as
used as part of the Republican
National Committee's eitillpilign
literature.
Twenty of her little friends arm
ed with gifts joined her in celc
bratmg this special day. Annin4
the many gifts were a beautiful
bride doll and a neyy blue winter
coat.
NINE CANDLES
The birthday table 'as .0 overlaid
with a "Happy Birthday' lable•
cloth and a-entered by a doll birth.
day cake inscribed "Happy Birth-
day, Gilda" and nine candles. The
doll's dress, a part of the cake,
was pink and blue with a blue
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Hew York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
!Improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make such astonish ing statements
as "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!" And among these serf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some et
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the nee ef
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bin-
Dyne') —the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide nes
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance Is
offered in suppository or ointinoind
form called Preparation H.° Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H in
sold at all drug stores. Satisf aetiems
guaranteed or money refunded.
°Rag. 0.5. Pot Off.
Thursday, November fled
Thanksgiving Day
will be
BANK HOLIDAY
Banks, members of this associa-
tion, will not be open for the
transaction of business on this
date.
MEMPHIS CLEARING
HOUSE ASSOCIATION
Market Newsletter
Starts Publication
In rdition ‘1:-,4) in) the ta-
t!, .; pic.1 -le of the little
:zees!,0 cr,
 le,li‘ohial cakes. dec-
orated \\ Ito pink anti blue flow-
'', .19.1 i'd141:1 (mine on each.
Thcrt. 55:1.: mach merriment and
III tbi. 'zilests literally
took ..‘ and played in
oh% room, enjoying t h e
(11.1115 II. there and throughout
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCI
72 Union Avenue
Serving Memphis 50 Y•Orl
JA. 6-0341
NEW YORK — The Negro Mar-
ket Newsletter, a weekly publica-
tion of fads, statistics and infor-
mation, began publication Nov. 17.
The business letter, geared In!
provide manufacturers of consilm-'
er goods, and advertising, public .
relations and marketing agencies
with information of the huge, Iii
billion dollar market, i s issued
monthly by the J. Williams Agen-i
cy of New York.
MARY BEAL'S GIFT SHOP
1019 MISSISSIPPI AT WALKER
Invites You To Como In And Browse Around
WONDERFUL BRIDGE PRIZES
GIFTS FOR EVERYONE —
• Unusual Costume Jewelry
• Mexican Hand Painted Skirts
• Ladies Hose
• Men Accessories
• Greeting Cards
DO YOUR XMAS SHOPPING NOW!
Use Our Convenicnt Lay-Away Pion.
New 1956 line!
Something New and Sensational in
.CHRISTMAS CARDS,
The FASTEST GROWING LINE Of
NEGRO GREETING CARDS
NEVER BEFORE OFFERED
GREETING CARDS • • . •
with your name. . . Send 10c for free samples
Ntw 1956 Line of Colored Exclusive
20 for $1.80
FASHION GREETING.., Post Office
Box 5512, Chicago 80, Illinois
We carry a full line of ALL
-OCCASION CARDS...Birthday - Anniversary - Get Well - Wedding
Baby, etc.
FASHION
•While a gentleman said: 'Your
parties are always my means of
getting out of the house alone.
The Mrs. thinks you're the most."
So you see these are the kind
of people who keep you ticking and
trying at all times to make some-
one happy whether it is in per-
son or on the air. I'd like to of-
fer a personal thanks to Morris
and Sally Wasserman who always
manage to arrange for the big
cake, to the Flame waitresses who
lend their all whenever I give a
party and the entire Flame per-
sonnel including mixologist Henry
Jones, who always adds the en-
couraging word, "Ziegfeld, you've
got a lot of friends."
Certain gentlemen ribbing Lar-
ry Ransom about ice fishing, ask-
ing if he breaks through the ice,
can he swim in cold water.'
I guess my listeners %%ill have
to tolerate me for another eight
months, "Mr. BO and the Donee
Agency picked up ins option. ur
shall we say, 'thank you, Warren
Carroll."
ZAG
4ritb.
j°14141S°14 
Whatever they are, the Dancing
Dyeretles always manage to make
it home (Chicago) for Christmas.
This time they will probably be
working at Mike DeLisa's club
where Or were first presented
by their tutor, Sammy Vasbon
Dyer. - --
Singer George Bias mad because
John White gave me a bottle of
20-year-old Scotch in front of
him and didn't give him one. I
see no reason for him to get mad.
because he's going to "join" me
anyhow.
Idlewilders packed the Club Ren-
davoo Sunday with a cocktail
party. Later the crowd repaired
themselves to Sunnie Wilson 's
Swamp Room for a "nightcap-.
Man speaking his mind: -What
this town needs is more bachelor-.
.elLes..-- The bachelors outnumber
them four to one."
With the consent of my editors.
I would like to take a bit of space
and thank the wonderful people
who did their utmost to make my
sixth anniversary and birthday
party at the Flame Show Bar
Wednesday a huge success: and,
if I must say so, it was just
that PY.
Local tourists to Las Vegas ask-
ing about where to stop and if
Broadway Rose Hardaway is with
the Larry Steele show.
1 Our town's Charles Brown call-ing a direct shot about the eat-
ing habits of Gov. Williams. "Not
only does he eat ham hocks and
greens, he insists on corn pone
along with the vittals."
Joanne Meyers, one of the Se-
var dancers currently at B i 1 I
Pierce's El Sino, has consented
to teach my school of the theatre
during her stay here. Her back-
ground is unlimited, having stud-
ied under several Russian teach-
ers in New York.
Atty. Kermit Bailer hosting his
brother-in-law. Dr.- Cruzat of Chi-
cago, to the Michigan-I llinois
game. He is the hubby of "our"
town Mildred Clemon-Cruzat.
The charming Sevar dancers
came back to town and opened in
Bill Pierce's Club El Sino and the
stage door "Johnnies" are very
busy once again. Note to my moth-
er: My former classmate Geor2e
H. Edwards was re-elected. no'
I'm sure that makes you hap
One lady said. "Ziggy. T don-t— Quoting singer Chris Conner:,
know who I would come out for "You've joined the club and now1
 
on a Wednesday night but you." you must pay your dues.- The I
name of the club is love and the
dues happen to be a heartbreak
every once in awhile.
From Howard Miller and sing-
er Eddie Arnold I learned the
real definition of a sharecropper
• . .The Gilmores. Verra H. and
Harry E. send greetings from Idle-
wild. . .The Fouchee dancers cur-
.rently in Las Vegas at the Dunes
• .Della Reese getting top billing
on Frank Browr's big show at
the Graystone. Monday, Nov. 18.
And it figures. cause she was go-
ing to stop the show anyhow!
Dramatic artist Walter Mason
fixing a tire in three minutes flat.
I Think maybe his next play willbe "Street Scene" in some subur-
ban town close to Detroit? Mil-
ler's athletic coach and Michigan
alumnus Leroy Dues had to smile
as I told Ernest White I would
ilake Michigan against Wino',
even up. 
Doctor. lawyer. dentist all eye-
ing lovely Sheila Guyse with the
same opinion. Lovely to look at
and would be delightful to know.
XS-YEARS
-YOUNG — Emily
Simmons celebrated 85th
birthday last week with mu-
sician
-photographer son. Lon.
nip Simmons, in their home at
7655 5. Wabash ave. Blind for
seseral years. Mrs. Simmons
lost 99-year-old husband, Pet.
el% last sear, nlio %vas rentit•
eelv the oldest blast. smith in
U. S.
Miami, Hollywood
Seeking Dandridge
GRENADA, BV, I —
Dorothy Dandridge is being pag-
ed by "The Americans •. Sharni's
newest nightspot. and by Los An-
geles' Cotoanut Grose, for night-
club appearance as soon as she
completes her current starring
role in Dairvl Zanuck's first
independent production. -Island
In The Sun". which Robert Ros-
coe is directioz on the Grenada,
B. W. I. location.
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE
FATS DOMINO, recent triple
crown rock and roll artist,
makes film debut in "Shake.
Rattle and Roll." opening Dees
S. at Roosevelt theatre. Ir.
ray of rock and roll stars
assembled include Lisa Gaye,
Sterling Holloway. Nancy Kit-
gas and Touch Connors.
'Walking in Rain' Big Smash,
But Authors Can't Spend Cash
NASHVILLE, 'Tenn. 7
 (ANP)—
The sky is literally "raining" mon-
ey down upon a Negro prisoner
in Tennessee State penitentiary
who wrote "Walking In The
Rain," current hit tune populariz-
ed by singer Johnny Ray.
But Johnny Braggs, 35, will
never get a chance to spend it.
He is serving a 99-year prison
sentence for murder.
"Just Walking In The Rain,"
both music and lyrics, is the work
of Bragg and Robert S. Riley. 28,
both of whom were serving pris-
I on sentences when they wrote the
current nation-wide hit tune.
Riley. however, will have a
chance to enjoy his part of the
royalties that are "pouring" into
his account because he has just
finished his term at the prison.
The success of the tune makes
very little difference to Bragg be-
cause there is slender hope of him •
gaining freedom.
Graved his liberty last week.
Riley told reporters. -Ws the best ,
break I er got
'Do you mean the tune?: a
newsman asked.
"No. I mean going to prison,"
Riley replied.
"I was just out of military serv-
ice and really mixed up. I didn't
know what I wanted. If I hadn't
been locked up I would have eith-
er been killed or killed somebody.-
Riley served six years and six •
months in the Tennessee prison.
Riley said the inspiration for the
tune came in the spring of 1953
when. he and Johnny Bragg were '
walking from ore of the main
buildings to the laundry.
-It was a typical April show-
er afternoon:' Riley stated. "I
told Johnny, -here we are walking
" in the rain — I wonder what the
little girls are doing?"
'Little Bill' To
Play New Roll
proven over the years to he "hot
property." diskeries flood the
market with their records week
after week.
What many record companies
have seemingly failed to realize
is that there are possibly as many
"great" saxophonists as there are
'great..' pianists.
Such saxists as Lester Young,
Johnny Hodges, Coleman Hawk-
ins, Stan Getz, Ben Webster, Illi-
nois Jacquet. Benny Carter and
k:harlie Ventura — to name a few
— can match any instrumentalist
anywhere.
During recent months. some
;leading record companies have
found it profitable to showcase
many of the above-named artists
on LP's and singles which have
found a ready-and-waiting public.
'Little Bill- is taking on a new
chore for Commonwealth Edison
Company.
Used mainly in advertising since
his introduction early last year..
the utility's spokesman is now
helping to show local homemakers
how to light up for better living.
In his newest . job. Little Bill
is the trademark on light bulbs
offered tn customers under t he
company's light bulb exchange
program. *Already appearing on a
few bulb styles, he eventually will
identify most bulbs on the
exchange list.
en: P:io a huddle with .
Producer Zaruck to ,ce if she,
could be finished in the picture
and back in Los Angeles for re-
hearsal with choreographer Bob
s.Alton by Dec. 12
"The Grove 'is ants me to open
tor three weeks beginning Dee.1
26 and The Americana wants rite
in Miami three weeks later I
cant do either unless I have at
least Iwo or three weeks of re-
hearsals because I plan to dance
for the first time in my nightclub
career.•' says Dorothy, n ho will *
dance the, Limbo in the Zanuck
film.
"Checking with Darryl. I learn-
ed I have in go In London for
one interior scene ard some dub-
bing after I finish my scenes here
on the islands of Grenada and
Barbados. But he thinks he
can get me through in time. We
won't be certain for another week,
though. The tropical rains have
us one day behind in our sched-
ule. and if we're not held up any
more. I'll be able to work in the
two night-spot dales before I go to
France to do my next picture,
"Short Cut." which Jules Dassin
will direct."
--------
During the past 20 st ars the
number of pupils transported to
and from school buildings at pub.
He expense ha% increased by 350
per cent.
For instance. Lester -Toting has
appeared on no Jess than five LP's
released by Norgran and AlTadin;
Johnny Hodges is featured on a
similar number. Coleman Hawk-
ins and Benny Carter on three,
and Stan Getz on three different
labels — Norgian, American
Recording Society and Modern.
To be sure: there's a lot of
overlapping material on the dif-
ferent records. This, perhaps, is
one reason why an even greater
number of the disks are not sold.
Still buyers can seldom go wrong
when they choose any of the
releases by their favorite saxo-
phonists. Nlfet of the records are
just that good.
Here. lisico below, are some of
the recent releases:
He said that Johnny stated. "that
sounds like a title for a good song."
Thus said Riley, "Walking In
The Rain" was born. •
Riley said the tune was first re-
corded on a Sun label by the
Prisonaires and the response was
fair. He said there were no fi-
nancial returns.
"Later Mr. Joe Johnson and
Gene Autry bought the rights from
original publisher Rod Wortham,"
Riley continued. "It wasn't long
before Johnnie *Ray waxed it —
lament style-on Columbia and it
now threatens to sell a million
records," he smiled.
He added: "Johnny and I re-
ceived two cents for every record
that is sold and two cents for each
time it is played on the radio.
Three cents is our cut if it gets
on television. It adds up," he
laughed.
Twenty per cent of Bragg's earn-
ings from "Rain" goes into the
prison recreation fund. All pris-
oners who work for pay contribute
20 percent to the fund. Bragg has
been in prison 17 years.
Una Mae Carlisle Left Bright
Lights Of N. K To Go Home To Die
JAMESTOWN, Ohio — tANPt'
— The story of composer-pianist-
singer Una Mae Carlisle ended
forever on this earth last week
as her 72-year-old mother watch-
ed her body lowered into the
earth here, the victim of a losing
battle with cancer.
As the rich earth covered the
body, the bright lights which had
highlighted the life of Una Mae
Carlisle flickered out leaving only
her 37 years of life span to be
remembered.
Born of a white father and a
Cherokee Indian mother, Miss
Carlisle was regarded as one of
the most beautiful women in the
theatre. She is best remembered
for the songs she composed, which
numerically amount to some 250.
Among her tunes which have
been constant on the lips of peo-
ple everywhere are "Walking By
The River," "I See A Million
People," and "My Wish."
*For 17 years Miss Carlisle's star
sparkled brightly in the music
world and she grossed more than
a million dollars for her songs. She
gave night club life the shot in
the arm it needed with her sing-
ing and excellence of the piano.
She glittered in filmland in such
pictures as "Crossroads," "Back-
street," "Secret Heart" and -Big
Time America." She blazed across
the record world, toured the uni-
verse and captivated the hearts of
millions.
Study at Wilberforce in 1934 and
in Paris in 1937 enhanced her gen-
ius and inspired her to write her
first song.
Miss Carlisle said her first song
was "Moonglow," which she said
was tolen from her by one of
the best known publishing houses
in America. The effect of this
caused her to halt her attempts
at song writing, but fortunately
she conquered her mood and de-
cided not to roh the world of her
1956 Is Year For Saxists; Prove
'Hot Property lihth Diskeries•
By ALBERT ANDERSON LITERS HERE (Norgran M.
(1, N.-1071i Songs; A Foggy Day,For ANP In a Little Spanish Town, Willow
This is the year when saxo- Weep For Me. This Can't Be Love,
phone players are coming into Tenderly. Let's Fall in Love. New
their own record-wise and are D. B. Blues, etc-
challenging the supremacy of pi- LESTER YOUNG SEgalES (Al-
anists in the recording industry. laddin LP 801 LP 802 0 Songs:
Because piano players have Lester Blows Again, These Fool-
ish Things. Lester Leaps in. She's
Funny That Way. One O'Clock
Jump, East of the Sun, Just Cool-
ing, etc. •
THE BLUES. featuring Johnny
Hodges Norgran !SIGN - 1061)
Songs: Hodge Podge, Jappa,
Through the Night, Latino. Johnny
Blues. Burgandy Walk, etc.
The HAWK IN HI-Fl. featuring
Coleman Hawkins (RCA LPM 1281
Songs: Body and Soul, Little Girl
Blue, I never Knew. The D a y
You Came Along, There'll Never
Be Another You. etc.
STAN GETZ AND THE COOL
SOUNDS (American Recording
Society) Songs: Our Love is Here
to Stay, Serenade in Blue, Hand-
ful of Stars. Rustic Hop, etc.
DIZ AND GETZ, featuring Diz-
zy Gillespie and Stan Getz (Nor-
gran) Songs; It Don't Mean A
Thing. I Let A Song Go Out of
My Heart. Exactly Like You, It's
The Talk of the Town, Impromptu,
Alone, Alone, Girl of My Dreams,
etc.
THE KID AND THE BRUTE,
featuring Illinois Jacquet and
Ben Webster (CI ef MG C - 680)
Songs: I Wrote This for The Kid,
Saph. Mambuchito. The Kid and
The Brute, September Song, Jac-
quet's Dilemma.
IN A JAZZ MOOD, featuring
Charlie Ventura (Norgran
1073) Songs: Ain't Misbehavin',
Limehouse Blues, Avalon, I'm
I Confessin', Perdido, Lover, etc.
i COSMOPOLITE, featuring Ben-
t ny Carter (Norgran MGN 1070),
THE GLAMAZONS, sh o w .n
here eith Russell (Count) Da-
% ilk. appeer in two dance
numbers, "Marianne", a a d
"Mambo Calypso". at Blue
Angel. on Push st.
are %fig.'s. Margaret a n d
Jeanne Monte:. Count Dal ille
Is new attraction in Jamaican
Room. He as star of calypso
show at Blue Angel two sears
a go.
Songs: Symphony, Ell Be Around,
Beautiful Love, Street Scene, Im-
agination, Flamingo, etc.
Sonny Stitt
At Modern
Jazz Room
Jazz saxophonist Sonny Stitt and
his quartet opened in the Modern
Jazz Room, Monday, Nov. 19 for
a two week engagement.
Famed satirist Arthur Blake
and the "Great Sullivant," a hyp-
notist, made their debut in 'the
main floor Show Lounge Tuesday,
the 20th.
Stitt first gained prominence ten
years ago. His outstanding talent
earned him the Esquire New Star
SONNY STITT
Award the following year. In 1949,
he formed a group with Gene Am-
mons. Since 1951, he has toured
the country with his own combo.
Arthur Blake's mimicry has won
him a top spot in the night club
circuit. His unique style is a com-
bination of biting satire with a
limitless number of caricature
portrayals. This wai Blake's bow
in a Loop nitery.
Jerry Lewis
Comedy Due
The Central State College Play-
ers Guild is under the direction of
Leonard C. Archer. and most of
the Guid members have perform-
ed in some play offerings which
have included "Song of nerna-
dette." "Joan of Lorraine," Orson
Welles' "MaeBeth in Haiti— 1800."
as well as light comedy. im-
pressioristus classical and theatri-
cal dramas
"Hollywood Or Bust" is the ti- GI . .
onarvingDean Martin and Jerry Lewistie of the new (and their last)
comedy, due to open Christmas 
.
week at the State-Lake Theater '' • 
Kilt 
 
!But with Anita Ekbe.g co-starred,
shouldn't the title be, "Hollywood Made Flip
AND Bust"?
beautiful music poems
Then, in 1952, at the age of
33, her doctors told her to leave
the shimmering lights of her be-
(NA MAE CARLISLE
loved New York and go home ..
to die.
Her husband. Johnny BradfOrd,
took her to Springfield, Ohio,
to her aunt, Mae Jackson who
had reared her from 3 months
old. She was put in City Hos-
pital where, she remained 214
years with pernicious anemia
and underwent numerous opera-
tions.
Her weight dropped from 105
to 5O pounds and she hovered close
to death. Countless blood transfus-
ions were her lot and finally doc-
tors gave her up. When she left
the hospital in June, 1955, she at-
tributed the miracle that saved
her to the Master. She was up
to 102 pounds.
She composed several songs
while in the hospital and went to
work at the Hanna Lounge in
Cleveland upon release from the
hospital. She had few friends left
by then, and five weeks later she
was in New York's Harlem hos-
pital reeking with pain frill
cancer.
Then last week, she was in pain
no more. It was all gone. Life's
dream on earth had ended for
one of entertainment's most out-
standing celebrities.
Clyde McPhatter Tops
In Disk Jockey Poll
NEW YORK — (AN P- — A fur-
ther indication that a two year
stint in the Army didn't dull sing-
er Clyde McPhatter's popularity
was his winning the ninth annu-
al poll in Billboard magazine as
the artist whose records are most
played and the favorite rhythm
and blues performer.
sponse to demands of owners who
know that to put his name on
their marquees means packed
ringside tables during his entire
engagement.
'Della Reese
Currently on tour with an all- on Qstar show. McPhatter's Atlantic
record of the tunes "Seven Days"
and "Treasure of Love" were
chosen by more than 1,500 disc
jockeys as the best he's ever wax-
ed.
He resumed his stage career ert Q. Lewis Show" Tuesday,
Nov. 20, at 8-9 p.m.. EST. Sheearly this year after seeing two
years service as a member of sings two of her current successes,
the armed forces.
In the last seven polls in Bill-
board, the bible of the record in-
dustry, he has finished within the
top five artists.
After his tour with the big show
is completed he will embark on
a nationwide niteclub tour in re-
Central State
Players Open
In Smash Hit
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — "Pic-
nic" was the play chosen by the
Central State College Guild to op-
en their 1956 drama season, arid
it was a smash hit.
A cast of eleven performed the
three acts for two nights with
ease and certainty while apprec-
iative audiences continued to give
them strong curtain calls.
Charles M. Storey. Dayton,
whose last campus perform-
ance was in "Stalag,17" came
back in this production with his
talent for the comic situation
with perfect timing and pacing,
and never failed to get a laugh.
Lawrerce Jones, junior from
. Lewis •
Show Tuesday
Songbird Della Reese is the spe-
cial guest on CBS Radio's "Rob.
Cleveland who has performed on DELLA REESErampus in Arthur Miller's "The;
Crucible." Saroyan's "The Time
of Your Life," and the Greek tra-
gedy "Oddinus, The King." had
the most difficult and sensitive
role in the east. He handled his
role of "Hal" with beautiful re-
straint and admirable delicacy.
Axuel Geer. of Atlanta. Ca.,
Beatrice Mitchell Dayton, Bobbie
Jones. Kansas City, Mo.: Betty
Taylor Wilberforce. 0.: Thomas
ma Miller. Mount Vernon, N. Y.;
Jean Whitener. Jamaica N. Y., T
Rose Burton. Chattanooga, Tenn.;
"The More I See You" and "It's
Monday Every Day-.
Lee Vines and Judy Johnson
assisted by character specialis
Louis Nype, Ann Thomas an
Johnny Gibson. offer"The People
Speak" and baritone Richard
Hayes presents "You Make Me
Feel So Young."
Judy Johnson's solos is "Just
In Time."
een-Editor
James Taylor, Lincoln Heights.
Ohin and Dionne Simmons, War- Joins Detroitwick. Bermuda made up a de-
lightful cast which exhibited stage PR
 s
appeal, and turned in exciting and 
•erv ice
excellent actine. 
' Sarah Washington, Music Editor
Glee Club Plans
Holiday Concert
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
Morehouse College Glee Club of
Atlanta, will make its annual
Thanksgiving weekend appear-
ance at Bennett College Friday,
Nov. 23, in Pfeiffer Chapel.
The 40
-voice group, directed by
Wendell Whalum, will sing a pro-
gram of classical and secular
numbers as well as traditional
spirituals. An added feature will
be several selections by the col.
legc quartet.
Gloria Irving. with her song
style and vocal arrangements,
once caused the great Eartha Kitt
to flip. Not only that, but she has
astonished others dose to the mu-
sic field including critics!
She is preparing for a tre-
mendous push to big time fame
and fortune in March 1957. Gloria
is a hit and miss type of singer
despite early recordings.
Miss Irving has appeared at the
Apollo and some of the country's
leading clubs for repeated per
formanees. She won the Pitt4-
burgh Courier's 1956 poll as 'male
singer of the year over Sarah
Vaughan.
of Teen Life Newspaper, a weekly
tabloid published solely for teen-
agers recently joined Universal
Advertising Agency's newly form-
ed Publicity Service Department.
She is an active young lady in
the music end of show business
Sarah has had musical traini
herself and has been afforded e
perience in the field through her
various contacts and job s.
Through her job here Sarah has
come in contact with the back-
stage phase of showbusiness„
meeting entertainers and man-
agers alike, on an informal basis.
Being a good judge of musie
and young people's events occur.
ing in , and around Detroit area,
she has been a guest writer sev-
eral times for the Michigan Chron-
icle.
Miss Washington is a judge and
also one of the auditioning com-
mittee for the Ernie Durham Am-
ateur Shows held in Detroit. She
was instrumental in forming the
first Detroit Chapter of the Ernie
Durham fan club in Detroit.
"Frantic" Ernie as he is known
on the air, is one of Detroit's
leading rhythm and blues des.
lays.
Staples used to fasten hnotg
matches together require an p
mated 500 tons of steel in a if
mal year.
•
S
•BODY ,STTACK—Floy d
' son works on the heavy bag at
' his training eamn at Sports.
man's Park in Chicago as he
Patter' prepares for his coming hea-
vyweight title bout with Ar•
(hie Moore, in Chicago sta-
dium, Nov. 30. Holding the
bag for the young Brooklyn
heavyweight is his manager,
(us D•Amato. who is giving
him some pointers on a
bod attack.
Patterson And Moore Settle Down
To Grind Of Preparing For Bout
By CHARLES J. LIVINGSTONE
If his pattern of training is an
indication, Floyd Patterson plans
to outhustle veteran Archie
Moore and walk off with the de-
cision and the world heavyweight
championship when the two meet
in the Chicago Stadium, Nov. 30.
' The first indication of this came
last Wednesday, as the Brooklyn,
N. Y. sharpshooter engaged in his j
first serious training drill since
coming here from New York two I
days earlier.
Patterson engaged two spar.
mates, Clarence Floyd and Dusty
Rhodes, for four rounds — two
with each — concentrating more '
on boxing than on punching. He
moved around rapidly, jabbing,
hooking and scoring with com-
bination punches. Occasionally he
led with his famous "gazelle"
punch, a straight right or left jab
delivered on top of a leap. but
neither punch seems devastating.
CONCENTRATES ON BOXING
Because Floyd is concentrating
on boxing, his overall strategy
have much to do with the out -
By ROY NAPIER
HOUSTON, Tex.. — Happy be-
cause they are in the race for the
Southwestern Athletic conference
championship, the Texas Southern
university Tigers romped over
the Paul Quinn Tigers of Waco,
Texas 47-7, with a pulverising dis-
play of grid might here Monday
night. '
• Leading the Bengals attack
against Coach Hoover Wright's
Tigers were Lloyd Gardley, Ho-
sea Jackssn, Willis Perkins and
Johnny Felder.
Coach Alexander Durley un-
leashed his Tigers who turned in
a display of speed, deception and
fancy ball-handiing before a small
crowd in Public School stadium.
GARDLEY GOES OVER
Texas Southern's first touch-
down came after a 61-yard sus-
tained drive which began on
their own 39-yard line and was,
climaxed by a three-yard plunge
by Fullback Gardley. Conversion
good by Earnest Lang.
The second touchdown for I h e
Tigers came after the ball went
over on downs to TSIT on Paul
Quinn's 32-yard line. Cardley ran
from the 32 down to the 13 hut
the run was nullified by a clipping
penalty.
Hosea Jackson, 190-pound fresh-
man from Corsicana. Texas. daz-
zled the fans with a thrilling bit
of speed as he received a hand
off from quarterback Harvey
Williams and sprinted 20 yards
to put the ball on Paul Quinn's
10-yard line. Harvey Williams on
a keeper play galloped around
left end for the score.
Paul Quinn's lone touchdown
came when quarterback Bernard ,
Durant took to the air, completing I
a pass to Woodrow Jacquet to
move the ball deep in TSSI terri-
tory. Ted Carter. Israel McZeal
and S. Q. Bradford alternated in
carrying .the ball down to the
Texas Southern 15-yard line.
PAUL QUINN SCORES
The Durant-to-Jacquet combina-
tion clicked again and put the
ball on the 5 where halfback Cor-
dell Lindsay sneaked over. Extra
Wednesday, went for a canter on point good, score 13-7 at halftime. I•
a stallion down the stretch, for Texas Southern's forward wall
the benefit of photographers, was powered by Captain Jamts,
PREDICTS MOORE VICTORY C. Williams, Walter Davis, cen] .
crs. guards Leroy Calhoun, Billy 
riie Rochester Rovals are looked to wateh in the future. The Royals Loretto, Pa., was second in re-Charley Johnston. manager of 
. . . . they're the Gina s of to•
Moore. has gone out on the limb Jackson and William Evans: 
upon in the National Basketball mishl not make it this year. but 'bounding in the NBA and 11th in
in predicting victory for Moore tackles James Thompson, Chester assciciati" as one 
tin' il'aMs they. will 1w a dangerous combina-
in his Nov. 30 title fight with Pat- Roy. John Sorey: ends William Three big reasons: Sihugo not play in five complete games
What's more, Johnston contends, Davis, Percy O'Neal. Jeffers" Althea Mak‘.tAs a number of others because of an
terson. Glossom, John White, Green. Matinee Stokes and Dick and his services were limited in
Moore will win by a knockout and Outstanding for Paid Quinn Chosen
keep the title for three years. were centers Joe Freeman. Don
"Archie Mom-e tvill knock out O'Neal: guards Howard Iglehart. 3rd Round In a newcomer, hut that
TEAM 1.1/ 11 11'11 RICKETTS early season leg injury.
Stokes, by dint of his remark-
doesn't mean that he is an tin- 'able court skill, put St. Francis ,
Inn the basketball map. The 6-foot-
tiuPesne 
I
SYDNEY Mi•lis‘h-1 
university Green s(elrastomswaats Tel: 7, 230-pound Pittsburgh native top-in u the hard wav as he didcome of his fight with Floyd Pat- g e . • - years," he said, adding: "The Theodore "Tampa" Smith and Al-
reason I am sure of such a pre- ,exander Williams: ends Wodrow ' • 
shirley sartled as one of the most polished Ped the 2,000 figure in reboundsHe was born in Collinsville. 111.lesson on Friday night, Nov. 30.
Many fans have that idea in Louis. Went to Indianapolis, came around to seriously challenge him. backs Bernard Durant. Ted Car- non and Althea Gibson. rankins career. He is deceptively agile andhasty-than. Two fo those three
Moore's Age
ARCHIE MOORE'S age may think lw was off of Park Avenue Floyd Patterson and rule as h.ea- Patrick Jaen. James Haliburton
TM Routs Pod Quinn
A Deception
To 47-7Win
Tigers Ride 
Russians Watch Davis
MELBOI I:NE -- His tot n roach ot America's vanishing hop, step , Olympics in is96, the U. S. on Uncle Sam hasn't had a winner
virtually ignores him hut the Russ- :anti jump men, like a haul:. the hop, step and jump in the first iin 52 sears, but Davis, a 20-year-
tans are watching Ira Da% is. one After resumption of the modern three Olympiads.
f
in New York City instead of corn-
He had some rough days in St.
§eems to be to crowd and out-
hustle Moore, who, although, hold-
ing an advantage in .experience,
and over-all ring skill, suffers from
the handicap of age. He is ad-
mittedly 40.
However no amount of grilling
could get the Patterson's camp to
reveal its over-all fight plans,
Patterson is training in the ul-
tra-modern comfort of Sportsman's
Park race track. His traintng and
living quarters are on the fourth
floor of the clubhouse. He and his
manager and trainer, Dan Florio
'ive in the jocky quarters.
Every morning Floyd jogs
around the parks course in com-
pany with his seconds, and last
vyweight champion for t h ree
diction is that there is nobody
back to St. Louis. then to Cleve- Right now there is only one young- ter, Israel McZeal. Joe Earl and tNmerican woman tennis star, both
mind. "But that isn t so. ' con- 
. t ears, he teamed with Ricketts tofides talkative Mr. Moore who has mahe the Dukes one of the most
to he Far. i Eddie Machen, the San Francisco 
reached the third round in the Newster on the horizon who figures to S. Q. Bradford.a "gift of gab" which is pleasing lorsiitlable college fives.
'Kid Gavilan Beats 
South Wales tennis championship
here last week. Tlw Wales cant- Si was on every All-American , 
Off" basketball tournament to be
give Archie any trouble. That is 
Moore claims he is 39 and will boxer.
turn 40 on Dec.. 13. and he in-(
". . . Eddie showed real possi- 
pionship is a forerunner of the na- team during each of his three sea- /
held here Dec. 27-29,Hampton To Buildtends to give himself a birthday bilities when he look both Nino . tional tournanieni which' will he sons at the Pittsburgh institution.?lie broke all scoring records at The announcement was mad. tifpresent — "the world's heavy- Valdez and John Holman out so Chico Velar In 10 played sometime in January.Althea, who said she came here I Diuniesne and also set the school Team Around Amos Al__ 0. Duer, executive sarnii•Sweight champion." He says he easily. That kid can box a little LOS ANGELES — Former world determined to prove that she can record for the best points-per- tary of the Collegiate Athletic Aswill give Patterson -a boxing les- and there is no doubt about his welterweight champion Kid Cave ' heat -Miss Fry, easily defeated game average with 24.5. HAMPTON, Va. — Four letter- sociation, who praised TSU'e res.son" when they meet in the Chi- : ability to pouch. But he is quite Ian of Cuba scored a unanimous Miss Nala Marsh 111 straight sets, The 22-year-old Ricketts who al- men, including Capt. Ed Amos, a ord in the tournament last year.cago Stadium in the title bout. 
'a bit away from a match' with
Patterson, 1952 New York Gold-
en Gloves, 165-pound champion. 
Moore."
Joimston feels that Patterson has
and 1952 Olympic champion in that
weight, is training at Sportsman's
Park race track in the finest
training quarters ever arranged.
It makes Pompton Lakes, N. J.,
where Joe -Louis. former world
heavyweight champion trained.
look shady. Moore does his train-
ing at Midwest gym on the west
side
o Play In
AlA Meet
Now back to Archie's age. We
know that Archie fought in the St.
Louis Golden Gloves bouts, spon-
sored by the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat in 1936. We attended the
fights as the guest of Sam Shep-
ard. now a high-salaried employe
of the St. Louis board of educa-
tion. Moore's age at the time was
79. Maurice Shelvin. now writing
b racing news for the Chicago Tri-
bune, was sports editor of the St.
Louis paper at the time.
There are others who will veri-
ty the above statement as to
Moore's being 19 in 1936. That
would make Archie out as a very
truthful gentleman. But Archie is
somewhat like aging Satchel Paige
tor is he aging'' His mother, Mrs.
Lorena Reynolds of Pittsburgh,
says her son was born Dee. 13,
1913 That would make Archie 43
years old — a bit younger than
Paige.
If you've had any dealing with
Moore, you must admit that he
is quite a chap. He talks fluently
and is smoothly agreeable. He
won't take issue with his mother.
He knows she ought to know when
he was born, being his own moth-
pr. Therefore Archie dismisses the
question with "she MUST have
been misquoted." Notice carefully
that he doesn't say his mother
was mistaken. No. not Archie. He
is too smart for that. His public
*wouldn't like to have him say that.Fast talking Mr. Moore is rather
Choosy with his words. One would
land and on to Australia. Before
being bitten by wanderlust. he
had about 100 amateur bouts be-
fore turningspro. There were three
discouraging and disgusting years
at the start but he kept trying.
He has been billed as from St.
Louis, then Toledo and still later
Baltimore and even Miami, Fla
Now his hometown is San Diego.
He rides around in a station wag-
on with -Archie Moore Enterpris-
es, Inc • St. Louis. San Deigo,
Toledo and New York" lettered on
the doors. He owns a factory in
San Diego where the "Archie
Moore sport shirts and jackets" I
, are made.
Also, Moore who holds the
world's light
-heavyweight, chain-
pionship. now owns a record shop
in New York City's Harlem dis-
trict and he has hinted that he
may make a tour of the country
and abroad with "my own band."
Archie may become the first
to win two titles since Ray Robin-
son defeated Jake LaMotta on Feb.
14. 1951, to win the world middle-
weight crown (that fight was in
the Chicago Stadium, tool while
he was still holder of the world
,'welterweight title. Of course when
the referee and the two Judges
I handed Ray the verdict the welter
'title was vacated.
The Nov. 30th presentation
will be the first world heavyweight
, championship fight for Chicago
isince May 16, 1952. when Rocky
Marciano knocked out Jersey Joe
(Walcott in the first rounds At least.
Rocky socked Jersey Joe to the
canvas and the "old man" came
up, legs wobbly and his mind daz-
ed. He was down on his back al
I the count of "10" and tried to riseat what might have been a "13"
count.
All Moore is concerned about, ac-
cording to his own statement, is
that Patterson makes the same
!mistakes on the night of Nov. 30
I that he did against HurricaneJackson. It was in that bout that
Patterson hurt his hand.
Also Moore, who married three
1 months ago, is -planning for the
day when he will really he too
I old for the ring game. He remem-
bers some of the "has beens"
and their pitiful plight. He has
read stories of the others. "Not
me," he declares.
proved his worth among the top
contenders, but that he is no
match for a "marvel" like Moore.
and William MeDavid: tackles
Jacquet and Aaron Williams:
10-round decision over Chico Ve-
jar of Stamford, Conn., in Los
Angeles Tuesday night.
The colorful punching kept the
crowd of 2.500 on its feet during
'much of the fight.
WRAP WITH CARE — Archie
Moore, before beginning his
daily training stint tor his
coming heavyweight titl e
niatch with Floyd Patterson in
Chicago stadium on Nov. 30,
wraps his hands with care.
sioore likes to do that job
him§elf Instead of turning it
over to his trainer. (Defender
photo by Rhoden.)
Si Green, Stokes And Ricke -ts
ake Royals Serious NBA Threat
ussie Meet
Fry, U. S. and Winddislon chant
.6-1. 6-2. Miss Fry also won straight
'sets. downing Miss L. Ferguson,
' 6-1, 6-3. In the men's singles Amer-
ican star Sam Giaminalva was
eliminated by Roy Emerson of
Australia. 7-5. 6.4, 6-2.
SiGNED AND SEALED—Gene
I, Fullmer. West Jordan, Utah.
I (left) and Sugar Ray Robin-
son (right) signed for their
world middleweight champion-
ship bout at Madison Square
Garden. Dec. 12. Standing in
D. Norris (left), president of
the background are James
and Julius Helfand, chairman
of the New York Boxing corn-
mission.
Bon. •
hael.court performers in college
so is a professional baseball pitch-
er, was acquired by the Royals in
the last half of (he 1955-56 season
in a trade with the St. Louis
Hawks.
lks;Ati iiquesne, Ricketts made the
all-opponent team of every college
foe he faced in his last three years.
He is an excellent team player,
has a marvelous outside shot for
a big man (he's 6-feet-R and 222
pounds), has a good hook shot and
the one-hand push. He also can
dive and set. He is a good re-
bounder and excellent defensive
player.
WON NBA HONORS
The rookie-of-the-year In the
NBA last season was Maurice MERRY
Stokes. In his first season with the
'
Rosa's. Stokes, who performed in
college for little St. Francis of
old 1.a Salle college sophomore,
is probably the best prospect to
come along since Myer Prinstein
won the 1900 and 1904 Olympia
titles.
HAVEN'T MUCH TIME
"The coaches don't pay much
attention to us," said the Phila-
delphia champion last week.
"They come around once in a
while and suggest that we bring
our knee up higher or something.
hut otherwise they haven't mach
time for us "
Not so with the Soviets, aceord-
in g to Davis, who compromises
the U. S. hop. step and jump dele-
gation along with Bill Sharpe and
George Shaw.
Davis said:
"Even though their Leonid
Scherbakov has hopped 54 feet
several times and they're sup-
posed to he much better than us,
they watch us like hawks.
"They take pictures of us is
practice, write down our distances
and even approach us on the
trainers tables to get a closer look.
I put on a hand-aid the other day
and they came over to find out
what it was."
Davis, who set an American citi-
zens mark of 51 feet, 4 3-4 inches
In leading the U. S. Olympia
trials, says the Russians are prob.
ably more fearful of defending
Olympic champion Adhemar Da
Silva of Brazil than they are oi
him,
Da Silva, a five - foot • seven
sportscaster who speaks seven
languages, hasn't been beaten
since he won the '52 games with
a record effort of 53 feet, 21/2 inch-
es. In the Pan - American games
last year, he set the present IM•
official world's record of 54 feet,
four inches.
PLAYED BASKETBALL
Davis, who played basketbal/ se
Overbrook high school with Wilt
(The Stilt) Chamberlain and holds
school records in the broad jump
and 100-yard and 200-yard dashes,
recently lost a meet when Sharpe
out-hopped him with an effort oil
 51-13ki. But he recouped with hid
best mark ever of 51 feet, 11 inch-
es three weeks ago on the Wed
Coast.
Davis ,finds the Russians gen.
erally friendly to him, especially
the girls,
"We tell them they're bettrtifell
in Russian," he said, "and they're
all smiles. But the greatest bunch
are the Italians. Ah, those girl.
scoring, He achieved those distine- ' morrow.
tions despite the fact that he did
and points scored in his college
has all the equipment to become
one of the best players in the his-
tory of pro basketball.
1955.5€ All-CIAA choice has re-
turned to the Hampton institute
varsity basketball team, and will
be supported by two veteran ea-
sel's, five freshmen who looked
impressive in pre-season drills,
and two of last year's junior var-
sity players.
The Pirates, on the short end
of a 5-17 record during the pre-
vious season, are expected to have
their best team since the 1953-
54 squad won 17 games, and ad-
vanced to the semi-finals of the ,
Conference championship tourna-
ment.
I OMAHA, Nebr. — Texas South.
em i university last week became
'one of the first teams selected for
I the NA1A's second annual "Tip
, Other teams announced by Dorf
are Rockhurst college of Kansas
City, Arkansas Polytechnic college
of Russellville, and Hamlin' Mitt
versity of St. Paul, Minn.
Four additional teams will be
chosen soon from ths 43O-menls
ben schools that comprise the Nia.
Bona! Association of Intereoliegb
late Athletics.
T9U, meanwhile, is Me
team returning to the tournaml
The Houston, Texas club was ds-
tented in the finals of the townsc
ment in '55 by Western Minds
college of Macomb, 83 to ?IL
Sugar Wins
Tuneup Battle
, With Provizzi
NEW HAVEN. Conn. — Middle-
weight champion Sugar Ray Rob-
inson hosed deftly and punched
sparodically in decisioning Bob
Provizzi in a 10-round bout in
the New Haven Arena here re-
used the fight with
entl,Robinsonvirtually 
 
unknown Provizzi of
Freeland, Pa., as a tune-up for his
Dec. 12 title defense against Gene
Fullmer of West Jordan, Utah.
Ray outboxed Provizzi all the
way, but did not open up until the
10th round when he dropped his
man twice for mandatory nine-
counts.
Robinson weighed 165 pounds for
the Provizzi eight but no one ex-
pects him to have any trouble
getting down to the 160-pound mid-
dleweight limit.
MENAGERIE
"He's quite precocious! Ho has jowls alrfpiv!"
IA TRI-STATE DEFENDER-x Sat, Nov. 24, 7956
es.
1956 4 t.NI PHIS Prep League
Champions are the Thunder-
bolts from St. Augustine High
school which finished the sea-
son with an unmarred record
in city plaa. They broke Mel-
rose High school's three-year
monopoly of the crown. Stand-
ing at left are Coach W. P.
Porter and Father Capistran
Haas. minister at St. August-
ine Catholic church. At right
is assistant coach Louis Mill-
er. Two other assistant coach-
es. not seen, ere I. e ster
Snells and Charles Horton.
Players on front row, from
left are; Thomas Donald, RE,
Otis Harris, RT. George Bur-
nett, halfback, Willie Garrett,
halfback; John Byes. RG; fai-
lle Hudson, center, all seniors:
John Jones, fullback. junior;
Clarence Williams, LG, frosh;
Coach Porter Has Had Better Than
Average Success In City Prep Loop
By MOSES J. \} %\ SON
Coach W. P. Porter has enjoyed
better than average Success in the
placed third in 1952, fourth in 1953,
tied for cellar position in 1954, and
second in 1955.
They had tied for first placerugged Memphis prep league since 3 years before 1951. They shar-;he took over the reins as head 
ed the crown with Booker T. Wash- ifootball coach at little St. Augus- ington in 1948, with Melrose andtine High school in 1942. Booker T. Washington in 1949 andHis Thunderbolts, with 16 men with Melrose again in 1950.
carrying the load for the 34-man For a school its size and beingsquad, are back on top this year I In a league where the competition
with another team, l is so stiff, the boys from the Cath-tThey came up the hard way this I olic school have acquitted them-
year, dethroning Coach Joe West- i selves in a manner better thanbrooks' Golden Wildcats of Mel-1 just average. 
•rose who had ruled the city and 
. HE PLAYED END ,state since 1952 and turning ,
Much of their auccess can be'back the hopes of the other four'
accredited to 51-year-old Coachteams. each of which started the Porter.season as league threats. 
I Coach Porter. who hails from
,
The victory over Melrose was Dixon. Tenn., home of Gov. Frankprobably the game of the season Clement. played end with Tennes•and the Thunderbolts set them- 
see State and Roger Williams uni-selves up as the team to watch versity teams and was on the Rog-when they powered back from a er Williams undefeated squads of12-0 halftime deficit to Was the, 1924 and 1925.defending champs, 13-12. I Taking his .AB degree In socialIN OTHER GAMES 1 science from Roger W i 1 1 i a ms .St. Augustine beat Booker T. Coach Porter taught for a h out
Washington, 14 to 0. Douglass 20 three months at Lynchburg, Tenn.
to 7, Hamilton 16 to 7. and Ma. before accepting a teaching-coach-
nassas 27 to 0. Outside the city ing job at Brownsville, Tenn.
They tied with Mississippi's Cohoe As mentor for the Haywoodins Junior college 13 to 13 and County Training school, now Car-downed Corinth High, another alis- ver High. Coach Porter's teams
sissippi team 26-6. , lost but four games out of 68,
Thanksgiving Day the Thunder- tying six.
bolts are in Chattanooga for a He came to Memphis to live in
game with Howard High school 1934 and in 1942 when Sam Qualls,jr., who started football at St. Au.
gustine, asked him to take t h e
helm when airs Qualls was leaving
for service, Coach Porter went
back to coaching,
and the week after Thanksgiving
they travel to .fackson. Tenn. to
play Merry High school in a con-
test which will decide the regional
championship.
- The Thunderbolts 20 into the PORTER'S ASSISTANTS
regional favored and overlooking a Two of the three assistants whoupset, will play hest to an East helped him build the ThunderboltsTennesee team, on n a me d at into the rugged machine they are.press time. here at Melrose sta- played under him at St. Augustinedim the first week in December High.
with the :dale championship at Louis Miller, line coach, playedstake, 
center at St. Auguatiee underWON IN 1951 Coach Porter and played theSt. Ausaioane won its last prep same position at Xavier universi-title in 1931. Manassas High took ty. Charles Horton. backfieldit in Its-s? and Melrose owned the coach, was a quarterback at St.crown trem then until this season. Augustine under Coach Porter.Since Ihm the Thunderbolts have His other assistant, Lester
Snells, end coach and assistant
line coach, was a tackle at St.
Emma Academy in Rock Castle,
Va.
Under this foursome. St. Augus-
tine's players developed a real un-
derstanding of blocking, tackling
and team-play coordination that
local fans found a real pleasure
to watch on the field.
Running from the Split-T. Single
Wing and Short Punt. the Thun-
derbolts coupled a hardhitting of-
fensive with a defensive play that
was outstanding every minute of
every game.
LINE WAS TOUGH
Looking back over the prep
league games Coach Po rter
says. "Our line play was very
outstanding this year, offensively
and defensively."
Pressed for his selection of some
outstanding players, he picked
seniors Sam Walker, tackle and
team captain, and Joe Brown,
guard, from the middle of the line,
along with 011ie Hudson, whom he
called 'one of the best centers'
St. Augustine has ever had."
Outstanding at ends were Ste-
phen Boone and Thomas Donald.
Big boy in the backfield was
Grand Ward. quarterback.
Coach Porter said Ward played
60-minute hall in every game,
turning in "a magnificent job"
both on offense and defense.
Other backs he credited with
carrying a big load were Full-
back Johnny Jones, Willie Dent-
on, left half: George Burnett, right
half. and Willie Garrett, right half
NO '57 PREDICTION
Among others who have played
for Coach Porter and are still in
the game is his son Douglass. who
was an assistant to his father
s'at St. Augustine last season and
i•z now backfield coach at Xavier
where he played halfback.
.4 daughter. Mrs. Lucy Caple,
former St. Augustine and Le-
Moyne college student, is living
in Boston.
Coach Porter is a member of
St. Augustine Catholic church. an
Elk, and a member of the Mem-
LOVELY Miss Cera Norfleet,
Manassas High school Home-
coming Queen, poses with
taam co•eaptains Robert (,en.
wine, during halftime cere-
monies in the Homecoming
game played at Melrose sta-
dium. Miss Norfleet, 17-year-
old Manassas High senior, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Pender, of 3020 Till-
man. she is a member of her
school's popular Double Ten
club, the Speakers and Writ
ere club and the Nature Stud
club. (Neeson Photo)
Willie Renton. halfback, jun-
ior; Sam Walker, team cap-
tain and left tackle, senior,
and Stephen Boone, LE, soesho-
more. second row, reading
from left: Robert Atkins, end,
junior: Neverson Jones, end,
sophomore; Thomas B o y
tackle, sophomore; Robert
Hines, guard, junior; Carl
Bruce, center, frosh; James
Wray, guard, senior; Andrew
Cummings, halfback, junto.;
Thomas Beddington, tackle,
sophomore; Beverly Wood s,
halfback, junior; C b a r 1 es
Howell, fullback; Allen Stiles,
and Tommy Lawscha, end,
seniors. Third row, same or-
der; Harold Moss, halfback,
sophomore; Carl Bush, tackle,
fresh; Robert Smith, halfback,
junior; Fred King, center, jun-
ior; Fred Jacobs,-end, frosh;
Charles • Clay, guard, frosh;
Jesse Clemons, end, s o p ho-
more, and Charles Alexander,
quarterback, junior. Th r e e
players not seen are Grant
Ward, senior quarterback; Joe
Brown, senior guard, and Da-
FLOYD PAATERSON
Floyd Takes Off
To Make Speech
Floyd Patterson who goes for
the heavyweight championship
against Archie Moore at the Chi-1
cago Stadium on Nov. 30, will
take today off from his training
program so that he can talk to i
the Chicago American Quarter-
back Club.
Patterson, who has settled down
to an intensive routine of run-
ning, exercises and sparring,1
plans on spending the day in vis-
iting press and radio people after
making a short speech to the
Monday Morning Quarterbacks in
the Morrison Hotel.
BOXES 142 ROUNDS
Through Friday Patterson had
boxed 142 rounds since beginning
his training session about three
months ago in Greenwood Lakes,
N. J. By the end of the week endg
it is expected this total will reach
150 or more. :Viso he has run
more than 200 miles.
phis Alumni chapter of kappa Al
pha Psi fraternity.
Since 1953 he has been married
to the foimer Mrs. Jana Allen
Cox and they reside at 1300 Edith
as e.
And how about the Thunderbaa
Coach Porter. not one for crawl-
ing out On a limb. sass. -We have
a young team and they have
a desire to win. We' hope to ha‘s
a fighting team next year."
Lions Stop
Len Moore;
Beat Colts
DETROIT — N." -- The De•
troit Lions ecirranned an ironaisht
defense with a pioddina offense
Surday to crie-ii the Baltimore
Colts, 27 to a. la fore 55,788 fans
at Briass stadium.
It was the Lion: ,:cvcrith vic-
tory of the saassrs snahline 41setn
14 retain a tie age the Clueaeo
Bears for f:rst ahasii the Na.
tional Foothail ;Ls eie's western
dive •en
Detroit', often e sound—mov-
ing mo•ttv th' reand—ran tip
three twietalen'n• and two field
goals elide the ,e•fensive squad
bottled lie Pgitimere's Alan
Ameche and Lenny Moore for
most of the stana
Quartcrletek fleshy Layne kick-
ed field gnu Is ol II and 10 yards
and eons (Tied te ice for the Lions.
Fullback Leon Hart and halfback
Gene (;edman ored touchdowns
on short rims, and end ()asp Mid-
dleton racked et, a TO on a four-
yard na.“ from Layne.
The colts. • ten ifl tOs,•,
! quarterback G( 'or • e Shaw. es
their netts.: on a 4s.sard
field so; . Steg 0"(. hichnc
DEATH TO LICE!
A-200
KILLS IN
15 MINUTES
It's easy to get rid of
dirty, itchy head •nd
crab lice. A-200 kills
these dangerous parasites on contict
...within 15 minutes.
Easy to apply, easy to remove,
A-200 is non-poisonous, non-irritat-
ing, leaves no tell-tale odor. Does not
stain or harm clothing. One applica-
i bon should do it. At all druggists.
Chilly Weather
By CHARLES DENTON
NIELBOURNE — (INS) — With
only four days to go until Olym-
pic and field competition begins,
the favored United States team
faced the problem of preventing
chilly rain from wearing away
its razor edge.
America's dominance of this
most implirtant phase of Olympic
activity was underlined at the
IS S. team's last practice meet,
in which its stars wrote one new
world record and won almost
everything in sight.
But those same stars admitted-
ly were afraid that the intermit-
tent drizzles which have plagued
Melbourne for days and hamper-
ed training sessions may wash
away some of their sparkle be-
fore the games get under way.
The American Team under ideal
weather conditions in California
before pushing off for Australia
and the 16th Olympiad But since
its arrival here it has been forced
Manager Gus D'Amato is non
committal about the way his pro-
tege looks in workouts, Gus, who
is a stickler for perfection would
hardly say he looks terrific. But
most observers who are not quite
as critical as the dynamic New
York pilot agree Patterson is
sharper than most fighters are
at this stage.
Patterson is about the weight
he plans for the fight, hitting the
scales at about 183 each day.
D'Amato says he might shave off
another pound before the fight.
ARCHIE SERIOUS
Archie Moore is at peace with
the world. The world's light
heavyweight champion, has never
been so happy nor as serious in
all of his life. He has everything
in life excent the crown he has
fought to get and he will get his
second chance on Friday Nov.
30th.
He was only the second man in
history to floor Rocky Marciano,
and there were moments in that
memorable fight, when it appear-
ed as though Archie would win the
title and the fight.
Plaguestl.S.Team Not for one moment does hewess or ability of Patterson. Hemay have to fight a very cauti-underestimate the fighting pro-
ous fight without taking too manyabnormal training may work a
hardship on the U. S. performers
when the chips are down, par-
ticularly since there is no way
of knowing what the weather con-
ditions will be when the games
begin.
Olympic Torch Is
Just Student Hoax
SYDNEY. Australia — (INS) —
Thirty thousand Sydney citizens,
including Lord Mayor Patrick
Hills, cheered and applauded Sun-
day as relays of runners passed
; through the streets with t h e
"Olympic torch.-
It was all a hoax. Some Syd-
ney university students had fash-
ioned a torch from a silver-paint-
ed chair leg and an old jam con-
tainer.
The genuine torch was vroute
through New South Wales and was
to pass through Sydney on its way
to the Games at Melbourne.
to practice. when possible, under The Cascade tunnnel in Wash-dismal conditions. ington state extends a length ofThere is a general fear that this 2.6 miles.
The
AMERICAN PALMIST
Nationally Known! Highly Recommended!
Life Reader Adviser * Born With Power
Tells you any and everything you wish to
know without asking•any questions. Gives
you name of friends and enemies. Gives
true and never failing advice on all affairs
of life. If worried, troubled or in doubt con-
/ suit this psychic at once. I do not call
at your home.
Wonder Lady of Miami, Fla., Now Comes To
Memphis,Tenn , For The First Time.
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU!
Don't Be Discouraged if you have failed to find help! I do
what others claim to do! Remember—I am a TRUE LIFE
'READER—BORN WITH POWER! I do not ask you to write
your name or any question on paper.
NO ONE IN TROUBLE TURNED AWAY!
Come with or without money — Daily and Sunday
Open 10 A.M. to 8 P M.
AM LICENSED AND REGISTERED IN FLORIDA. r
ALSO STATE OF TENNESSEE AND SHELBY COON
TV — M FARRAN SHAW.
Private arid Confidential Readings
For appointment phone Wh4 2 1719
220 W BROOKS RD., MEMPHIS, TENN.
Dr. Walker Sub-Division Shopping Center
Colo.-id patrons may take advantage of 20e tali hire by riding Chelse•Florida Sus 12 to Mallory: then t•It• tent - ask YOU, driver. to take y0g0
'115 West Or0014$ Rd. If driving tak. South Florida Street or South 3rdBrooks Rd.. turn West, else th• yellow bus en South 3rd SI. Do net miltAl, address.
aateede
vid Bolden, senior end. (New-
son Photo)
Washington
BluesOn Air
chances. There's too much at
stake for Archie to blow this one.
"I may sound like a braggart
, when I say the title is mine. I
know that I can beat Patterson,
and it may he a tough job, but
I am going all out to score a vic-
tory. I will be in the best shape
I of my long career, and the fans
I are sure to see a real contest."
In t h e United States and in
England a child under the age of
seven years is not criminally
liable for any act in violation of
the law.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar at Lauderdale
Phone IA 5-6341
Dinah Washington will be one
of the featured artists on the Mu-
tual Broadcasting System's pops'.
lar story "Bandstand, U. S. A."
Saturday 10:00 p m.
Dinah will be picked up from
Boston's Storyville, popular !
spot. She'll discuss her eit
blues, and her plans for the u-
ture.
Other stars on the show are to
be the Mitchell-Ruff Duo, appear-
ing at Washington's Patio Lounge.
and pianist George Wallington at
New York's Cafe Bohemia.
Get some NOW
at your dealers
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT I
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot •
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low B:Ink Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA 4-5557
Forrest City & Madison Briefs Melrose Ekmeptary School Holds
Education Week Open House
Thanksgiving Day - the day of man. Other workers are: Mrs W. Tile new Meiruss! •• , la ••". J I ".....• . • ..• .,.... , - mime. B. II Hancock. Mrstraditional feasting! "Thanks". ---! A. Owens, Mrs. .1. A. Suggs, Mrs., school on Select ave in Orange ' Cutehen, Mrs. Maggie .1 0 rd an. Georgia Csrvin, Mrs. Anna Hale
No other word can mean so very , Ethel Ford, Mrs. Otis Preston,I Mound Communit," observed Mrs. Cora Lee Williams. Mrs. Miss Frankie L. Cash. Harold
much A small word uttered too Mrs Rosie Baker, Mrs. E. E Nor- • e merican Education Week with , Mary Alice White, glee club mem- West, Mrs. Carsaunder Addison,. ' . infrequently Thanks now for man, Mrs Frankie Pryor, Char- an Open House, Sunday, Nov II. iber; Miss Valeria Smith. Miss Va- ,Mrs. Leola Glover, Mrs. Bessie. "" . 
:Thanksgiving Day, a once-a-year ; lie Freeman and M. 0. Living- Hundreds of patrons, friendg, fleria Shields, Mrs. Effie Williams, Fowler. Mrs Lucille Love. Miss
. 1occasion to show gratefulness to stun. Let us not forget that "Do well wishers and prominent citi Miss Annette Parham, W. S. Jackie Walker, Mrs B. H. Net
• :all. An innumerable list of thanks. it" Day is Nov. 26. tens in town and out marvaled Boyce. Mrs. Ardnelle Ross. R. Col- son, Mrs. Doris Glason, Mr and.
invoking things surround the life NEW FACES at the beautiful building and out- her. Mts" Matti(' Applewhite, Mr, Mrs. Gene Perkins, Miss Jim Ella
'of everyone - no matter how void standing work that is being done and Mrs. Albert Rosser, M r s Cotton, Mrs. Leslie H. Taylor,There are a number of new by the students, faculty and prin. Rosa Johnson, Mrs. C I a r e n ce Miss Armitte Hurt, Mrs. Susielife may be of worldly goods. Let faces to be seen on the teaching opal of this fine school Holmes, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Wel- Mae Shipp, Elijah Shipp, Cliftonus give thanks today and every- staffs of the schools in the For-1 ler. Milton Clark, Eugene Yarbor, Mosely, Thomas Hamilton. Mr.day for "little things." those every- rest City District this year. At Lin- Some of the most outstanding °ugh, Mrs. Jarher Smith. Mrs and Mrs. Dorsey West. E Lday happenings which bring joy coin Highschool - '- Mrs. Ernes- 'personalities of the city appeared on the program which was enjoy- 
,...
I Lila 1.ee Groess, Miss Carrie B. Washburn.1and smiles. tine Whitlow, guidance counselor,The members of Antioch Bap- d by 11 1
tist church, Palestine, h o n o r e d culture instructor, Mrs. Leon Net- l
e The programa.  was as follows: ,
Hoover Williams, Vocational Agri-
Mrs. Mildred Carver. the princl Itheir pastor. Rev. I. L. Pitts, re- son, Misses Shirley Carter and pal, gave remarks. She thankedcently, on the occasion of his ninth Ever Lee
-Ford, Jr Hign school, everyone for being present andanniversary of their minister. f Mrs. L. E. Bargyh is now full-Glowing tributes were paid Rev, time librarian. At Stewart Elemen-Pitts for the very fine service he tars- school - Mrs. M o I 1 i ehas rendered the church and corn- Moore. second grade, and Mrs.
munity during the nine years of Wilma Delaney, fourth grade. Athis pastorate. The anniversary DeRossit Elementary school -
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Musing
Six, seven and eight years olds,
need to work in small groups.
They need to feelthat they a r e
making a contrihution; the y need
to feel that they belong: they
need to recognize the diflerence
between own and others' property;
•Tennessee State s Tigers Romp
they need to Cain skills in personal
care; they need help in acquir-
ing competence and skill in cop
ing with things or situations which
are feared Next week: From 9
to 12
I/ear Carlotta •
I am an only child, happily
married and with three children
of my own. My mother tries to tell
! me everything to do, though she
says she does not. She especially
wants to tell me how to rear the
I children. She phones me two or
three times each day. asking me
ini—ilAlt Otttllekli 
15Sat., Nov. 24,1956 I
Deadline Near
For 'Baby Of
'Week' Contest
complimented the faculty and pa- 
about the children. What can 1
they had given the school. Past Kentucky Thorobreds, 40-0 Dear A. - K.THE PROGRIrons for the splendid cooperation do 1 hate to hurt her feelings.;4511 
T b d text h •
. 
oo a when youome youThe school opened the program By EARL S. CLANTON, 111. Outside" Hines and Fullback Wit- the fans a dazzling exhibition of carried all of mama's interestswith the opening song, Star Sean- FRANKFORT, Ky. - (Alumni, ham "Oogie" Griffith nursing in- broken field running with a 52. with you. You will just be forcedAnessage was delivered by Rev. 0- Mrs. Fannie Scott, third grade. gled Banner. The Scripture was Stadium 1 — Rampaging Tennessee" juries on the bench, Memphis-bornr yard kickoff return onening the to tell her that you appreciate herIWO. Washington, pastor of N e w At Evans Grove Elementary read by Miss Thelma Pickett; in- State Saturday humbled Ken- jet-like halfback Mitchell reeled I second half interests, hut you are a big girlLight Baptist church, Forrest City- school - Miss Joyce Wynne, fifth vocation by Prof. W. M. Flem- tIcky State 40-0.eeping the little off two touchdowns to run his team Taking the 12th game of 16 and don shrdluu cmfwypp noaoMany tokens were presented Rev, grade ing; Welcome, sixth grade solo,
and Mrs. Pitts, along with a cash Funeral services were held re. Miss Lone Boyne, "He"; Read-donation of approximately $180. , cently for Miss Aretta Grimes at ing, second grade; Selection, Glee
SEALS SALES I First Baptist church. Club; Introduction of s p e a k e r,
Miss Eunice Carruthers; Address,A meeting was held recently at I At this writing, Mrs. Tommye
J. Estes; Trumpet trio, TheSalem Baptist Church Fellowship; Blount, a teacher at Stewart 4itY!
House of leaders and workers to' school, is a patient at Roy hospi- Three Trumpeters, G. R. Ges-
tini, Eddie Meadows, Lawrenceorganize the Christmas Seal Sales ; till. Her many friends wish for her
• ; Anderson, Maurice Davis; Re-campaign. Mrs. Elizabeth Corm- . a speedy recovers:.
way, executive secretary of St.
Francis County Tuberculosis As- e
sociation, Mrs. U. S. Bond, county
chairman and Mrs. M. 0. Living-
ston, Forrest City chairman, pre-
sented pertinent information con-
cerning this year's campaign.
The guests enjoyed a delicious
repast of dainty sandwiches, nuts
and coffee. Workers present were
Mrs. R. J. Christmas, Mrs. M. M.
Crutcher, Ms. Walter Moorehead,
Mrs. Vernon Cox, Mrs. T. C. Cobb.
Miss Charlene Warren, Mrs Vie-
Starlard, Mrs. J. W. West,
Mrs. F. N. Jamison, Mrs. Alber'
Stewart, Mrs. J. B Clark, and
Mrs Hula Twillie, Caldwell chair-
-
•
Iles Garden 40 • • •
8A 7—i_ 1,V C•
adi S TO/WAN FACES
GAS QA, 0 42 7-E-G,A
GAR.06-/V
A/OV. 2.3
To remore stubborn stains from bath-
tubs, howls and sinks, apply • weak solu-
tion of household bleach. Then flush the
surface promptly with plenty of hot soap
or detergent suds, and follow with •
rinse of clear, hot water.
7-0A/V
T././E ONE
.woir4A,
•••7"/"E- .4Z/G0-/,'
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OEIL/GE //t/ A /'‘,426E-
•Sa..///t/G//t/C13 ..S'alATFEST
.19:9
marks and presentation of plat-
four quarters as the Gentry-coach- show with a spectacular 50-yard , jamison, who made one of th ePreservers , form guests, Mrs. Mildred Carver, ed All-American prospect. F ay scoring pass play. End Jamisoe finest catches of his career, haul- ,I principal. Mitchell, Leon Jamison and Jesse snagged four aerials that were. 1 Hostesses for the evening were: ed in the pigskin on Kentucky'sWilburn paced the Tiger offense. good for 99 of Tennessee's 193M J h • J H
With first-line guns Percy -Mr. yards via the air route and gaveilton, Lundie Campbell, Mildred "
Riley, Celestine Dixon, Lillian
Tunstall, Miss Sarah J. Coleman,
P. Gholston, registered guest s. amilto n High ClosesMiss A. B. Jackson, Mrs. Maria •Miss B. L. Thompson.
Miss Mattie Holmes, Miss A n n
Members of the hospitality coin- FOOtbciii Season WithSullies, pianists.mittee were: Miss Lois G. Miller,Margaret Somerville, Marie Brad- I
ford, Thelma Pickett, Eunice Car- • •
ruthers, Mrs. Thelma Cloud, Mrs.
Evelyn Turner. Safety Council
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR. got a big break when lloward Grif- bre,d aerial.
— Girls, Mrs. Loretta Cruthers, mis-
tress of ceremonies. 
Keeping the ball rolling was thePlatform guests: Mr. Wm. Brad- 
fin intercepted a pass tossed by' t oach Gentry's steel-trap defens• observation of homecoming d a y 1derful job,"Council's quarterback E 7e I I es led by Tackle Charles Gavin; with the beautiful Miss Ceres Nor -
ford, E, L. Washburn, Mrs. Done The Hamilton Wildcats wrapped i
Burnley; Mrs. T. J. Johnson, Mr. ! up their 1956 football season last t
William Fleming, Miss Frankie L. Thursday night in muddy Melrose 
Brooks on the Council 15.
Cash, Miss Jim Ella Cotton, Miss . stadium, defeating Council High They moved down to the five
Leslie Taylor, Mrs. 1M. L. Draper, . of Huntsville, Ala., 12-0. I and appeared to be touchdown
d when a 15-yard pen•
By Ed Igoe
•••
77,E 7-04>
CHALLENGER,
F012/14 E0
KAA./a
o'S A RUGGED,
714/0 -F/57-6-0
CUSTONIE
w/7"re A SOC.X
#
Ws/DIAN '
•
Open House guests present were their own 30 e Wildcats started
Mrs. Hattie Harris, Ashley Fl I
• Jackson in the regional game, will
. ris, Mrs. R. H.Porter, Mrs 
liar- end the season here. toward the goal line again. At theI
Hamilton and Council, unable to 15, Fullback Walker took a pitch-
rown Finalei lyn Spillers, Mrs. Beulah Jeans, opening the fourth quarter. Tak•1 "; Miss Hortense Spillers, Miss E. L. move the ball much on the muddy out and raced over. The try for 1 ing the hall on his own 131 Goldsby, Mrs. H. P. McCall, Mrs. field, finishedfirst half with  the rstw the extra point was no good. yard stripe, Wilburn exploded The battered Giants return to ,neither team scoring. OTHER SCOREOita Mae Conley. Miss Viola Flow- 
through the Thorobreds' line, Yankee Stadium Sunday to playens, Mrs. nAnie Reed, Rev. and  In the third quarter Hamilton Hamilton's other score came host to the Chicago Bears, lead-Mrs. D. E. Gardner, Mrs. Mary ,
Chatman, Mrs. Zulie Murray, Mrs. church To HonorZola Nelson, Mrs. Cleavise La-
Bertha Kenzie, Miss Ba rbara' Pastor's Birthday
mar, Mrs. H. P. McCall, Mrs. !
Thomas, Mrs. Anna Woods. James The members of Mt. Zion AME
Woods, Robert Woodard, Mrs, Wil- I church, 116th at. and Madison ave.,
lie P. Ayers, Miss Johnnie M. will celebrate the fiftieth birthday
Baptist, Mrs. Sadie M. Bell, Mrs. of their pastor, the Rev. William
Susie Bryant. L. Freeman, on Saturday evening,
Mrs. Gloria Rainey, Mrs. Lou- Dec. 1, with a party at the church.
ise Johnson, Mrs. Sarah Brown, A popular member of the AME
Mrs. Tommie Pinkston, Rozelle Ministers Conference of Greater
Brown, Mrs. P. M. Cash, Mrs.
Eva Knight, Mr. and Mrs. Leon-
ard Small, Mrs. A. W. Bry-
ant, W. R. Hayes, Houston Gaines,
Mrs. Connie Baker, Mrs. Lonnie
Hamilton, Miss B. L. Ruffin, Mrs.
Elizabeth Cox, Mrs. W. C. Free-
man, Mrs. Clara Evans, Mrs. M.
Stephens, Mrs. M. S. Draper, Mrs.
Louise Burton, Mrs. Pauline Cum-
mings, Miss Erma Laws, T. J.
Johnson, Mrs. Alma Holt, Miss
Velma Tennal, Bennie Bell, Miss
Sammie Ricks, Miss Lovie Zella
a • Phillips.
Miss Rosie Lee Wallace, Mrs
Dovie Burnley, Miss Bernice
Blade, Robert Powell, Willie
Rounds, Clyde Adams, Mrs. Vio-
la Hill, Mrs. Rosa Lee Wright,
Miss Geraldine Alexander, Miss
Lillie B. Perkins, Miss Charlene
Rowlett, Mrs. Bobbie Jackson,
Miss Sandra Branson, Mrs. Leo-
na Perkins, Mrs. Essie Echols,
Mrs. Leona Morris, Mrs. Ester
Chambers, Mrs. Estelle Bland,
Mrs. LWie Faulkner, Mrs* Della
Campbell, Miss Barbara Bailey.
Miss Willistein Taylor, Charles
Banks, Wm, Jackson, Mrs. Willie
Ella Larkham, Miss Claudia Haw-
kins. Mrs. Lucy Conrad, Wm.
Fleming, Mrs. Ruby Patten, Steve
Hardin, R. D. Dale, Mrs. Mat-
tie Hunter, Mrs. Christabel John-
son, Oliver Patten, sr.
MORE GUESTS
Raford Dandridge, Glee Club
member; Mrs. Mary Thornton,
Leon Munn, Mrs. Sadie D. Davis,
Miss Juanita Gardner, Mrs. Elea-
nor Oglesby, Mrs, Annie M. Mit-
chell, Mrs. Miagre Tate, Lawrence
Anderson, band member; Maurice
Davis, Mrs. Ellen Stanback, Mrs.
Christine Smith, Miss Joie Ham-
ilton, glee club member; Mrs. !
Irene Tillman, Mrs. Mattie Jones,
Mrs. Francis Davis, Miss Emma
Jean Sales, Mrs. Amerlia Kenne-
dy, glee club member; M r s.
Sammie McCuthen, Charles Me.
Cutchem Mrs, Maxine Mays, Mrs.
Josephine Hewitt. Mrs. Mat tie'
Crawford, Mrs. Mae Frances- Ca-
pie, Mrs. Marie Scott, Mrs, Mat-
tie Johnson, Mrs. Leona Miller,
Mrs. M. L. Love, William Brad-
ford, Mrs. Gussie Adams, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Walton, Mrs. Wells
Toney, Miss Ann Suttles. Glee club
members present also were: Miss
Ruthie Grant, Miss Dorothy Park- I
er, Miss Gwendolyn Clark, Sam-
uel Woods, Mrs. Ann Falls, Miss
Betey Johnson, Miss Gladys Ow-
ens, Mrs. Gertrude Levy, Mrs.
Marie Taylor, Mrs. Susie Clark.
IN MI —gismo FI1014 AfiltItICAA OM • CONTINI.Pat DISTIttINS COMATION • PORADUNIA, Mrs. Marie Hickman, M r s. 1
BEST DIFT IDEA OF THE SEASON I
YOUR CHOICE OF FAMOUS LIQUORS IN
Matched Set Decanters
Choose from a variety of America's finest liquors
No extra charge for decanter
BOURBON • RYE
GIN • WHISKY
and
CAVALIER VODKA
•Trild4.111111
Brilliant, new gift idea-Matched Set Decanters.
Choose from America's finest liquors in the same unique decanler.
Ingenious-the brand label lifts off, leavings golden plaque
marked Bourbon, Rye, Whisky. Vodka or Gin.
Give your friends a Christmas starter of one or two decanters.
Or, for the magnificent gift-a complete sett
the great American Vodka
'CAVALIER VODKA
CAVALIER VODKA DECANTER
$4.99 % qt.
Miss Viola Flowers, Mrs. Susie Two bowl games the Nursery I -houn
Bryant, PTA P e rive.• After isresident. Music by Bowl this Wednesday and the; ally ended
---- Blues Bowl on Dec. 3, along with they could get no farther than theMelrose Glee Club under the di
rection of Miss Viola Flowers. Re-1 g p , State'h • nshi eighth before losing the hall ondowns.freshments, frappe and cookies, the first week in December should
•
brown jug for the seventh straight lead to 12 for the season. now, an that you are busyplayed with the Thorobreds over, 
and don't have time for so manytime in the classic's myear his- Sharpening up for homecoming,' a 26
-year span, Coach Gentry'
calls. Tell her you will try to reartory. against Lincoln Thanksgiving Day,' Tigers scored with 6!1 remaining
your own family, but you will beThe Orange Blossom classic Mr. Inside Wilburn churned up' in the first quarter when halfback
glad to call on her in an emergen-goers are yet unbeaten and untied 139 yards in 10 carries that in- Mitchell raced over from the 5 to
cy. Also try to help her find somein eight straights this season. eluded a fan-jolting 87-yard TD tally on a 66-yard scoring march. 
other interests That is her prob-Coach Howard C. Gentry's in- scurry. A t lant a-born circus- With seconds remaining in the lern. lack of interests.jury-ridden Tigers scored t w o catching pass receiwer J a m i- first stanza, Mr. Inside Wilburntouchdowns in three of the game•s son put on a pass-catching side on the mid-field stripe flipped to
Taking Council's quick kick onOPEN HOUSE GUESTS St. Augustine beat Merry High of
littd.son. Also adding to the Home-
coming activities was the reelec-
tion of Miss Manassas. With
Miss Marilyn Petterson b e ing
victorious. Miss Petterson is also
a senior here at Manassas where
she too is very popular. I am
sure that everybody with the ex-
ception of Merry High and Book-
er T. Washington High schools,
are jumping up and down over
our triumph over Merry High and
I'm sure all of us have noticed
the wonderful performances p e r-
formed. by our band. To Mr. Abel
"Keep on!" You're doing a won-
New York, a large contingent of
that body are expected to partic-
ipate in the celebration.
December 15 is the last day en-
tries may be submitted for the
1956 "Pet Milk Baby of the Week"
series. Parents are urged to send
in their babies' photos as soon as
possible, as the last of this year'
awards will be made the week
oDec .
Any baby who is no older than
3 years and who has been fed Pet
Evaporated Milk is eligible to be
named "Baby of the Week". Fur-
ther details may he found under
the photo of this week's award-
winning baby, elsewhere in this is-
sue.
About two-thirds of all farm
families in the U.S. have sources
of cash income outside their
farms, especially those in the
very lowest and very highest of
Income brackets.
Cuba is almost as extensive in
area as Pennsylvania and its
coast line extends for about 2,-
500 miles
Manassas News
25, broke away from one tackler - 
and outdistanced the field to score
By ALICE DOBBSstanding up
ANDSTRONG DEFENSE
Memphis' Bob "F ancy Dan" LARRY TURNER
Crawford. Tiger signal caller, add- ,
For the last two weeks Manag-ed extra point for Tennessee's '
sas has hovered within its sacredhalftime 13-point margin. Center
walls, and atmosphere of excite-Henry Johnson blocked Kentucky's
tnent. Starting the excitementJohn Holloway's punt and recover- '
see's third tally. Fleet-footed All. 
ball rolling last week were John-
ny. Wright and Josephine Wat-
ed it in the end zone for Tennes-
kins,. the two candidates for
'Conference Halfback Mitchell gal- ,
a it election of the Vice President ofI toped 26 yards to paydirt 1
Ith,e, Student Council. Mr. JohnnyTennessee intercepted a Thoro- Wright was of course victorious.
and ( aptain James Buford grudg- fleet being selected football queen,ingly allowed the Thorobreds 14 She is classified as a senior andyards in air ,and rushed George is a member of the famed Double
Edward's charges for a 7-yard Ten Society. To Miss Norflect, the
net loss on the ground. Tiger , student body wishes to say "We
Mockers blasted the way for are proud of you, very proud!"
Tennessee to pick up 270 yards on I Serving our queen, Miss Nor-
the ground and collect 12 passes fleet are her attendants, Misses!
in 23 attempts.
The Mr. Inside half of Gentry's
touchdown twins, Wilburn, cli fe.•
masted fans' afternoon with a k3iants-Bears Sun:
Billy Joyce Mack and Gwendolyn
spine-tingling 87 yard scoring runl •
early in the fourth after Ilaind- ; headed for the sidelines until l
he reached the mid-field mark, 
ers of the National Football loop'ston took over the bell on the Coun- 
Western division, Groggy aftercil 36 and a five-yard penalty most. then danced out of a tackler's arms
and sprinted to paydirt. 
taking a humiliating 33-7 slugginged it up to the 31. Two plays later from the Washington Redskins atWalker and Halfback Richard; Unloading the bench, Coach Gen- Griffith Stadium last Sunday, thetry's third unit scored the game's Giants will try to get back on theJones had the ball down to the15. Halfback Eugene Webb went
over tackle and found clear sailing
for the remainder of the trip.
Again the try for the extra
point failed.
But the game was in the bag
now despite a threatening pass at-
tack opened up by the Alabama
boys in the last few minutes of
the game.
103 PROOF
MERRY MENAGERIE By Walt Dimly
"We only use it during Indian summer:"
JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT PH. 4-9463
final tally on a '34-yard pass play
from Freshman Thomas McClain,
to rangy first year end, Ernie
Mays, a former Hamilton High
star in Memphis.
winning trail.
The speedy Brown, who scored
in every period, set a new school
mark by scoring 43 points in his
college finale.
LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
•
There Is e reams why peeple
Ilk, te 4. business with as, It
Is our preempt, friendly serviee,
seerteees treeheent end desire
te help ye..
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
Open Saturdays
Until Christmas
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVL
Phone JA. 5-7611
Hoyt. Owned . Hems Operated
COMO DRUG STORE
ruil line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
picked up and delivered. FREE delivery, no limit-
ed amount.
vie Corns. ',wits, Wm. Pippin, druggist
1014 Mississippi Blvd. Ph. WH. 2-1721
We APPRICIATI YOUR PAYROPIAGI
•
STERLING SALT
brings out the best in food!
CRUNCH! SALADS ARE SCRUMPTIOUS-any
time of year! They're full of good health for everyone in the
family. And they're full of exciting, tangy flavor, too—when
they're prepared with Sterling Salt. Reason? Sterling's pure,
snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve quickly, completely.
They add extra zest and sparkle to the rich, natural flavors
of any food! Get Sterling Salt at your grocer's today. Plain or
Iodized. Guaranteed damp proof, or double your money back.
STERU NO SALT—in the box with the premium offer on the back
PRODUCT OP INTERNATIONAL SALT CO., INC.
omecommg Triumph
•
•
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A "TRLS IS 'OUR LIFE PRO-
' GRAM" in Fellowship Hall at
Saint Stephen Baptist church
last week honored Mrs. Lillie
Jackson, who has given the
church more than 50 years
service. She was completely
surprised when she arrived at
the church to find her rela-
tives and many friends hon-
oring her with the beautiful
program and gifts. She receiv-
ed a lovely charm bracelet
with special symbols signify-
ing her church life. Between
happy tears at the close of the
program, Mrs. Jackson said,
"I am glad that I have con-
tributed something in small
way that you believe worth
emulating." Seen from left in
top row are: Mrs. Bennie T.
Lewis, who first thought of
the program; Mrs. I. T. Fel-
ton. Rev. Joseph Wilson, Mrs.
Jackson, the honoree; Ben-
-gematfoo4
. ,
ita s..0P8888 Mk.' 8
1
nie T. Lewis. Mrs. J. L. Camp-
bell, Mrs. Julia Fisher, Mrs.
lona Harwell and Mrs. Hutt.
son. Lower photo shows some
of the program participants
and guests who joined in the
worthwhile and lovely pro-
gram.
Stork Stops
Zorn At John Gaston Hospital:
NOVEMBER 10, 1956
David Lee Robinson. a son, to
jr. and Mrs. Percy Robinson, of
1983 Jefferson.
! Patricia Ann Treadwell, a
'daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Treadv,.ell of 479 Frazier.
Glenn Albertson Harris, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harris, of
84 Wisconsin.
' Jearlstein Walker, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs, Harry Walker, of
726 Beale.
' Janice Fay Ward, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Ward, of
712 N. Third.
' Jerome F-anklin. a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Franklin, of 3157 ,
Bobbie Jean Wiley, a daughter.
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Wiley, of
1413 James.
J. . •B. Jr.,a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Stovall, of 1970
Kansas.
Annette Taylor. a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Taylor, of
536 Gillis,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Young, of
756 Walnut.
Stanley Ray Darnell Sanders. a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Dallas San-
ders, of 638 Gillis.
NOVEMBER 13, 1956
Darryl Curtis Durham, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Handel R. Dur-
ham, of 1438 Washington.
Tony Angelo Jackson, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie J. Jackson,
of 399 Gaston.
Debra Ann Bobo. a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Bobo, of 371
S. Orleans.
Antoinette Beatrice Spragling. a
daughter, to Mr, and Mrs. Charles
E. Spragling, of 1448 Kyle.
Keith Lamont Ingram, a son.Taylor, of 1722 E. Silver.
to Mr. and Mrs. Griffin R. M-A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Cary
, gram, of 327 Decatur.Bell. of 1432 Auttin.
NOVEMBER 11, 1956 NOVEMBER 14, 1956
—
Daisy Mae Wooten. a daughter, Carl Edward Wilson III. a son, - NEW YORK (INS) — Ru•
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. woot- to Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Wilson, dolph Halley, the relentless, owl-
en, of 1823 Rozelle. of 1198 College. eyed lisPing crime buster who
Marilyn Dolores Miller. a dauah. Reginald Gene Griffin. a son, to helped expose the unholy allianceter, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mil- Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Griffin, of 877 , of crime and politics in the seri-ler. of 1283 Saxon. ' Neptune. sational 1950-51 Kefauver TV hear-Willie James Wright, jr., a on. Willie Braggins III, a son, to ings, died yesterday.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Braggins, of The 43-year-old former chiefof 1465 Ash. 3108 Rochester.
, counsel of the crime investigatingJanice Lulena Arnett, a daugh- 1 Sandra Dianne Bratcher. ater, to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Arnett, daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
of 707 Provine. ward Bratcher. of 221 W. Dison.Kenneth James Howard. a son, •1 oshula NI a u ria Stephens. ato Mr. and Mrs. Sam F. Howard, daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Wit-
of 608 Williams. bert Stephens. of 1885 Keltner.Calvin Eugene Marshall. a son, Stevenson Oliver, a son, to Mr.to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Marshall. and Mrs. Prentiss Oliver, of 235Dorothy Jean Palmer, a daugh. Pauline Cir.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Pal: Charlie Mae Young, a son, to
mer. of 961 Barton. Mr. and Mrs. Hale Young. of 978Minnie Mae Jack, a daughter, to Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Jack, of ' Fannie Mae L awson. a (laugh-182 W. Colorado. , ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Law-
NOVEMBER 12, 1 son, of 1138 Turley.956
aWilliam Gary Simpson. a son, Warner Jean Bonner. daugh-ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lilton Bon-to Mr, and Mrs. Odell Simpson, 
ner. of 1157 Charles.of 970 Latham.
Feida Denise Porter. a daugh- NOVEMBER 15, 1956 
A son. to Mr. and Mrster, to Mr. and Mrs, Henry Por-
ter. of 295 N. Manassas. 'Turner. of 554 Concord.
Ray Anthony Williams. a son, to Lethia Ann Brandon, a daugh-Mr. and Mrs. F-arna B. Williams. Iter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bran-
of 715 St. Paul. , don, of 1419 Texas.
Gary Lewis Roberts. a son. toPatsy Anita Dandridge. a (laugh-ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Milton H. Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Roberts, ofDandridge, of 336 Carbon rd. 833 Heiskell.
Angela Dionne Lee. a daughter. Earnest Rennard Brown, a son
to Mr. and Mrs. Huey Brown, ofto Mr. and Mrs, Melvin E. Lee,
of 900 N. Main. 1455 Minnie.
Northern Nunley, a son, to Mr. 1 Brenda Jean Hill. a daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. JesSie Ho of 567and Mrs. Andrew Nunley. of 3853
Barron Wells.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Graham,
of 670 Mosby.
Alfred Jones. jr., a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Joness, of 952
Ford. -
NOVEMBER 16. 1956
Ruthie Lee Sanders. a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward San-
ders, of 234 Ivory.
Rita Lynn Woods, a daughter.
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Woods, '
of 347 W. Fields.
Podesta Regina Owens. a
daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Owens. of 3158 Winslow. ,
Marcus Vernon Frison. a son. to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Frison,
of 2153 Howell
Clifton Clinton Bean, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Bean, of 691
Franklin.
Sandra Kay Smith-, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Smith,
of 962 S. Wellington.
Jacquelyn McClendon, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lindon Q. ,
McClendon. of 1423 Ledger.
Lacy Lloyd Thomas, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Thomas,
Carolyn Denise Berry, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Berry, of 875 Kentucky.
Brenda Fay Seymour, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Seymour, of 529 High.
Bruce Thomas, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Thomas, of
53 W. Olive,Alberta Diltz. a daughter, to
Tyrone Ford, a son, to Mr. andMr. and Mrs. Willie L. Diltz, of Mrs. Vernell Ford, of 885 Le-2281 Zanone.
M oyne Mall.A son, to Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Lonnie Young, jr., a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie Young, of 552
Hampton Place.
Sheila Shirlett Taylor, a daogh-
INC to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L Tay-
of 376 Butler.
, Cords Renee Young, a son, to
Gaston
Larry Burnzell Edmonds, a son
to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Edmonds
of 626 N. Front.
Sheila Juznic Taylor, a daugh
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton E
Taylor, of 1396 Stonewall,
Linda Fay Lewis, a daughter, to
Crime Buster
Ruduiph Halley
Dies At 43
subcommittee headed by Sen.
Estes Kefauver catapulted into
overnight fame by his thorough
roasting of the "Who's Who" of
the underworld.
As a result of his popularity
gained in the headline-making
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO
--
REBUILT VACUUM $a95
CLEANERS 1.1 up
, t
dins on
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Op•• Nights Free Perlti,v
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE
County
NEWS
American Legion Post 178 Rip-
ley, Tenn., Prof. Albert Lockard
commander, celebrated the Annu-
al Affair at Palmer Turner school
Monday evening, Nov. 12, 7:30
p.m. The quota, 31, was passed
by 29 with a total of
George Jarrett, Adjutant; Lu-
ther Jones, treasurer: Millard
Brown, service officer.
Mt. Pleasant Baptist church of
Ripley, Tenn. conducted af all
drive Nov. 4-11, for the benefit of
the building program. The go a I
was $1,000. Some repair work had
been done on the church and they
planned to pay all indebtedness
through this drive.
Many guests were present and
there was preaching each night by
the following ministers: Revs. B.
T. Hopkins, Roy Leake, P. H. Ba-
ker, C. M. Lester, Berkly and J.
R. Halliburton. The program was
interesting each night and well at-
tended. The proceeds were $700.
Rev. Wm. Burrows, pastor; Bro.
C. J. Henning, secretary, and Prof.
J. T. Halliburton, master of cere-
monies,
JAMES ZELLERBACH, San Fran-
cisco businessman, is reported un-
der consideration to replace Mrs.
Clare Boothe Luce as U.S. Am•
bassador to Italy. Zellerbach
served as first U. S. foreign aid
director in Italy from 1948 to 1950
and has also been an alternate
U. S. delegate to the UN. INP
Soundphoto
11.1111111111=11111I
BABY DIES
We regret the passing of a 15-
day-old baby of Mr. and Mrs. Luke
Brown, who had been pronounced
dead and found to not be true.
Mrs. Maggie Beard, a neighbor,
heard of the death and went over
to the Browns' home to pay re-
spects and give words of encour-
agement to the bereaved family.
Upon the arrival of Mrs. Beard
she found the baby had been
dressed, the undertaker from Dy-
ersburg (25 miles) had been call-
ed and the family, assisted by
friends were on the porch mak-
REV. R. J. MABERRY, pastor
of Morning Star Baptist church.1
777 E. Georgia St., will speak to
his congregation from the subject,
"Try Your God", at the 11 a.m.
service on the fourth Sunday.
MAJOR GENERAL E. 1. M.
Burns, chief of the UN Police
Force in the Mid-East, as he ar-
rived in New York for talks with .
iUN officials. He conferred with ts commissary, dining room and
Dag Hammarskjold, UN secretary- sleeping quarters. Its memberships
are extended to veterans of allgeneral, before leaving Europe.
INP Soundphoto. wars. There are no joining fees
and a small monthly charge makes
one eligible to professional serv-
Veterans' Benefits, Inc.
NEWS
The machinery of Veterans Ben-
efit, Inc., is in action. The organi-
zation, barely eight months old,
is already achieving results con-
templated by its founder, J. F. Es-
tes.
On April 10, 1956, a farmer
who had served in World War I
came to the organization's' head-
quarters and applied for member-
ship. After filling out his appli-
cation he was told that he was
eligible for a pension. So that
very day Veterans' Benefit got
busy. A few days ago that farm-
er, Charlie Parker, was advised
that he would get his pension
amounting to $66.15 per month,
beginning Nov. 20.
We cannot express the happiness
that accompanied this announce-
ment when Charlie Parker receiv-
ed it. With the tenderness and af-
fection of a child he told President
Estes, "I don't know how to thank
you for what you have done for
me. I hope Negro Veterans all
oveir this country will join this or-
ganization. I am going to pay
my dues a year in advance and
I hope it will help in meeting your
present cost of operation."
ial. Mrs. Beard, having assisted Colored,Whrteing plans for the grave and bur-
the late Alex Clay, a well known H
omes Site Ofundertaker in the county, request-1ed to see the body. After enter-
ing the house and observing the
baby, she readily discovered the
baby was not dead. Within a short
time.' Mrs. Beard had the baby
drinking milk. The baby lived
more than a day longer and final-
ly died.
BOARD MEETS
hearings. Halley in 1951 was elect-
ed president of the New York
City council on the Liberal party
ticket.
In 1953 he rin" for mayor of
New York as the Liberal party
candidate. The campaign, one of
the roughest in years saw Hal-
ley in the thick of it, in his best
crime-busting manner, exposing
how politicos were visiting an im-
prisoned labcr boss. Joey Fay.
He was defeated by Democratic
candidate Robert F. Wagner, and
went into private practiCe with
his former boss on the old Tru-
man war frauds investigating
committee, Hugh Fulton.
The first board meeting of the
West Tennessee Association after
the meeting of the National Bap-
tist Convention was held at Holly
Grove Baptist church, Ripley,
Nov. 15-16. The meeting got off
to a good start by presenting a
pre-board meeting program with
the following local churches rep-
resented with their choirs and
other members: Oak Grove, Beth-
el, Old Canaan, Morning Star and
Holly Grove. Prof. A. Lockard,
Rev. A. Terrell, Rev. L. Nelson,
Rev. E. G Carroll and Mrs 1
M. Dean, Memphis, Tenn., re-
tired school teacher of the city
school system now adult worker at
Owens college, Memphis. T e n n.,
spoke words of encouragement for
the type of songs sung by the I
choirs.
The program was not largely at-
tended but many present express-
ed favorable comments.
Mrs. Dora W. Vaughn presided
in -a splendid manner. The board
meeting opened officially Thurs-
day morning, Nov. 15 with a goal
, of $1.000 to be raised. Some
thought it could not be done, but
they proved it could be by rais-
ing $1,209 and some cents. The ex-
tra effort led by Rev. L. Nelson
collected more than $400. T h e
meeting proved to be a success
plus.
Cross Burning
Service stations in some states
are forbidden by law to show on
their price signs how much the
consumer pays in state taxes on
each gallon of gasoline he pur-
chases.
The first fire insurance compa,
ONE PURPOSE
Charlie—Parker is only one of
the thousands of Negro veterans You may join by calling
living in the Mid-South who need son 6-3609. 860 Vance ave.,
the help of Veterans Benefit. If, phis, Tenn.
not eligible for a pension, you
might be eligible for other things
provided for you by your gov-
ernment. To see that Negro Vet-
erans get everything and every op-
portunity offered them is the di-
rect reason for Veterans' Benefit
existence.
Veterans' Benefit headquarters
is at 860 Vance ave. and it is a
veritable beehive. Eight clerks and
tellers ,man its several offices,
while another group of compe-
tent administfators take care of
MOBILE, Ala. — Two more
crosses were burned here last
week, several weeks after another
cross was burned in the same
neighborhood where Negro a n d
•white homes are nearby.
The two crosses were in front
of houses in the Toulminville sub-
urb and were made of two by four
lumber, standing six feet high.
The crosses were erected at the
homes of Mrs. Pat Oirno, white.
and William Jackson, colored.
The homes are about a mile apart.
A cross had been burned in front
of an unoccupied house next door
to the Jackson home several weeks
ago, and several others have been
burned in the Mobile area in re-
cent weeks
Jackson told police he did not
see the cross placed in his yard,
but a Ku Klux Klan spokesman ad-
mitted that Klansmen erected one.
Police have attributed most of
the others to pranksters.
, ny of record was organized for
business in Charleston, S. C in
; 1736.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office, I am the REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
trailers and you will find MADAM BELLthere at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? have you lost faithin your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?
.%re you discouraged? If any of these are your problems.
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will readlife to you just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why your job or business is not a success. If you have failedin the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington,
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block below
colony Night Club. Other-wise known as Turf (7Iub, Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 min-
utes drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office in Mil
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW kriAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on sunday
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be spre
to look for the drill sign and the right name.
CHARLIE PARKER
ices that would cost at least 10
times as much.
Charlie Parker did not pay 
penny for the services rendered i
getting his pension. The small
monthly payment for membership
is all that is required of 'etans
for any service in keeping with
the rights and privileges d u e
them.
JAck•
Mem-
Wife Preservers
If your home has been flooded in a bad
storm, the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture warns against turning on flooded.
oil burners until an electrician approve&
Once center heating facilities are re-
stored, use heat to help dry out house and
content&
IF YOU CAN GIVE A BETTER BOURBON...GIVE IT!
Rich, warmhearted... . Ancient Age is a superb gift in 
i
its brilliant holiday decanter, yours at no extra cost.
Ancient Age comes ready wrapped in a beautiful gift --- z.
carton free of sales messages. It opens easily so you can pr-Okr
aliodrop in a card without tearing the wrap. Ancient Age is
also available in the tall, handsome regularbottle.
tidied se bowl:too
Nentutly Straight Bourbon IVIuskcy • 6 Tears Old • 86 Proof • ®Ancient Age Dist. Co. iankfort.
•
